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ABSTRACT

The general course on accelerator physics given in Salamanca, Spain, closely followed
those organised by the CERN Accelerator School at Gif-sur-Yvette, Paris in 1984, and at
Aarhus, Denmark in 1986 and whose proceedings were published as CERN Yellow Reports 85-19
(1985) and 87-10 (1987) respectively. However, certain topics were treated in a different
way, improved or extended, while some new ones were introduced and it is all of these which
are included in the present proceedings.
The lectures include beam-cooling concepts,
Liouville's theorem and emittance, emittance dilution in transfer lines, weak-betatron
coupling, diagnostics, while the seminars are on positron and electron sources, linac struc
tures and the LEP L3 experiment, together with industrial aspects of particle accelerators.
Also included are errata and addenda to the Yellow Reports mentioned above.
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FOMEWORD
The CERN Accelerator School was established in 1983 with the mission to preserve and
disseminate the knowledge accumulated at CERN and elsewhere on particle accelerators and
storage rings of all kinds. This is being carried out principally by means of a biennial
programme of basic and advanced two-week courses on general accelerator physics aiming to
bridge the gap between the level of knowledge attained with a science or engineering degree
and that required for starting accelerator research work. In addition, topical courses are
organised jointly with the US Particle Accelerator School, while specialised courses and
Workshops are staged as the need or opportunity arises and in conjunction with appropriate
bodies or organizations. This policy has led to the vigorous programme of courses shown in
the table below.
List of courses and their proceedings
Year

General accelerator
physics courses

Topical courses

1983

Specialised courses
and Workshops
Antiprotons for colliding
beam facilities
CERN 84-15 (1984)

.

1984

Basic
CERN 85-19 (1985)

1985

Advanced
CERN 87-03 (1987)

Nonlinear dynamics aspects
of particle accelerators
Lecture notes in physics 247
(Springer Verlag, Berlin,
1986)

1986

Basic
CERN 87-10 (1987)

Frontiers of particle beams
Applied Geodesy for
Lecture notes in physics 296 particle accelerators
(Springer Verlag, Berlin,
CERN 87-01 (1987)
Heidelberg, New York, 1988)

1987

Advanced
CERN 89-01 (1989)

1988

Basic
Present proceedings

1989

Advanced
(to be published)

1990

Basic
(to be published)

_

Frontiers of particle beams;
Observation, diagnosis and
correction
(to be published)

_

Generation of high fields
(ECFA and INFN Workshop)
ECFA 85/91,CERN 85-07 (1985)

_

New developments in particle
acceleration techniques
(ECFA et al. Workshop)
CERN 87-11, ECFA 87/110
Superconductivity in
particle accelerators
CERN 89-04 (1989)
Synchrotron radiation and
free-electron lasers
(to be published)
Power converters for
particle accelerators
(to be published)

- vin The present proceedings are concerned with the third of the basic courses on general
accelerator physics held in Salamanca in September, 1988. This course closely follows the
earlier ones at Gif-sur-Yvette, Paris and Aarhus, Denmark, but with some of the topics
improved, extended or presented in a different way. In addition, some completely new sub
jects were added, especially in the case of the seminars. In this way the chapters included
in this present volume are complementary to those published for the first and second general
courses.
Organization of this school and the publication of its proceedings would not have been
possible without the help of very many people. The support of the CERN Management and the
School's Advisory, Programme and Local Organizing Committees is gratefully acknowledged.
For this particular course the important support given by CICT, CIEMAT, CDTI and the Univer
sity of Salamanca and their staff, particularly C. Willmott, F. Fernandez and J.A. Rubio, was
most essential. Very special thanks, however, must go to the lecturers and authors who gave
so freely of their time and effort to present the topics at the school and in these proceed
ings. The help of the many CERN service sections who contributed in one way or another to
the organization of the school and the production of this present volume was most invalu
able. Finally, the attendance, enthusiasm and friendliness of the participants at the school
was the best reward for the effort made on their behalf.
?

S. Turner, Editor
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COOLING CONCEPTS
S.P. Mailer
Institute of Physics, University of Aarhus, Aarhus, Denmark

ABSTRACT
After an introduction to the general concepts of cooling of charged
particle beams, sens specific cooling methods are discussed, namely
stochastic, electron and laser cooling. The treatment concentrates
on the physical

ideas of the cooling methods and only very crude

derivations of cooling times are given. At the end three other pro
posed cooling schemes are briefly discussed.

1.

PmcroCTION
The subject of the present lecture is cooling of charged particle beams in storage

rings. The

lecture is intended to be a general introduction to "all" methods of cooling

with emphasis on a physical description and understanding. Detailed theoretical de
rivations can be found in the referenced literature. Concerning the cooling hardware, no
details will be given.
The terms beam temperature and beam cooling have been taken over

from kinetic gas

theory. As in the case of a gas the temperature is given by the kinetic energy of the
Ions,
2

â<T = ^n<v >

.

(1)

Traditionally the average kinetic energy is also called température, and a coimonly used
unit for temperature is eV. The velocity entering the right-hand side of Eq. (1) is the
rms value of the ion velocities relative to the average ion velocity, which in a storage
ring is non-zero. In this way the tenperature is a measure of the disordered motion. Very
often the ion beam is not isotropic and one has to specxfy the longitudinal T
transverse temperature Tj_, defined by Eg.

(1) and the

longitudinal

and the

and transverse

velocity components, respectively, (tooling is then a reduction of the beam temperature.
In practice the transverse emittance [1] and the longitudinal nonentun spread ip/p
are used as measures of the transverse and longitudinal tenperature, respectively, since
these quantities are directly extracted from measurements.
The cooling process is characterized by two quantities, namely the cooling time and
the final tenperature. We shall mainly discuss the cooling tines, since the final tenperature of the cooled beam is usually determined by an equilibrium between the cooling
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process and various heating processes. This brings us to the next point, namely why do
cooling? The

answer is to improve the beam quality. Beam quality is here used in the

broad sense of lifetime, transverse and longitudinal omittance and intensity» Furthermore
cooling may counteract heating processes, e.g., intrabeam scattering, multiple scattering
on residual gas (and internal targets) and slow instabilities. Hie intensity Increase by
alternately cooling and injecting is called accumulation or stacking. It is obtained by
adding new particles in regions of phase space cleared of previously injected particles
by the cooling system.
If a cooling method is going to be useful, the cooling time must be
final temperature

small

and the

low. Furthermore, large beam losses due to the cooling and connected

processes is clearly not acceptable, since cooling

alms at increasing the particle

density.
The Liouville theorem [1] states that for a continuous fluid under the influence of
conservative forces, the phase space density is invariant. The cooling methods circumvent
the Liouville theorem in two different ways. The stochastic cooling relies on the fact
that a beam of charged particles is not a continuous fluid, but consists of many point
like particles. By detection of the phase-space coordinates of samples consisting of a
finite number of particles and subsequent correction, the beam can be cooled using con
servative

forces. Electron cooling, on the other hand, cools the beam with non-conser

vative forces stemming from collisions between the beam particles and an electron beam.
Synchrotron radiation cooling, or radiation damping, has already been treated in
this school by K. Hubner [2]. Here we only remind the reader, that radiation dancing is a
very efficient cooling mechanism for electron and positron beams functioning without any
cooling hardware. Although synchrotron radiation has been observed from protons in the
SPS, the cooling tines for protons are much too long, even at the next generation of
accelerators, LHC and SSC, to have any significance.
We

start by discussing stochastic cooling and electron cooling in sections 2 and 3,

respectively. These cooling methods, and in particular stochastic cooling, have already
been shown to be valuable tools in storage rings. The next cooling method, laser cooling,
to be discussed in section 4 will soon be investigated for a stored ion beam. In section
5

we will

discuss some more speculative cooling mechanisms, and we will compare the

different cooling methods and conclude in section 6.
2.

STOCHASTIC POOLING
Erom the invention of stochastic cooling in 1968 to the pay-off with the discovery

of the intermediate vector bosons nearly

15 years passed. The father of stochastic

cooling, S. van der Meer, was subsequently awarded the Nobel prize together with C.
Rubbia. One of the reasons for this relatively long ripening period was undoubtedly
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people's blind belief in Liouville. It is also surprising, at first sight, that one can
increase the phase space density by observing, and correcting, the chance variations in
the phase-space coordinates of sanples of beam particles.
PICK-UP
«
8

®

_

«
8

0»
S

T

Fig. 1 Ideal signals from a wide-band transverse pick-up
In the

following we shall develop the ideas of stochastic cooling and "derive" an

expression for the cooling tine. For a more complete and rigorous treatment, see Ref.
[3]. An introduction to stochastic cooling hardware is given in Ref. [4].
TRANSVERSE
PICK-UP

I TRANSVERSE
I
KICKER

Fig. 2 Principle of transverse stochastic cooling in a storage ring
The particle density

along the beam trajectory is a random or "stochastic" quantity

for a beam consisting of a finite number of particles. If the beam is observed with a
transverse pick-up, sensitive to position, the pick-up will give the
position of the beam centre-of-gravity

instantaneous

in the pick-up. Fig. 1. If this sequence of S

functions is amplified and applied to a kicker, which re-centers each sanple of beam
particles, the beam is obviously cooled. If the bandwidth of the pick-up was infinite so
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that each sample consisted of single particles, and if there was no noise in the system,
the beam would have zero emittance after one passage. In reality the bandwidfti is finite
and each sample contains many particles. The situation for transverse stochastic cooling
in a storage ring is given in Fig. 2. Because the kicker corrects the angle to the axis,
the kicker should be placed an odd number of quarter betatron wavelengths after the pick
up. The situation in Fig. 2 is clearly optimal, since the indicated particle passes the
pick-up at the crest of its betatron oscillation. A particle with an additional phase of
90 will not be corrected at all, whereas particles with phases iribetween will be only
partially corrected. Since a storage ring is always designed to have an irrational number
of betatron wavelengths per circumference, particles with an unfavourable phase will soon
pass the pick-up with a more favourable phase.
Let us now define the term "sample" used above. An off-axis particle passing through
a pick-up will give a kicker signal of length T =1/2W, where W is the bandwidth of the
pick-up-kicker cooling system (Kupfmuller-I%quist relation). In the same way, a particle
passing through the kicker will be influenced by all the particles passing the pick-up
during

a

time interval of width T . Consequently the number of particles in a sample,

defined by the smallest fraction of the beam observable by the system, is given by
N

= N/2WT,

(2)

S

where T is the revolution time.
Exercise 1. What is the number of particles per sample in a situation where N=10 , W=100
MHz, and T=l (is (typical numbers).
What is the BMS value of the centre-of-gravity of one sample, if the sample is rerandomized from passage to passage? Assume a beam with size o=5 ran.
Exercise 2 (due to C.S. Taylor)
1) Ask for N random numbers from a normal distribution with zero mean and US-value o=l.
2) Find the actual mean value (in general ? 0)
3) Subtract error in mean value from each number to restore mean to zero.
4) Calculate new a'.
5) Go to step one, replace o=l with o=a' and continue.
6) Watch the progress of o.
Try different values of N, e.g., 5, 50. The evolution of a can be very irregular, but in
the long term the "beam" is cooled. Use either your pocket calculator or your personal
computer. How is the cooling time and the number of particles N connected?

We are now ready to "derive" the cooling time. Assume that the error at the pick-up
of

some test particle is x and the applied correction Xx. In general A./1. The corrected

position of the test particle will then be given by
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x_ = x - A.X - Z Xx. ,
s

(3)

where the last term corresponds to the kicks from the other particles In the sample.
Bto
kick from the test particle itself is called the coherent term and the sum of kicks from
the other particles In the sanple is called the incoherent term. These two terms can be
added by including in the sum all particles in the sanple
x

c

= x - AXx. .
s i

(4)

The sum can now be expressed by the average error of the particles In the sample
< x >

( 5 )

s • l jf±
s

as
x„ = x - A.N <x> = x - g<x> ,
(6)
c
s s
s
where g=XN Is the fractional correction usually called the 'gain'. Accepting,
intuitively, that it is unhealthy to correct more than the observed error of the sanple,
gOL, we assume g=l. Let us furtherncire neglect the incoherent term in Eq. (3) which
should give a best performance estimate. We then get the single passage correction
âx = x

- x = -

Q

JJ-X

,

(7)

S

giving us the cooling rate per turn
1
1 dx
âx 1
,
,_.
%__
x on — x
N ^
n
s
The cooling rate per second can now be obtained by multiplication of Eg.. (8) with the
revolution frequency. Substituting Eg. (2) for N we get
S
x

T N

N

( y >

S

Surprisingly, this expression only overestimates tte optimal cooling time by a factor of
2. (Cciipare Eg. (9) to the cooling time seen in exercise 2 ) .
It is a matter of taste whether one likes the manipulations in the above derivation.
Clearly one has to justify the assumptions. Mich more rigorous derivations can be found
in Ref. [3] both In tine demain and in frequency demain. The general expression for the
cooling rate reads
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2

! = |ÏE2g - g (nmn

.

JiO)

The first term is identified as the coherent term ami the second is the incoherent term
1

due to the otter particles in the sample (M ) and due to the noise in the system (U).
Actually u is theroise~fo-signalratio, which increases as the cooling proceeds, The
quantity M>1 is also called the mixing factor. The reason why M>1 is that there is not a
complete rerandomization from the Sticker to the pick-up. In other words the
not random samples. Actually,

samples are

there is also a small mixing terra, which decreases the

coherent term, due to the mixing between the pick-up and the kicker. The mixing is mainly
due to the mceenta» spread in the team, and by a clever design of the cooling ring it is
possible to minimize the mixing between the pick-up and the kicker while having a strong
mixing between ths kicker and the pick-up. There are, however, many oiiier restrictions on
the lattice. The optimum cooling tin® is given by
-c = l|j(M+U)

(11)

obtained for

Verify this! From (11) and (12) we see that the cooling tine increases as the cooling
proceeds, dus to the increasing influence of the noise. We also see that the gain has to
be reduced during the progress of the cooling, but the cooling newer stops even for very
small

signal-to-iioise ratios. Ths cooiirsg tine is proportional to the number of stored

particles, and stochastic cooling favours low-intensity and hot beams. The last and most
inçortant quantity in Eg. (11) is the bandwidtt. which has to be as large as possible. For
the Fermiiab antiproton collector and the AOOL at ŒRN, W is up to several GHz. For W = 1
Œz

and the ideal situation U = 0 and M = 1 we have x = 1 s for N = 10 . In practice, x
9

can be up to an order of magnitude larger.
Exercise 3.
Include noise in the computer model from exercise 2 by adding some random number to the
''observed" mean values.
The above described

cooling

system

is directly

applicable for horizontal and

vertical betatron cooling. Two ways of momentum cooling have been suggested. In both
cases the transverse kicker is replaced by a longitudinal acceleration/deceleration gap.
In the Palmer method the momentum deviation from the nominal is detected by a transverse
pick-up placed in a high dispersion region. Remember Ax/x = D Ap/p. Inevitably there will
also be an influence from the betatron motion to the detected signal. In the same way,
momentum cooling may lead to transverse heating. The other method detects the momentum by
sensing tte revolution frequency, Af/f = tjâp/p. One big advantage of this method is that

the pick-up

is

a sun pick-up, giving a much larger signal than a transverse difference

pick-up. This filter method of ftarndahl transforms the detected
signal by placing

signal to e OTrrectim

a so-called notch-filter between the preamplifier and the power

amplifier.
Stochastic cooling has successfully been used at ISR, ICE, LESS, AA
ŒKN,

a«î AGQL at

at Fermiiab in USA and at TARN in Japan, The cooling times have constantly bean de-

creasing by utilizing pick-up-anplifier-kicker systems of larger and larger bandwxdths
and less noise. Several of the heavy-ion storage rings under construction will also apply
stochastic cooling in connection with electron cooling, which is the next subject to be
discussed.

3.

ELECTRON OQQLIKS

<Vg>= <fj >

ions #

PF:

<wf> < <vp
T

e

<(m/M)Tj «Tj

Fig. 3 Principle of electron cooling in a storage ring
Electron cooling was proposed by G. Budker in 1966, and the first electron cooling
experiments were performed by his group in Novosibirsk. Electron cooling was subsequently
investigated

at ICE at CERN, at Fermlab and very recently at LEàR at ŒRM. For a review

of electron cooling, see [5]. The process of electron cooling can, at
ally, be understood with

least conceptu-

analogy to kinetic gas theory. A stored ion beam is electron

cooled by merging the ion beam in a straight

section with a

cold

(monochrcaatic and

parallel) eqixLvelocity electron beam as sketched in Fig. 3. In the laboratory frame the
situation is as in Fig. 4a, but in the so-called particle frame moving with the average
ion velocity things look different, Fig. 4b. In Fig. 4 the thick arrow represents an ion
and the thin arrows correspond to electrons. In this particle

frame the situation is

analogous to the heat exchange whan mixing two gases of different temperatures in a
container. By collisions the temperature of the two gases will equalize. Since the

_ 8électron gas is constantly renewed, tte ion temperature will tend towards the electron
temperature, when neglecting heating processes. In tte beginning of the cooling process
the ion velocity is typically larger than the electron velocity (averages in the particle
frame)

<wl> £ <v >
2

(13)

I
e
implying that

(14)
since we only consider the electron cooling of heavy particles. In equilibrium
Tt = T
I
e

(15)

and
iras

r

2

_ mrms
r

1 l rms
r

so finally the velocity spread of the ions will be much smaller than the velocity spread
of the electrons. The cooling process can also be considered as the slowing down of the
ions in the electron gas in analogy with the usual stopping of charged particles in
natter,
(b)

(a)

LAB. FRAME

Fig. 4 Electron cooling i n t h e laboratory frame
frame

PARTICLE FRAME

and i n

the

the

particle

We shall now obtain the cooling time by deriving an expression for the drag (or
frictional) force in the binary encounter model, where the ion electron beam

interaction

is treated as a series of independent two-particle collisions. Although the electron beam
in practice, see later, is moving in a longitudinal magnetic field B, we will first
assume B

= 0 . The influence of the magnetic field on the cooling tine will be discussed

later. We consider binary collisions, where an ion of velocity v

T

collides with an

electron of velocity v . In the rest frame of the ion. Fig. 5, the electron of velocity w
= v

g

- Vj is scattered by the much heavier ion through an angle 0

acquiring

a velocity

- 9-

W = V„ - Vi

Fig. 5 Binary collision in particle frame
w', where w' = w. In a time dt, the average momentum transfer to the ion is
-dp = (ahwft)a(0,w)dQm(w*-w)

(17)

where a(9,w) is the differential scattering cross section, dQ the solid angle around 6
into which the electrons of mass m are scattered, and dn = nf(v JdPv the density of
electrons with velocity within a v . Here n is the homogeneous spatial electron density
©

and

f(v )

the velocity distribution. The cooling force is now obtained from Eg. (17)

by integration over scattering angle and relative velocity
f = mnjd?y„f(v„)wo. (w)w
e
e
xx
where the so-called transport cross section is given by
°U_(w) = J™(l-cos9)0(e,w)2itsinsa9 .

(18)

(19)

The differential cross section for collisions between two point-like particles, neglec
ting

spin, is the Rutherford cross section a a sin" 9/2. As is well-known from stoppiag

theory this cross section leads to a logarithmic divergence of the transport cross sec
tion at small angles. In practice, this divergence is avoided by introduction of a non
zero minimum scattering angle, 0 . . îhe physical justification for this cut-off is that
m

for small scattering angles, corresponding to large impact parameters, the process is not
a two-body scattering, and the other electrons screen the ion-electron interaction
potential at
by

large distances. If we denote the screening length A., the cut-off is given

- 10 2

2

d = 2)z|e /nw
,
6 , = dA,
man
where Ze i s the p r o j e c t i l e charge . We are now able to write the f r i c t i o n fares as
m

•=*

-

„ 2 2ftI1S

p _ i

(20)

r

- 3 " * T J ? / * ,W

-fa v Lf (v ¥-— ,
m
e
e 3

L = log(2X/d)

(21)

where L is known as the Ooulaiib logarithm. It» cooling -cine, characteristic of the
cooling process, may be determined front the relation
,

-l

âv_

il

T

I|

~ 'v dt

!

(22)

W„.

T

To obtain the cooling time i n the laborataty frame one has t o multiply the cooling tine
i n the p a r t i c l e frame with \ stemming from the t i n e d i l a t i o n and the Loreratz contraction
of the electron beam. Hie cooling t i n e may to obtained i n the limits of high (v_>v )
x e
and low (v <v~ ) ion v e l o c i t i e s . For high ion v e l o c i t i e s the electron velocity may
i e
be replaced by a 8 function, i . e . stationary electrons. For low ion v e l o c i t i e s , we use an
isotropic Sfexwell d i s t r i b u t i o n
T

f(v ) =
e

n

2

Fâ<v >

,/2

= &«&

(23)

'

e

ira-s

xlCT
8

3

n=3x10 cm"
T=1eV

/f<v|>

Fig. 6 Drag force on a proton i n a flattened electron gas as function of
p r o j e c t i l e velocity. The dashed curves give the s s p i p t o t i c behaviour.
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The result for the cooling tins in the two limits is

f L.

7

_ T£ ME

" ~

n

2

1

3

ŒS

v

ji

4

z e *&

(24)
T

]I

3
e
ors? m

i

3 / 2

. XIBS

I

e

whate rj is the ratio of the length of the cooling section to the ring circumference and
n. the laboratory electaon density. This expression deserves several ccmrsents. First of
all ooolliïg becomes unfavourable

for wltra-relativistic energies. The cooling -cime is

snail for light ions of high charge state. Furthsnrore the cooling section should be long
and the electron beam dense. The cooling time of hot beams is proportional tov., disfa-wjuring very hot beams. The cooling of cold ±on beams is independent of the ion temperature and proportional te TJ

» The two limits of the ccoling force are drawn in Fig. 6

as dashed lines. In a typical case (T =0.2 eV, v <v , n=3-10 , L=10, n=0.05, y=l,
T

Z=l)

we get a cooling tin» of 40 s.
Next we will discuss two important nidifications to the above treatment. In reality
the electron velocity distribution is not Maxwellian. Due to the accelerarion of the
electrons in the electron gun the velocity distribution becomes flattened in the
longitudinal direction. Fig. 7. The longitudinal temperature in the particle

frame is

given by
fi%'l

PF

Cathode
£

c

2

2

2

T f - T »T /2ï p mc « T

c

Fig. 7 The electron velocity distribution at the cathode and after the
acceleration, where it is flattened.

2

2

2

T f = T^/2v p nc «T
where

T

c

(25)

is the cathode temperature. The transverse température is unchanged. This

longitudinal velocity compression clearly extends the high ion velocity regime in the
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5 Centrai drift tubs

*—

~

i

Fig. 8 LEAR electron cooler
above calculation for the longitudinal cooling to much smaller ion velocities, leading to
much shorter longitudinal cooling tines for low longitudinal ion temperatures. Also the
transverse cooling tine is reduced somewhat due to this flattening. In Fig. 6 (from [7])
is shown a computation of the drag force for protons in a flattened electron gas as a
function of projectile velocity. The drag force is shown for a pure longitudinal and a
pure transverse ion velocity.
ïhe other assumption in the above derivation, which does not correspond to reality,
is concerned with the magnetic field B. In actual setups a

longitudinal magnetic field

guides and confines the electron beam throughout the interaction region. In this magnetic
field the electrons will perform a cyclotron motion, suparinçosed on their longitudinal
drift, with revolution frequency « =eB/mc. An analytic binary collision treatment is only
possible for infinitely strong magnetic fields, in which case the electrons appear to be
of zero transverse testijerature. In general, if 1/»

is small coiçared to the collision

tine, the influence of the transverse notion averages out. The inclusion of a strong
longitudinal magnetic field leads to very short cooling times for transverse cooling. The
combinatiafi of a flattened electron distribution and a strong longitudinal magnetic field
is usually

referred to as

"super cooling' and cooling tines less than one tenth of a

second are obtainable.
Several problems arise in the binary encounter
ccoçîlementary calculation

approximation outlined above. A

[6], treating the electron beam as a continuous fluid, avoids

these problems. Such a description is clearly expected to be good for the distant collisions, where problems with screening and other collective phenomena arise in the binary
approximation. In this calculation, the drag force can also be calculated
magnetic

fields. We

for finite

shall not discuss this model further, but also refer to Ref. [7],

where the binary and the dielectric descriptions are combined to give fairly easy-to-
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evaluate expressions for the drag force.
The typical electron cooler assembly is basically the same as shown in Fig. 8. The
electron source is normally a thermo-cathode. "The cathode is surrounded by

a Pierce

shield giving a parallel electron beam. The cathode is at the high negative potential and
the electrons are accelerated through the anodes to ground potential, where they enter
the drift region. The electrons are magnetically confined in a soienoidal field. A
section of a toroid bends the electrons into the interaction region, also contained in a
solenoid, another toroid

section bends the electrons into the collector section, where

they are decelerated before being dumped. The efficiency of the collector is very
iaportant due to the high power in the electron beam, typically amperes up to 100 kV.
Loss of electrons furthermore gives rise to a high gas load. Large outgassing is a severe
problem at both the cathode and the collector end, since many coolers aim at a pressure
11

in the lO" -!©"

12

torr region. Therefore many pumps with

large pumping

speeds are

installed in electron coolers.
The electrons leave the cathode with a temperature of a few tenths of an eV. To
preserve this low temperature the magnetic guide field has to be very homogeneous. Also
the high-voltage supply has to be highly stabilized. Let us finally mention the nonnegligible radial space-charge potential in an intense electron beam and the influence of
the cooler magnetic fields on the ion beam, which also has to be considered.

4.

LASER POOLING
Laser cooling of

atoms

and ions in traps is today a well-known and widely used

technique. It was suggested in [8] also to use laser cooling for ions in a storage ring,
and this idea is soon going to be tested in the heavy ion storage rings presently under
commissioning. Laser cooling of a fast ion beam has been treated in some detail in
[9],

and acceleration of

Ref.

ions by laser radiation pressure has been demonstrated in a

single-pass experiment [10].
The idea is basically the

following.

Ions with some electrons attached have a

discrete absorption spectrum. When using this frequency selectivity

in connection with

the Doppler shift in frequency, ions with different velocities can be distinguished. The
Doppler-shifted frequency of the laser photons seen by an ion in the beam is
*»' = Yu(l-pcosQ) ,

(26)

where p and v are the usual relativistic factors and 8 the angle between the ion velocity
and the incident

laser

pulse.

Ions that have a velocity p

so

that «'=«

corresponding to a transition JWB, may absorb photons, which are subsequently reemitted.
Since the photon absorption is unidirectional whereas the reradiation is isotropic on the
average, the ions will have their velocity changed (momentum conservation).
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(b)

(a)

©

v +v
0

r

<z>

s^\
CO

(d)

Fig. 9 Photon absorption-emission cycle responsible for laser cooling
We

will

here

only

discuss longitudinal cooling, in which case the laser beam is

merged with the ion beam in a straight section of a storage ring. Transverse cooling may
be

performed

having another laser beam at some angle to the ion beam. For simplicity we

consider ions with only two energy levels A and B, so that the ions can be excited from A
to B and decay from B t o A. The cooling process is sketched in Fig. 9. In one absorptionemission process the ion acquires o n the average the recoil velocity

v = Yq/M =
r

^ \

¥® /m

(27)

m

-*£L.

_**£L-

Fig. 10 Change in ion-velocity distribution caused by the laser during the
laser-cooling process

- 15 where J?ki is the photon momentum and M the ion mass. Clearly photons carry little momentum
and a large number of photons must be absorbed by each ion to make a

significant change

of the ion momentum. The number of photon absorptions and emissions depend on the number of photons in tte laser beam and the lifetime of state B. When the photon intensity
is too large, however, induced emission bécanes dominant, and no cooling is performed,
since the emitted photons are then coherent with the

laser photons. So, obviously, a

short cooling tine requires a short decay tine of the upper level. The development of the
ion-velocity distribution during the cooling process is shown in Fig.
which has a

10. The laser,

frequency width much smaller than the Doppler width, scans the Boppler

profile during the process of cooling. Ions, which are in resonance with the laser,
recoil to higher velocities, and when the laser has crossed the Doppler profile, the ion
beam has a momentum spread corresponding to a single recoil kick, Bq. (27). Clearly the
average ion beam momentum has shifted, but this can be remedied by another laser sweep
from the high velocity side. The laser merely acts as a

snowplough, pushing the ions

ahead of it, and to have a continuous cooling, counteracting heating processes, the laser
must consecutively scan the Dcppler profile from both sides.
fts an example let us consider the case of a 100-keV
closed transition from the metastable

Li*

beam. This ion has a

S(ls2s) to the P(ls2p) of 5485Â which can be

reached by CM dye lasers. The lifetime of the upper state is 42 ns. The change in energy
of an ion from one photon absorption-emission corresponds to âE=12 me¥. If we choose a
laser power so that the stimulated emission rate equals the spontaneous emission, we have
a

spontaneous rate of

7

1.2-lQ /s. This corresponds to a few iriina beam spot of 5 mm,

which is a moderate power density. Then we have approximately

15 photon absorption

emission cycles in an interaction region of 2m, corresponding to a change in energy of
0.2 eV. An ion beam from a well-stabilized separator has an energy spread of one eV, so
the cooling time will correspond to a few revolution times, typically a few tenths of pis.
The ultimate temperature corresponds to a single recoil kick of 12 meV.
Above we have seen that laser cooling can be a very fast cooling process, and that
very low temperatures in principle can be reached. The main problem with laser cooling is
that it is not universal. Few ion species with appropriate energy-level

schemes exist,

even when also considering pulsed laser systems. Although the feasibility of laser cooling has still to be proved, the very

short laser-cooling time is promising for applica-

tions in special situations.

5.

OTHER COOLING MEHCDS
Several other cooling methods have been proposed, but the question is whether these

cooling methods are useful because, although the beam is cooled, an appreciable

fraction

of the beam may to lost due to competing processes. More than 20 years ago, Kolomsmsky
suggested the so-called ionization cooling [11]. The method

is equivalent

to electron

cooling, but the electron beam is replaced by a foil. The problem is clearly, that ions

- 16 -

are

lost or acquire very large momentum changes due to electron capture and large-angle

scattering on nuclei. Kilian has proposed a radiative cooling of ions [12], The idea is
that intrabeam scattering [13] excites ions, which subsequently de-excite radiativeiy. In
this way, internal energy in the circulating beam is emitted as photons, and the relative
motion of the ions is damped, A strong bunching is needed to provide sufficient collision
energy to excite ions. On the other hand, charge-changing collisions should be avoided.
The principle of this cooling method is very attractive, since the beam is cooled in all
directions, since no cooling hardware is needed and since it gets better the denser the
beam is. However, the method has to be demonstrated, both theoretically and experimental
ly. Finally we mention dielectronic cooling, which was recently proposed by Schuch [14],
Dielectronic recombination is the process of electron capture, where the energy gained in
the capture process is spent to excite another electron. The final state is thus a doubly
excited

ion with charge one unit higher than the originally one. If the ion auto-ionizes

before the first magnetic element, on the average the ion has gained the momentum of the
captured electron, since the electron emission process is isotropic. The process is a
kind of resonant electron scattering, similar to the
laser cooling. Also the

'resonant photon scattering*

in

feasibility of this cooling method has to be proven. Other

cooling methods can still be invented, but they will probably not be as universal as
stochastic and electron cooling.

6.

CONCLUSION AWD COMPARISONS
In the table below stochastic, electron, synchrotron radiation and laser cooling

are compared. The characterizations are clearly crude, but the differences between the
methods are easily seen. Stochastic cooling and electron cooling
whereas

are rather universal,

laser and synchrotron radiation cooling works only for some special ions and

electrons/positrons, respectively. To some extent, the two first mentioned cooling
methods

are

also complementary.

Stochastic cooling works best for hot beams whereas

electron cooling times get shorter the colder the beam. This has led scepticists to say
that stochastic

cooling gets worse and worse as the cooling process proceeds, whereas

electron cooling only works when it is not needed. The truth is probably that a combina
tion of

the two cooling methods is ideal. The stochastic cooling system collects the

tails of the beam and the electron cooling system freezes the core of the beam. The
choice between electron and stochastic cooling is also influenced by the velocity regime.
Stochastic cooling favours high velocities, whereas electron cooling becomes technologic
ally demanding for relativistic beams.
Radiation damping and, in the last few years, stochastic cooling have already
proved

their usefulness for storage rings. Within the next few years, other cooling

methods will do the same. After the pioneering work in stochastic
extent

also

cooling and to some

in electron cooling at CEEN, the techniques in storage rings can now be

mastered also by small laboratories, and the use of

cooled beams will

extended to other areas of physics than elementary particle physics.

certainly be
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Table 1
Coiparison of cooling methods

Stochastic

Species

all

Favoured
beam velocity

high

Beam intensity

lew

Cooling time
Favoured
beam temperature

8

N 10" s
high

Electron

Synchrotron
Radiation

ions

e*/e"

son» ions

medium
0.01 <p < 0.1

very high

any

any

2

1-10" s
low

v >iœ
3

-10"

any

Laser

any
(bat Doppler)
any

s

4

5

-10" - 10"

s

low
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LIOUVILLE's THEOREM ANB EMÏTTANCE
AM. Smrensen
Institute of Physics, University of Aarhus, Aarhus, Denmark

1.

INTRODUCTION

The important and useful concept of particle beam omittance is introduced In accelerator physics in order to characterize simultaneously the
width and angular divergence of a particle beam. It refers to the phasespace volume occupied by the beam particles and, as such, it is described by
size and shape. Often it is stated that the emittance (read; the size of the
omittance) is a conserved quantity according to a certain theorem of physics
known as Liouville's theorem. At other occasions we may hear that emittance
is only approximately conserved - or even non-conserved. As an extreme, socalled beam cooling methods have been developed for the sole purpose of
actively controlling a reduction of beam emittances.
The purpose of the present chapter is to try to converge these apparently diverging statements. The way to do this is to refresh our memories
of various fragments of classical, statistical and analytical mechanics. The
discussion to follow will be kept in fairly general terms in order to try to
make the underlying physics clear. A few examples, of course, will be
specific to accelerators.
The outline of the presentation is as follows: In Section 2 we first
state and prove Liouville's theorem. Then, in Section 3, the emittance
concept is introduced and the conditions for emittance conservation are
listed. Finally, in Section 4, we discuss under which conditions emittance
is non-conserved, or apparently non-conserved.

2.

LIOUVILLE'S THEOREM

2.1

Liouville in SN-dimensions

Consider a non-relativistic gas consisting of N interacting (identical)
charged particles. Most generally, such a system possesses 3N degrees of
freedom. A canonical representation therefore requires 3N generalized spatial coordinates, q,, and 3N conjugate momenta, p.. In 6N-dimensional phase
space (q_,.,., qq «- p..,..., p,„), the full system is represented by a single
point at a given time. Fig. la. Often, for q. we shall take the rectangular
coordinates (x,y,z) of the positions of the individual particles and for p.
N

- 19 the corresponding linear momenta. In this case the coordinates 3n-2, 3n-l,
3n of the phase-space point define the position of particle number n whereas
the coordinates 3(N+n)-2, 3(N+n)-l, 3(N+n) fix the momentum of that par
ticle. In general, the conjugate momenta are obtained from the Lagrangian,
L, according to the relation
p

±

= 3L/aô ,

t{q,q,t) = T - U .

±

(1)

Here the dot represents the total time derivative d/dt and T denotes the ki
netic energy of the system. The quantity U is the potential energy. As an
example, if we choose the q's as the spherical coordinates (r,e,<p) to the
individual positions of the particles, one third of the p.*s correspond to
the radial momenta of the particles, the remaining p_'s reflect the 9- and
e-components of the angular momenta.
To determine the path followed in time by the phase-space point, Fig.
la, we need some equations of motion. These may be expressed as differential
relations involving the Lagrangian. Alternatively, one may introduce a Ha
miltonian,
(2)
H(q,p,t) s Z p $
- L .
i
We recall that in case only time-independent conservative forces are acting,
H is a constant of motion, the total energy. In general, the total force ac
tive divides into a conservative, or Hamiltonian, part and a non-conserva
tive contribution. The former corresponds to the part of the force which is
derivable from a potential U, where U=U(q,q,t) appears as a sum of the usual
scalar potential and a term accounting for electromagnetic forces on moving
charges1 ). The non-Hamiltonian part Q. represents friction and inelastic
processes. By means of the Hamiltonian, the 6N equations of motion then take
the form
±

+ "i
Q.

p.
Through

±

an

q. = a

(3)

P ±

s p e c i f i c a t i o n o f initial c o n d i t i o n s , i . e . , t h e 6N p h a s e - s p a c e c o o r 

d i n a t e s p e r t a i n i n g t o t h e system a t t = 0 ,

the

6N

first-order

differential

equations (3) fix in a unique manner the phase-space trajectory. Fig. lb.
In p r a c t i c e , N i s a large n u m b e r a n d t h e r e i s a lack of c o m p l e t e i n f o r 
m a t i o n o n t h e i n i t i a l c o n d i t i o n s . C o n s e q u e n t l y , a s t a t i s t i c a l d e s c r i p t i o n is

0

b)

Pi

P
(3N-d)

(q,p)

dq
jdp

(q.p)

'o (lo-Po)
q(3N-d)
Figure

1

The

6N-dimenslona 1

phase

space

- 20 introduced. We define a phase-space distribution Q(g,p,t) such that

Q(q,p,t)dqdp ,
gives

the

(4)

dqdp = n dg.dp, ,
i

probability for finding the particle system within a volume dgdp

near the point (q,p) at time t, Fig. 1c.
Liouville's theorem now states that: Provided solely Hamiltonian forces
are

acting, the phase-space density e remains unchanged along a phase-space

trajectory, i.e., Q is constant when measured at the variable position of
particle

system

moving

through

a

phase space, Fig. 2a. We may rephrase the

theorem by stating that when Q.=0, the volume enclosed by a given contour is
conserved under the transformation ( 3 ) , Fig. 2b.
In

order

to

prove

Liouville's theorem, consider a fixed domain Q in

phase space. Fig. 2c. Due to continuity, the speed, by which the total
bability

pro

for finding the particle system within Q changes, equals the total

influx of probability per unit time through S(Q), the surface of Q,
d_
J" Q dqdp = dt
Q
Here,

JdS

J = Q'(q,p)

(5)

S(Q)

J is the 6N dimensional probability current densxty and dS is an out

ward directed surface element, dS'=ndS. Since Q is fixed, the time derivative
on the left-hand sxde may be taken directly of Q as a partial derivative and
by further means of the divergence theorem we may then rewrite Eg. (5) as

a)
p(q.p.o-p

n

Ptao-Po-'o^Po

Figure

2

Liouville

s

theorem

, a , . ,
a
J [ 3Q
^ + E. a q - <eq > + â p (QÉ> ))] âqdp = 0
at
Q
x
"
X
*
•1
X
^X
-

(

±

±

(6)

Since Eq. (6) holds for any choice of Q, the quantity in square brackets it
self vanishes identically. By differentiation of the products and collection
of the terms which contain derivatives of Q , we then obtain the relation

- 21 When we now decide to follow the particle system in its motion through phase
space, p. and q. are given by Bq. (3). Consequently, we arrive at the final
result
3 Q

i
âpT •

ÛQ

dt

=

~

e

r

( 8 )

Evidently, if only Hamiltonian forces are acting, Q.sO, the phase-space density remains constant, do/dt=0. This is the Liouville theorem. The relation
(8) provides a generalization to cases where also non-Hamiltonian forces are
acting, 0,5*0.
It is worthwhile stressing at this point that interparticle forces are
Hamiltonian as they are derivable from potentials like
j * * ,
(9)
] j~ k'
where r. denotes the position in direct space of particle number j (of
charge Ze). Consequently, in the 6N-dimensional phase space the introduction
of interparticle interactions does not change the validity of the Liouville
theorem as long as we do not consider inelastic processes like atomic excitation and ionization, charge transfer, or emission of radiation during collisions.
U,. =

( Z e )

r

2.2

r

Reduction to 6 dimensions

The 6N-dimensional phase space is clearly not very suitable for practical purposes. Therefore, it is customary to introduce an alternative description based on 6 dimensions only, three spatial ones and three momentum
coordinates. Each single particle of the system is represented by a point,
Fig. 3a, so instead of one point in a 6N-dimensional space as in Fig. la we
shall be working with N points in a 6-dimensional space. We introduce a particle density f(q,p) in such a way that
3

3

dN = f(q,p)d qd p

(10)

gives the number of particles expected within the volume d qd p around the
phase-space point (q,p). (Remember still that there is lack of complete
information on the initial conditions. The distribution function is chosen
such as to reflect the best of our knowledge.) The basic question to be
answered is then: What may be said about the evolution of f?
2

3)

A formal reduction from 6N dimensions to 6 is described elsewhere ' .
We shall not embark on a discussion of this matter here. Instead, we shall
be content by making a few simple observations. Consider first a situation
where there is no inter-particle interaction. In this case, the singleparticle Hamiltonian depends solely on q and p - and not on the phase-space
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coordinates q" and p" of other particles. Hence, the individual particle
trajectories are independent and determined
by
the
single-particle
Hamiltonian H(q,p) and, if active, by the non-conservative force Q(g,p). We
may therefore repeat the continuity argument, Eg. (|)^ with f substituted
for e and a 6-dimensional current density of j=f«(q,p). Fig. 3b. In analogy
to Eg. (8) we obtain as a result
df
dt

(11)
P

i.e., a 6-dimensional version of Liouville's theorem holds for Q=0.

a)

P
(3-d!

b)

q (3-d)
Figure

3-

q

Distribution

and

motion

q"
in

6

dimensions.

Allow now for interactions between the N particles. In this situation
the 6-d continuity argument goes wrong! Besides streaming smoothly through
the surface S(Q) of the phase-space volume according to the current density
jf (as determined by H,Q(q,p)), Fig. 3b, there is the chance that a particle
in its motion throughout phase space suddenly encounters another particle
whereby it gets scattered, or kicked, into Q, Fig. 3c. We may therefore
write

f| = - f div^ 3 cff)

(12)

+

where the last term on the right-hand side symbolizes the change in f due to
collisions. The "soft" part of the interparticle interaction, the collective
"space-charge" force due to all other particles, may be included in the
2

3 )

single-particle Hamiltonian

.

In the special case Q=0, Eq. (12) takes in (r,v)-space the form

at

+ v

-~

+

F

Ï < ext

+

W

^ = <5t>

(13)

0

with v=r, m being the particle mass and F .(r,v) denoting the external
force. The space-charge force F
depends on the distribution function
f(r,v) and thereby the equation (13) is seen to be highly non-linear. However, we stress that a 6-d version of the Liouville theorem holds even with
inclusion of this interaction term provided only that the collision term
(af/at) may be neglected.

- 23 To see the significance of the collision term, consider the simple
example of a free, neutralized, spatially homogeneous gas; ^ t s c
df/dr=0. In this case Eq. (13) simply takes the form
= F

= Q s 0

a n d

e x

| | = (||)

.
(14)
c
If collisions are absent, f clearly remains unchanged relative to its ini
tial value - which could be anything that does not depend explicitly on
time. On the other hand, if collisions are present, the collision term as
sures that the distribution function relaxes towards thermal equilibrium.
Natural questions, which appear in this context, are: How fast is the rela
xation and what is the final equilibrium? These topics will be taken up la
ter in the lecture on intrabeam scattering

2.3

Space charge versus scattering

Before we terminate our discussion of the general N-particle case, and
turn to a particle beam, it appears natural to return for a while to Eqs.
(12) and (13) and pose the question: Why do we make a separation of the ef
fect of interparticle interaction into two different terms, one accounting
for space-charge forces, F , and one accounting for "scattering events",
SC

(af/at) ? Such a division may seem rather arbitrary at first sight, if at
all it appears to make sense: Why were not all changes due to interparticle
interactions collected in a single term? - and what is the notion of
"scattering events"? Obviously, part of the answer has been given above.
With the space-charge term we are extracting a Liouvillian part of the in
terparticle interaction. However, do we have any hope that the production of
space charge is the major effect of interparticle interaction?
Let us try to elaborate on these questions. By the collective or spacecharge term we mean as usual

?

3

(r) = ze(- — ) Jd ?'

Z e f ( r J )

3r

(15)

|r-r'|

in (r,v)-space. The spatial distribution f(r') is obtained from
space distribution f(r',v') by integration over v",
3

f(r') = Jd v' f(r',v') .

the

phase-

(16)

With the expression (15), the Liouvillian property of the space-charge term
is immediately apparent; f
is proportional to the gradient of a potential
which depends solely on the spatial coordinates r. Furthermore, Eq. (15) ac
counts for the macroscopic part of the interparticle interaction. There is
no reference to the actual position of the individual particles but only an

* This section may be skipped without severe lack of continuity.

- 24 integral according to the (normally smooth) distribution function f. What is
then (df/at) ? The answer is, of course, that the latter term is due to what
is not accounted for by the space-charge term. That is, (3£/at) is due to
the microscopic part of the interparticle interaction. This explains the
subscript c for collisions (i.e., "scattering events"). The term accounts
for the actual microstructure of the particle system, that is, it accounts
for the fact that the system is not a continuous fluidum (as described by f)
but rather a collection of (a large) number of discrete particles.
The actual evaluation of the collision terra (af/at) is postponed till
the discussion of intrabeam scattering"'. At this point, let us instead
discuss a little further the separation of the interparticle interaction. It
is customary to define a "pair correlation function" P by the difference be
tween a two-particle distribution function f in 12-dimensional phase space
and the product of two independent single-particle distributions f , i.e.,
f (r ,v ,r ,v ) = f (r ,v )f (r ,v ) + P(r ,v ,r ,v ) .
2 l ' l ' 2 ' 2

1 1 '

1 1 2 '

2'

(17)

l ' l ' 2 ' 2 '

Here f is identical to f and integrates to N in 6-d phase space while f
integrates to N(N-l) in 12-d phase space . When a formal reduction is made
from 6N-d to 6-d, cf. Refs. 2 and 3, the first term on the right-hand side
of Eg. (17) yields the space-charge term of, e.g.. Eg. (13) with P
given
by Eg. (15). The collision term, on the other hand, may be identified as
3

3

(If) = ^
c
3

t

3

Id r"d v" 2_ (_I2_) . aP(?,v,r-',v')
ar |r-r'|
3v

m

We have translated the problem of determining (af/at)
determining PS Is this useful?

^

into

8 )

a

problem

of

The question, of course, is if we may say something reasonably simple
about P - for instance that P in some sense is small. In general, an evalua
tion of P is difficult. However, near thermal eguilibrium the following
)
estimate obtains3 ',

(

P(l,2)

f (l)f (2)
1

Z

e

)
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e

12
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where k denotes Boltzmann's constant, T is the temperature and r
signifies
the
separation |r -r | between the two particles. The Debye length
2 1 /2

1

A=(kT/4im(Ze) )
corresponding to a spatial particle density n is a meas
ure of the distance it takes to screen out microfluctuations in the charge
distribution. From Egs. (18)-(19) it is evident that the collision term
(af/at)
refers to microscopic particle interaction within a Debye sphere,
that is, within separations <A._. Is P small then? To this end let us first
observe that the Debye length is a parameter characteristic for collective
interaction, that is, for a continuous fluid: If we Imagine xo cut ail

- 25 particles in two with the restriction that the shape of the distribution
function £(r,v) be unchanged, then the following transformation applies,
» (Ze/2, ra/2, 2n, T/2) .

(Ze,m,n,T)

(20)

The temperature is halved since temperature is proportional to mean kinetic
energy, e.g., |kT=<|mv >
» < | |v >=<|mv >/2 = |kT/2. For the Debye length
we then obtain
2

,2
A..-.

2

r\, A / <tu
'- •——-—* ' ""* ™'""
••'*""

KI
™

2

.K. X.
"" — -————————
2

t
ss f\,

/^i \
^ z.± }

.

2

4itn(Ze)
4re2n(Ze/2)
4itn(Ze)
Having established that X is invariant, let us now show that P vanishes in
the continuum limit - in accordance with our earlier remarks on (3f/3t)
accounting for deviations from continuity: The continuum limit is approached
if we repeat to cut particles (or, rather, particle fragments) in two. After
X
the 1 th subdivision the transformation (20) applies with 2 substxtuted for
2. Hence, with X unchanged, we have
(

P(l,2)
f (l)f

Z

e

)

(2)

2
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D
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2
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'
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X
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,„.
{ Z Z >

x

where g(x)=x~ e~ . For 1 tending to infinity, we then see that the ratio
P(l,2)/f (l)f (2) tends to zero for any (fixed) value of the separation r .
With the above remarks it is obvious that the 6d version of the Liouville equation is exact in the continuum limit when space charge is included. Alternatively, we may reverse the arguments and ask: When is then the
pair correlation appreciable? From the expression (19) we find that
P(l,2)>f (l)f (2) corresponds to

.

i2 i

r

(Ze)

1

M " -S

-1/3
n

a

2/3

, ,3,-1

'

a

B

(

n

V

/oo\
( 2 3 )

'

provided r
< X . Hence, if the number of particles within a Debye sphere
is large, a << 1, then P is small except at separations much less than
average interparticle separation ~n~
(i.e., r
<< n "
<< X , whereby
the condition for the derivation of (23) is fulfilled). Our conclusion is
therefore that for a << 1, which condition is met in the case of a particle
beam, the effect of space charge greatly exceeds that of individual particle
scattering. The Liouville equation is a good approximation.
3

These remarks conclude the discussion of the general
Let us now turn to particle beams.

1 / 3

N-particle

case.
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EMITTANCE

As a preamble to the introduction of the concept of particle beam emittance, consider in 6-dimensional phase space a (5-d) contour, Fig. 4, which,
according to the distribution function f, is expected to enclose a certain
fraction Ç of the particles of the considered N-particle system. Provided
the effect of interparticle collisions is negligible, (3f/3t) =0, particles
which are inside the contour at a given instant of time stay inside at all
subsequent times if the contour transforms according to the equations of
motion. This holds true since 6-d phase-space trajectories cannot cross in
the absence of collisions.
At the time t=t , the contour encloses a volume Q(t )=Q , i.e.,
Ç =;| f

3

3

3

f(q,p,t )d qd p = J J

Q

3

f (q,p, t )d qd p

(24)

Q

o
t
where Q, is the transform of Q (according to the equations of motion) at
any subsequent time, t > t , Fig. 4. Provided only Hamiltonian forces are
acting, Q=0, the phase-space density is conserved locally along any trajec
tory, df/dt=0, and in consequence
(25)
o = Q,
i
This is, of course, just the alternative phrasing of Liouville's theorem.
Q

Assume further that there are no couplings between, say, x, y and z mo
tion, where x, y and z signify rectangular coordinates. In this case we may

Figure

4:

Contour

transformation.

repeat the continuity argument from 6N-d and 6-d to get a 2-d version of
Liouville's theorem applying for each of the phase planes
(x,p ) ;
x

(y,p ) ;

(26)

(z,P ) •

y

z

(Since H=H (x,p )+H (y,p )+H ( z,p ), we have p ^ - 3 ^ (x,p )/3x etc.) In
consequence, the projection of the 5-d contour Q on each of the planes (26)
remains of constant area in time.
x

x

2

3

z

x

- 27 Let us now turn to the accelerator. Here, the usual convention is to
plot the beam in phase planes like (y,y')=(y,dy/ds)=(y,p /p) rather than in
(y,p ) for a given direction y transverse to the beam direction §. We now
define the y-emittance
c as the area bounded by a closed curve in (y,y")
space and expected, according to the distribution function, to contain a
certain prescribed fraction Ç (e.g., 0.95) of the particles in the beam.
Usually, the closed curve corresponds to a constant value of the (2-d) distribution function. According to the discussion above, it is now clear that
when collisions are negligible, non-Hamiltonian forces are absent and no
couplings exist between the motion in different directions then the value of
p • e

y

= mc • Pvc

y

(27)

is conserved at all times. In other words, the quantity $yc , known as the
normalized emittance,
is conserved. If, furthermore, the beam momentum p is
fixed, that is if the usual Lorentz factors p and Y are fixed, then the very
emittance c is itself a conserved quantity.

4.

CASES OF NON-CONSERVED OR APPARENTLY NON-CONSERVED EMITTANCE

In the previous section, the very important concept of particle beam
emittance was defined and the conditions for its invariance in time were
discussed. In the present section we shall continue this discussion by verifying important cases where emittance, on the other hand, is not a conserved
quantity, or, where it may seem not to be conserved. The first category is
that of "obvious cases" since it simply contains those cases where at least
one of the conditions for emittance conservation is not fulfilled.

4.1

Obvious cases
4.1.1 Adiabatic damping

When going back through the assumptions leading to emittance conservation, the first one encountered is that of fixed beam momentum. During acceleration, e is not constant. What is conserved, however, is the normalized
emittance, cf. Eq. (27). Therefore, in the case of acceleration, the emittance shrinks proportional to 1/p,
e <*

1/PY

Œ

1/P •

(28)

As a result, beam width and divergence shrink adiabatically in proportion to
p- .
l / 2
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4.1.2 Coupling
In Section 3 we discussed how the volume Q occupied by the beam par
ticles (or, rather, by the fraction Ç of the particles) in 6-d phase space
is conserved (provided 3s0 and (af/at) =0). The beam acts in phase space
like an incompressible fluid; we may deform it, change its shape, but it is
not possible to, e.g., reduce the volume. Now, if couplings exist between
motion in different directions, the projection of Q on each individual phase
plane (26) need not be conserved, that is, s need not be conserved. For
instance, we may imagine to compress the beam in one of the phase-space
planes on the expense of expansion in another. A simple way to obtain a
coupling between, e.g., the x- and y-phase planes is by means of a longitu
dinal magnetic field.
c

Not all types of couplings are equally troublesome, however. Often,
couplings may be eliminated by the choice of a more sophisticated set of
coordinates than the rectangular ones defining the phase planes (26). One
example, specific to accelerators, is the use of betatron
of the phase plane (x„,x').
p

amplitude,

i.e.,

p

4.1.3 Scattering
When (3f/at) #0, the beam emittances are in general changing in time.
Intrabeam scattering
causes changes due to thermal relaxation in combina
tion with coupling: In pure relaxation, the "temperatures" in the different
directions tend to equalize, however, relaxation under the presence of the
couplings specific to, e.g., a storage ring leads to a steady growth of the
6-d phase-space volume occupied by the beam. Also "relaxation" in the rest
gas of the beam tube leads to blow up. Here the main effect is rest gas
multiple scattering while energy loss plays a minor rôle.
4

4.1.4 Non-Hamiltonian forces
As an illustration of the influence which non-Hamiltonian forces may
have on the evolution of a beam in phase space, let us consider the case of
electron cooling. Fig. 5. Here a beam of charged particles (other than
electrons or positrons) circulating in a storage ring is mixed in a straight
section with a co-streaming beam of electrons, i.e., with an electron beam
drifting through the straight section with the same average velocity v as
the heavy particles. We assume the electron beam to be reasonably wellbehaved in the sense that its emittances are comparable to those of the
heavy particle beam. Hence, in the so-called particle or average rest frame,
that is, the frame moving with velocity v relative to the laboratory, the

- 29 rms velocities of the two beams are comparable. In the initial situation
typically have
2

we

2

<v > < <v >
(29)
e
p
where subscripts e and p identify the particle frame velocities of electrons
and circulating particles, respectively. Since the circulating particles are
much more massive than the electrons, m >> m
their average kinetic energy
e'
or "temperature' (|kT =|m<vS etc.) is much larger than the electron
temperature,
T < —- T << T
e ~ m
p
p
p
in

(30)

view of Eg. (29). In consequence, significant heat exchange takes place.

ions < '

Figure

5:

Electron

cooling

set-up

Further examination reveals that the temperature change of the electron beam
is minimal during a single pass of the cooling section, and, as the electron
beam is renewed continuously, it acts in the particle frame as a very cold
reservoir. The result is that
(31)

T
t -

This corresponds to a reduction of the rms particle frame velocity to
rms and, thereby, to a strong emittance reduction of the particle
e p e
beam. (As indicated in Fig. 5, a longitudinal magnetic field is applied to
guide and confine the electron beam through the cooling section. The
presence of this field actually leads to considerable improvement of the
performance, both in terms of final equilibrium and in terms of cooling
time, that is, the time it takes to reach equilibrium, cf. Réf. 5.)
1

Electron cooling may, of course, be classified with the scattering pro
cesses discussed in the previous subsection 4.1.3. Alternatively, since the
main effect is the slowing down of the individual heavy particles in the
electron beam (when viewed in the particle frame) and diffusion is not im
portant before close to thermal equilibrium (which, actually, is never
reached due to an earlier balancing of the cooling by various heating pro
cesses), the electron gas may be considered simply as the source of a nonHamiltonian friction. This friction is such that

- 30 | | = - f div- Q > 0
(32)
dt
p
in the particle frame. Further discussion of electron cooling may be found
in Ref. 5, which, in turn, contains a list of references to more detailed
works.
Another example of non-Hamiltonian forces is the damping experienced by
stored electrons and positrons due to synchrotron radiation emission. The
reaction on the particles due to classical continuous emission may be ac
counted for by introduction of a non-Hamiltonian friction. Quantum fluctua
tions, which are due to the fact that the radiation actually is emitted in
discrete quanta, lead to diffusion (noise). Radiation damping is discussed
in Ref. 6.

4.2

Less obvious cases

Having studied the consequences of breaking one by one the conditions
for emittance conservation listed in Section 3, let us now take the opposite
viewpoint and assume that all those conditions are fulfilled. Still, the
emittance may seem in certain situations not to be conserved. The purpose of
the present subsection is to give a few important examples of such situa
tions .
4.2.1 Coarse graming/filamentation
Consider a particle of mass m performing harmonic oscillations in one
dimension, that is, a particle subjected to a linear restoring force, F «-x.
The corresponding Hamiltonian reads
2

,

H = E_ + ± mo) x
(33)
2m
2
'
where we assume the frequency w to be time independent. In (x,p)-phase
space, the particle moves on a curve corresponding to constant energy (con
stant H ) . For the harmonic oscillator, Eq. (33), this obviously means an el
lipse. The situation is illustrated by Fig. 6a. Here, the upper part shows
the potential energy, U=-j-m« x , as a function of displacement x. The lower
part shows the phase-space trajectories corresponding to two different
energies E
and E . The orientation and excentricities of the ellipses are
identical and the maximum excursion in x may be read directly off the poten
tial energy curve. The particle completes a full cycle around an ellipse in
a time T=2ir/w.
2

2

Imagine now a different situation where the particle motion is close to
harmonic at small oscillation amplitudes but where the influence of anharmonic corrections increases with the amplitude. For instance, we may consider
motion according to the timo-independent Hamiltonian
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(34)

+ Gx

where w and G are constants. This corresponds to action of
non-linear
force of the form F=-m«oX-4Gx . The phase-space trajectories are shown in
Fig. 6b for a case with G < 0. For energies less than the potential maximum,
confined particles move in closed orbits which approach an elliptical shape
with decreasing energy. For small oscillation amplitudes (energy close to
zero), a full cycle around such an orbit takes a time T =2it/<a . On the oxher
hand, for a particle moving at an energy E above the potential maximum, the
orbit is open and the particle will eventually escape to infinity. Long
before this happens, the particle has of course left the acceptance of our
equipment and for this reason we try hard only to populate states corres
ponding to bounded motion. The curve which separates regions of phase space
corresponding to bounded motion from regions of unbound motion is known as
the separarrix. The separatrix is defined by the phase-space trajectories
corresponding to motion at an energy E equal to the potential maximum. For
bounded motion, anharmonicity causes the time to complete a full cycle to
increase from 2it/w towards infinity as the particle energy increases from
zero towards E_.
3

Q

y

s

o

- 32 To understand the possible implications of anharmonicity, consider a
beam governed by the Hamiltonian (34) and launched from a point source with
divergence well inside the separatrix of Fig. 6b. The evolution of the beam
in phase space is illustrated in Fig. 7. At the time of the emission, t=0,
the beam forms a segment of a straight line oriented along the x'-axis and
centred at origo. At the later time t=T , the central part of the beam has
performed a full revolution around phase-space ellipses. At the outskirts,
however, where the time of revolution exceeds T , the beam particles have
not completed a full cycle. In consequence, at t=T the beam no longer forms
a segment of a straight line but appears slightly twisted, see figure. The
effect is magnified with time: To the far right of Fig, 7 we have sketched
the beam as we may expect it to look at, e.g., t=30T . Indeed, if we were to
consider much later times, we would find the beam to have wound off
completely to cover essentially all of the area enclosed by the phase-space
trajectory of the outermost beam particles. Does this correspond to an
increase of beam emittance?
To answer this question, let us consider a slightly different situa
tion: Imagine that at times t prior to a certain t , the considered beam has
an emittance e
which is bounded by a curve which is itself a phase-space
trajectory. Fig. 8a. This corresponds to a situation where all phases of
oscillation are equally probable. (Under such conditions, the total beam
emittance may be obtained as an average of the "single-particle emittance",
that is, the phase-space area bounded by the phase-space trajectory popu
lated by the individual beam particle.) Imagine further that at t=t the Ha
miltonian is changed abruptly (H being time-independent at times before and
after t ). The phase-space trajectories according to the new Hamiltonian H
applying for t > t are then different from those applying for t < t
The
situation encountered right after t is sketched in Fig. 8b (t=t +6, where
5 > 0 is infinitessimal). The beam occupies the hatched domain of volume e

t=0

Figure

7,

Effect
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identical to the emittance encountered at all times prior to t , Fig. 8a,
whereas the trajectories corresponding to H^ and populated by the beam par
ticles, oriented solid curves, cover a larger region (why larger? - hint:
Q

- 33 phase-space trajectories according to given H do not intersect, and, the Hamiltonian was changed at t=t ). If the motion according H is slightly non0

•+

linear, we may expect the beam to evolve in time (beyond t ) as sketched in
Fig. 8c. The situation obviously is analogous to that encountered in Fig. 7.
Liouville's theorem tells us that the hatched areas in Fig. 8c are all
the saine - and identical to s .On the other hand, it is clear that after
o
very many turns the filamentation
causes the effective beam emittance to be
considerably larger than e , namely, to be equal to the area bounded by the
outermost H -phase-space trajectory populated, Fig. 8d. In general, we may
define an effective emittance £ -. by the total area traversed by the beam
ef f -*
particles in the course of time. Then we have as a general theorem that in
any abrupt change of the Hamiltonian, the effective emittance increases
âs
> 0 ,
(35)
cf. discussion of Fig. 8b. This, in turn, implies that if we intend to profit from Liouville's theorem (constant emittance) despite crossing discontinuities in the Hamiltonian, then we have to localize the actual phase-space
area occupied by the particles within the effective emittance. In the case
of significant filamentation as in Fig. 8d, where the fine-scale phase-space
volume still equals c , this is of course impossible from a practical point
of view. Hence, we will have to avoid filamentation, i.e., to avoid non-lie f f

Pigure

8

Filaieatation/coarse

graining.

- 34 nearities which, of course, is not fully possible in practice. Accelerator
specific examples of filamentation may be found elsewhere. For instance,
2 )

Lichtenberg
discusses the case of a dc beam entering the bunchxng section
of a linear accelerator.
Alternatively, an effective emittance increase may be avoided if abrupt
changes in the Hamiltonian are avoided. Significantly slow changes will not
cause such an increase. More specifically, the so-called action integral
J = § pdq ,
(36)
and thereby e , may be shown to be "adiabatically invariant", that is, in
variant provided
f f

x

B

(

| | H x „ .!
r

m

m

( 3 7 )

Of course, it is not always possible to fulfill this inequality in practice.
For instance, near the séparatrice the oscillation frequency « tends to zero.

4.2.2 Stochastic cooling
As

our

second example of a situation in which emittance apparently is
5 )

non-conserved, consider a particle beam subjected to stochastic cooling .
Figure 9 reveals the basic principles: a) Construct a high-resolution detec
tion and correction system by means of which it is possible to communicate
separately with each individual cell of a fine-meshed grid covering phase
space, b) At a given instant of time, take a snapshot of the actual location
of the particles within the beam envelope (solid line), c) If cell #n is oc
cupied by a particle, then transfer it to an empty cell near #0. The result
ing beam envelope obviously bounds a smaller volume than that enclosed by
the envelope in Fig. 9b. [In practice, the resolution and thereby the detec
tion and correction efficiency is much less than sketched in Fig. 9. Fur
thermore, simultaneous detection (correction) is not performed in all of
phase space's six dimensions. Such "details" are discussed elsewhere .]
5

Obviously, if we had a circulating beam consisting of a single par
ticle, nobody would object against the idea of detecting its motion and cor
recting it into the idealized path. Also, we shall find no principal (though
perhaps practical) objections against the cooling scheme outlined above,
Fig. 9, in which the same idea is extended to apply for a system containing
more particles. Our only problem is this: How may the shrinking of the par
ticle beam envelope be brought in agreement with Liouville's theorem? [We
imagine here that the correction forces are due to (tricky) 2,ft-fields, that
is, the forces are Hamiltonian.]

- 35 The answer to our question emerges when we bear in mind the previous
discussion of coarse graining and filamentation: What has happened is simply
that we have localized the "actual emittance", Fig. 10 left, inside the
envelope of Fig. 9b - and subsequently brought the occupied cells together.
The phase-space volume effectively occupied by the N-particle beam according
to our high-resolution grid is the same before and after correction,
Q

NQ cell

before

Q

(38)

3 & v»©£T

cf. Fig. 10. The cooling process corresponds simply to running the filamentation cartoon. Fig. 8c-d, backwards. Hence, there is no contradiction with
high-resolution system
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Liouville's theorem. On the other hand, Liouville's theorem makes it impos
sible to squeeze the content of two occupied cells into one, that is, the
theorem prevents us from merging all of the beam parxicles of Fig. 9b into a
single cell of Fig. 9c.

Figure

10

Liouville

S

stochastic

coolini

The information gained in applying the high-resolution detection system
may be thought of as a change of the initial distribution function f(q,p1
from some smooth function before detection, varying
over
distances
characterized by the size of the envelope, to some fine-structured function
after detection which vanishes m empty cells while, e.g., being constant in
occupied cells. Liouville's theorem may be applied to the evolution of the
latter function, cf. Eq. (38).

- 36 5.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

In the previous paragraphs we have proved and discussed the Liouviile
theorem and introduced the concept of particle beam omittance. Furthermore,
we have discussed how the Liouviile theorem serves as an important guide
when we aim at a determination of the time evolution of the omittance: Emitrance is found to be very nearly conserved in many cases of practical inte
rest. In its generalized version, the Liouvllle theorem relates the rate of
compression in phase space to the divergence in momentum space of that part
of the active forces which is non-Hamiltonian. With this formulation of the
theorem, the action of various cooling mechanisms is explained. In certain
circumstances, however, the Liouville theorem is of less help in determining
the evolution of the omittance - if of any. This holds true for filamentation (coarse graining), stochastic cooling and the influence of internal
scattering events.
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EMITTANCE DILUTION IN TRANSFER LINES
P.J. Bryant
CERN, Geneva, Switzerland

Abstract

Expressions for the emittance dilution following alignment
errors, dipole field errors, gradient errors, betatron mis
matches and thin scatterers are derived assuming that complete
filamentation occurs after the error. For an error just prior
to injection into a circular machine these expressions are
fully valid. When combining the errors in transfer lines, it
is assumed that full filamentation exists between errors, which
is unrealistic, but it still provides a good way of deciding
power supply tolerances.
1.

INTRODUCTION

This paper is complementary to Beam Transfer Lines by P.J. Bryant in the proceedings
of the first CAS General Accelerator Physics Course at Orsay [1].
The title emittance dilution refers to the effective growth in emittance, which is
seen when a beam filaments and spreads itself over a larger phase space area. This occurs
in a circular machine when the phase space area of the injected beam does not correspond
exactly to the matched ellipse of the machine. At first, the unmatched ellipse tumbles
over and over inside the matched ellipse, but after many turns small non-linearities, which
introduce a variation of tune with amplitude, cause the beam to grow tails, which wrap
round and round inside the matched ellipse (see Fig. 1 ) . For all practical purposes the
beam has a new and bigger emittance, but Liouville's Theorem rules out that the true
emittance can be increased in this way. The true beam emittance must remain constant.
This can be understood by saying that the true emittance becomes distended and inter-twined
with unoccupied phase-space. In this sense, it is a dilution of the beam's phase space
density, which explains the title. However, this is more usually referred to as emittance
blow-up, or emittance growth.

Filamenting beam
Fig.

1

Filamented beam
Filamentation
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2.1

EMITTANCE DILUTION FROM MISALIGNMENT, DIPOLE AND GRADIENT ERRORS
Dipole and misalignment errors in transfer lines [2]
The motion of a particle in a transfer line can be written as
y = A/fsin ($ + B)

(1)

where,, y is the general transverse co-ordinate representing either x (horizontal) or z
(vertical)
B is the betatron amplitude
<t> is the betatron phase advance
A and B are constants.
This motion is an ellipse in phase space with

y

!

A
Aa
= Tp-cos (* + B) - 7^s1n (• + B) .

(2)

Rearranging we have
Y =

y//f

= A sin ($ + B)

(3)

Y' = ya//F+ y'/p" = A cos (<t> + B ) ,

(4)

where (Y,Y') are known as normalised phase space co-ordinates since with these variables
particles follow circular paths.

Note:

y' denotes dy/ds while Y' denotes dY/d* and

2a = -dB/ds. The transformation to (Y,Y') is conveniently written in matrix form.

(5)

Consider now a beam for which the equi-density curves are circles in normalised phase
space.

If this beam receives an unwanted deflection, D, it will appear at the time of the

deflection as shown in Fig. 2(a). However, this asymmetric beam distribution will not per
sist.

As the beam continues along the transfer line and into the following circular

accelerator small non-linearities will cause the beam to filament.

This means that the

particles will re-distribute themselves randomly in phase, while maintaining their distance
from the origin, so as to restore rotational symmetry.
elapsed the particles, which without the deflection

Thus after a sufficient time has
D would have been at point P in

Fig. 2(b), will be uniformly distributed at a radius D about the point P.

For one of these

particles the projection onto the Y-axis will be

Y

2

= Yi + D cos e ,

(6)
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(b) Particle distribution after phase
randomization (Filamentation)

(a) Beam directly after deflection, D

Fig. 2 Effect of an unwanted deflection
where the subscripts 1 and 2 denote the unperturbed and perturbed positions respectively.
Taking the square of this amplitude
2

2

2

l

2

Y = Y + 2Y 0 cos e + D cos

7)

2

i

and then averaging over the particles around the point P after filamentation has randomized
the kick gives
2

2

2

2

<Y > = <Y > + 2 <Y D cos 6> + < D cos 9> .
2 P
lP
i
P
P

(8)

Since Yi and D are uncorrelated (i.e. D does not depend on Yi), the second term can be
written as
(9)

2 <Y D cos 6> = 2 <Y > <D cos e>
l

P

l P

P

The second factor is zero, since D is a constant [ F i q . 2 ( a ) ] , which gives

2

2

2

2

<Y > = <Y X + •=• <D >„ = <Y X + -5- 0
2P
i P 2
p
i P 2

2

.

:w)

- 40 However» this result is true for any P at any radius A and hence it is true for the whole
beam and
2

2

2

<Y > = <Y > + -5- D .
2
1
2

(11)

Equation (11) is clearly related to an effective increase in emittance but since
there is a frequent confusion over the definition of emittance, this must be defined before
continuing.
s

2

2

Definition. Emittance, e = it o /p = n<Y >

(12)

where, a is the r.m.s. amlitude of the particle distribution when the phase space population is projected onto the y-axis.
Emittance is associated with the width of the beam and this is characterised by the
r.m.s. amplitude of the distribution. For a Guassian distribution everyone has a clear
understanding of the beam size knowing the r.m.s. value, but for other distributions it is
perhaps not so obvious. This point is discussed in reference 2 with particular reference
to the ISR. It turns out that except for rather strange distributions the luminosity in
the final machine is predictable to a few percent knowing only the a of the beam.
Returning to Eq. (11), the emittance increase will be,
2

e = ei +-Ï D ,

(13)

2

2

where, by definition, e = w <Y >. The subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the unperturbed and
perturbed emittances respectively, and remember that Y = y//fP.
Expanding the deflection,
D,
2

D = (ûY) + (âY') = (&y) ±—
2

2

2

'-+ (ây') p
2

(14)

and substituting into (13) gives the emittance blow-up, in terms of the basic errors. Thus

e = ei+f
2

[(ay)

2 (1

p

tt

2

- + (ây') p] ,

where, ây is an alignment error
MB
ây' = -g—- an angle error from a field error tS of length A .

(15)
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Gradient errors in transfer lines [2]

Consider once again a beam for which the equi-density curves are circles in normalised
phase space. If this beam sees a gradient error, k the equi-density curves directly after
the perturbation will be ellipses as shown in Fig. 3(a). Since the object of this analysis
is to evaluate the effects of small errors, it is sufficient to regard this gradient error
as a thin lens with the transfer matrix
s

(16)

where, k = - =}p- an amplitude dependent kick arising from the gradient error AG of length l.

Deflection aY

Fig. 3 Effect of a gradient error
Denoting the matrix in (5) as T, it is easy to show that
1

0

(17)

P 1
It is now convenient to find a new co-ordinate system (YY YY') which is at an angle (
to the (Y,Y') system* and in which the perturbed ellipse is a right ellipse [see Fig.
3(b)].
S

S
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'

Y Y
2

\ ./c -syi
1

XYY /

\s

c Akp

OWY\
1/\Y'/

x

2

( 1 8 )

1

where s and c denote sin 9 and cos 6 respectively.
Introducing the initial distribution Y = A sin (<|> + 8), Y\ = A cos (* + B), from (3)
and (4) in the above expression for the new distribution» gives
x

2

2

2

YY = A vl + s k p - 2sckp sin (<f> + B + 0)
2

(19)
YY' = A Â + c k p + 2sckp sin (4> + B + 0')
2

2

2

s

where

"

t m

~

l

(rrikp)

and

0' = tan - ( J T ^ ) .
1

(20)

The (YY2,YY2) ellipse will be a right ellipse when (0-0') = w/2, which gives the condition
tan (20) = 2/kp .

(21)

Equations (19) can be simplified using (21) and the relationship (0-0') = n/2 and
rewritten as

p \ =/

tan 9

Y

° v M

2

JY'/

\

0

1/tan 9/\YY\

2

where., YY

(22)

1

= A sin ($ +

YY'

= A cos (* + B')l

i . e . Y and Y^ with a phase shift

B'

= (B + 0) = [B + t a n -

i

1

(1/tan 6)] .

Thus it has been possible to diagonalise Eq. (18) by introducing a phase shift 0 into
the initial distribution. Equation (22) is therefore not a true point-to-point transforma
tions, as is (18), but since the initial distribution is rotationally symmetric the introduc
tion of this phase shift has no effect.
The distance from the origin of a perturbed particle is obtained from Eq. (22) as
2

2

2

2

2

2

2

(YY + YY« ) = [(tan 9)(A sin ( + + B') + ( * )(A cos (+ + B')]
tan e
2

2

(23)
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Averaging over 2% in <»t gives
1
<YY + YY' > = -5- ( t a n 6 +
2

2

1

2

2

2

) <A > ,

(24)

2

tan 6

but
2

2

, 2

2

, 2

<A > = <YY + Y Y > = < Y + Y >

(25)

and from (21)

2

2

(tan e +

2

) =k p + 2 .
2

tan 6
Thus,
i
2

, 2

2

<YY + Y Y > = •=• ( k 8
2

2

2

2

2

+ 2) <YY + Y Y ' > .

2

'

l

(26)

1

As in the previous case for dipole errors, the asymmetric beam distribution will not
persist. The beam will regain its rotational symmetry by filamentation or phase randomisa
tion. Each particle, however, will maintain its distance from the origin constant. Once
filamentation has occurred, the distribution will not distinguish between the YY and YY'
axes and (26) can be rewritten as

2

2

2

2

<YY > = j ( k p + 2) <YY >

(27)

and hence the effective increase in emittance will be

e =
2

2.3

2

f

2

( k p + 2) ei .

(28)

Combining errors

Thus we have the expressions (15) and (28) for what happens after an alignment error,
a dipole error and a quadrupole error, assuming that the beam is observed after phase
randomization has taken place.
If a circular machine is at the end of the transfer line, fi lamentation will take
place there, typically in the order of milliseconds, and the above then qives a rather
exact way of calculating the effective emittance increase due to a single error in the
preceeding transfer line.

- 44 It is suggested that series of errors be treated by taking them in beam order and
assuming complete phase randomisation between each error. This is clearly a simplifying
assumption since transfer lines are usually too short to even show the effects of filament
ation and certainly there is never complete randomisation between elements in a line. In
the real world adjacent magnets are often on the same transformer, which also gives corre
lated errors. Having pointed out these deficiencies, the above method does give a basis
upon which to fix tolerances. The assumption that full randomisation takes place between
elements will give a pessimistic result for the usual case of tens of elements spread over
several betatron wavelengths, which errs on the correct side for fixing tolerances. Small
numbers of elements, very close in phase with possible correlated errors can be underesti
mated by this analysis.
In general it is the kicker magnets and their supplies which cause the most concern.
Pulsed power supplies with conventional magnets can usually be made sufficiently repro
ducible while d.c. supplies can easily reach the required tolerances.
3. EMITTANCE DILUTION FROM BETATRON MISMATCH
This is basically the gradient error problem of the previous section seen from a
slightly different view point.
It often happens that the constraints on the linear optics are such that an analyti
cally perfect match cannot be found between the end of the transfer line and the accelera
tor it serves. It also may be that measurements of the beam ellipse reveal a mismatch of
unknown original. These situations pose the problem of what error in p and a. can be toler
ated? Again for the designer this is essentially converting the mismatch into an effective
emittance increase, which then has to be judged against a criterion set by the ultimate
user such as loss in luminosity in a collider.
The transformation to normalised co-ordinates (Y,Y*) of the phase space motion of the
betatron oscillation (1) was given by (5),

'Y\

/1//P1

0 \/y

J'/

Xaif/fi

/pl/\y'

where the subscript 1 now denotes the ideal or matched values. If we use this transforma
tion to observe a beam with a mismatch characterised by (<*2 and P2Î we will see an ellipse
in normalised phase space (see Fig. 4) with the equation,

Y

2

"Pi

,

2

Pi, P2'

+

Y

» 2 |2 _
2 Pi

2 Y

Y

,
22
(

li) |2
* P2 Pi

2

( 2 g )

which can be compared to the circle of the matched beam given by
2

2

2

Y + Y* = A .

(30)
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Y

s

matched ellipse

unmatched
ellipse
Fig. 4 Betatron mismatch in normalised phase space
Equation (29) is exactly similar in form to a general phase space ellipse in normal
space and if we apply the equivalents
J l ,
P2

P

01. P2
P2 Pi
(31)

Pi

a = -{a " 2 "p^î |^
a

and

x

all the standard formulae [3] can be used.
Y = (1 + a )/p still holds.

One can easily check for example that,

2

Thus we can avoid a lot of tedious alqebra and quote directly the major and minor
axes, a and b, as,

a = -ft {MT~l + C H " )

(32)

b = -ft (/fr+T - » 4 m )

(33)

where
y

l

l$

l
A

/

2

P ^ P2 Pal

(34)

- 46 Mithout going through the full analysis» as in Section 2.2, we can see that the trans
formation from the matched circle to the ellipse can be expressed as a diagonal matrix of
the form
/x

0 \

(35)

1

\o x- /
providing we make a suitable rotation to align the axes of the ellipse to the coordinate
axes. Furthermore from (32) and (33) we see that,
I
X = -ft (AfTl

+ /fiTl) .

(36)

A quick multiplication shows that this is consistent with

X- = -ft (/H + f - v C n T ) .
1

(36a)

Thus the square of the distance from the origin of a perturbed particle is
2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

s

(Y + Y' ) = X A sin (<h + B) + X~ A cos (<h + B) .

(37)

Averaging over 2% in betatron phase,

< y

2

+

y

2

2

1
> =_ ( 2

Z

v

=

X

+

„2j

x

< f t

2

>

_

pgj

2

2

Since the factor <X + x" > is independent of R and $, (38) applies to the whole beam
independent of the kind of distribution. Thus we can express the effective increase in
emittance as,

e = j (X + X- ) ei .
2

2

2

(39)

First we note that even for quite large values of X, the effect on the emittance is
less than one might intuitively expect. For example if X = 1.4 the circle in normalised
phase space is deformed in the ratio of 2:1 yet the emittance increases by only 23%.
2

2

Evaluating (X + x" )/2 from (36) and (36a), we find

2

2

(X + x- ) = H .

(40)

= H ej

(41)

Thus
e

2
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where
Pi

H

' 1 —P2

.

Pi. P2
P2 Pi

+ (ai - «2 "5~) ~5~
V

+

;

*

P2
Pi

(34)

"3~

Assuming small errors Ap and Aa we have approximate expressions,
"
e

2

=

1
,1
1 + j (Aa) |ei

|
1
AP 21
e = | 1 + j (« ~ ) El

and

(42)

2

The expression for (Aa) can be checked against (28) by calculating the (Aa) due to a
thin lens of strength k. The expression for (Ap) shows the relative insensitivity of this
type of mismatch. Indeed if a = 0 the emittance is constant to first order.
4.

EMÎTTANCE GROWTH FROM SCATTERING IN THIN WINDOWS*

Transfer lines are often built with a thin metal window separating their relatively
poor vacuum from that of the accelerator or storage ring that they serve. The beam must
pass through this window with as little degradation as possible. Luminescent screens are
also frequently put into beams with the same hope that they will have a neqliqibly small
effect on the beam emittance. It is therefore interesting to know how to calculate the
blow-up for such cases.
The root mean square projected angle due to multiple Coulomb scatterinq in a window is
given by [4 5j
s

T-»
<9^>

0.0141
.P

= -s-r—

/
incTL

L

I

L

Il + -s

Z,„_I/T

rad

log.

,u

9 »10 L

[radian] ,

(43)

rad

where
Z.

me is particle charge in units of electron charqe

P
L
L

c

r

3

3

= v/c
is thickness of scatterer
. is radiation length in material of scatterer.

Consider a particle with a projected anqular deviation of yi at the window due to the
initial beam emittance. This particle receives a net projected kick in the window of e
and emerges with an angle y* given by
s

y« = (y< +

(44)

A derivation of the emittance growth due to scattering appears in Ref. [1], but it was
pointed out to be incorrect by C. Bovet and R. Schmidt (private communication) to whom
the author is indebted.
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By squaring and averaging over the whole beam this becomes
<y'> = <y!> + <ef> + 2<y«e >
2

1

->

I

s

but, since the initial y' is in no way correlated to 9 and <y"> = 0,
S

2<y> e > = 2<y'> < 6 > = 0
1 S
I
s

and the above simplifies to
2

2

(45)

2

<y' > = <y' > + <s >

This describes the situation immediately after the scattering (see Fig. 5) when the beam is
no longer matched.

Particle distribution
offer scattering

Matched ellipse
before scattering

Fig. 5 Effect of a thin scatterer in normalised phase space
Using the same arguments as in Section 2 we see that this i n i t i a l distribution
ments and the average angular divergence becomes

2

2

2

<y' > = <y^ > + J <e >
2

s

From (3), (4) and (12) we find,
2

2

e = % <Y > = * <Y' > .

fila

(46)
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a

2

o

o

*2 - * (0- <y,>

+

2 a

<y y'>

+

P

<y„ >) •

(4?)
2

2

The first term in (47) is unchanged by the scattering, so that <y > = <y >.
2

The second

I

term directly after scattering yields,
1

<y (y + e )> = <y y'> + <y e >

but since yi and 9 are uncorrelated the second term can be written as <yi><8 > and is
therefore zero. Finally the third term is given by (46) after filamentation, so that we
have
S

s

E

2

= £! + î p <e|> .

*

*

(48)

*
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A SIMPLE THEOEY FOR WEAK BETATRON COUPLING
P.J. Bryant
CERN, Geneva, Switzerland

ABSTRACT
The model of a sinusoidally smooth machine with uniform weak
coupling fields is used to develop a simple theory for betatron
coupling on the second order resonance Q - Q = 0. A
couplinq coefficient is defined. Observations and measurement
methods are discussed, which despite their simple derivation are
still valid. The normal modes are found in skew quadrupole and
axial fields. A more exact interpretation of the coupling co
efficient, which can be derived using the Hamiltonian formalism
is quoted and briefly discussed. Knowledge of this detailed
expression is required for the design of coupling compensation
schemes.
x

1.

z

INTRODUCTION

The periodic energy exchange between two oscillators, or coupling, is a widespread
phenomenon in physics. The coupling action can take place via the amplitudes, velocities
or accelerations of the oscillators. A classic example of amplitude coupling is a pair of
pendulums linked by a weightless spring. This example also shows rather clearly the normal
modes of the system (see Fig. 1 ) . Any motion of the system can be expressed as a sum of
these modes.

NORMAL M O D E S
Fig. 1 Amplitude coupled pendulums
The first storage ring projects in the 1960's and early 1970's stimulated an interest
in betatron coupling. Initially the concern was over the coupling from random quadrupole
tilts, which introduce skew quadrupole field errors around the rinq, and later over the
axial fields of solenoids used as physics detectors. References 1 and 2 are early examples
of the analysis of skew quadrupole errors in electron storage rings. There are two rather
comprehensive references in the subsequent literature, Ripkin [3j,in which the Courant,
Livingston and Synder theory is extended to a 4-dimensional phase space, and Guiqnard [4],

- 51 in which the theory of all sum and difference resonances in 3-dimensional maqnetic fields
is developed by a perturbative treatment of the Hamiltonian for the single particle motion
in a synchrotron. The method and essential results of this last reference were in fact
anticipated in an addendum (July 1966) written for an internal SLAC note SR-11 (June 1966)
by Morton [5J. The present paper develops a simple theory for betatron coupling in skew
quadrupole and axial fields based on work done for the ISR in the 1970's [6-8j. The
results from the more detailed theory [4] are simply quoted when needed.
2.

COUPLING IN UNIFORM SKEW QUADRUPOLE AND AXIAL FIELDS

2.1

Basic equations

Coupling is a phenomenon which takes place over very many turns, so that it seems
likely that average parameters such as the tunes are of more importance than the local
lattice functions. On this premise, we will replace the equations of motion in the
horizontal and vertical planes by sinusoidal approximations.
We will also make the
simplifying assumption that the coupling fields are spread uniformly around the ring. This
can be regarded as considering the zero order harmonic of the distribution.
There are two categories of coupling fields:
- the transverse skew multipoles, which arise as errors from maqnet tilts, and
- axial fields, which are usually introduced by physics detectors in colliders.
The first category causes amplitude coupling and the second velocity coupling. In
accelerators, there is no equivalent of acceleration coupling as for example in inductancecoupled ac circuits, q°i + [ i/Lij5i + [1/LiCiJqi = -MuflV
R

Equations (1) give the sinusoidal approximation to the betatron motion of a single
particle in the presence of skew quadrupole and axial fields, which are uniform in distance
and time.
x" + <Jx = -bz' - kz
(1)

z" + A

= bx' - kx

where

Q

Q

x

=
and K =
R is the average machine radius and Q and Q
respectively.
K

X

r

Z

x

r

z

z
(2)
the horizontal and vertical tunes
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=

ÔB

, ôB

(

=

(

j

i )

BF ôT^o i? te

a
0

"

d

b =

B

{ 3 )

B? a ial
X

Bp is the magnetic rigidity,
' denotes d/ds differentiation alonq the beam path.
Let us try solutions to (1) which have the form of the uncoupled oscillations modified
by an envelope term i.e. x = X(s)e x and z = Z(S) e z .
By restricting our
selves to weak coupling conditions, we can neglect the terms in X" and Z", since X and Z
will be slowly varying functions. Hence,
1,c

21K X' = e "
2iK Z' = e

s

i ô s

i 6 s

i K

s

1

[-bZ - (k + iic b)Zj

(4)

[bX" - (k - i b)X]

z

(5)

Kj(

where,
6 =

(K

X

-

K)
Z

= (Q - Q )/R .
x

z

By substituting for Z' in (4) using (5) and vice versa, it can be seen that the X' and
V terms on the right hand side are second order. By neglecting the b and bk terms, we
get,
-iôs
X' = i " 2 ^ — (k + i« b)Z
x
e

z

(7)
Z

.

=

i ôs
i_ _

. yj

( k

i (

) X

.

Since we are interested in the second order coupling resonance Q = Q
Thus, in Eqs. (7) we put K = K = K and maintain ô = ftc - K ) to qet,
x

K .
Z

X

X' =

Z

x

ie"

z

and K =
X

Z

l 6 s

(k + i tcb)Z

2 j c

(8)

l ô s

z

, , _i e _

( k

.

i K b ) x

.

(

9 )

Equations (8) and (9) are now in the standard form for coupled mode analysis (i.e.
X' = ci2Z, Z' = -Ci2*^> where the minus sign indicates positive enerqy flow in both oscil
lations and * indicates the complex conjugate).
In obtaining (8) and (9), we put K = « = K . This approximation is essential to
keep the coupling coefficients of equal magnitude to ensure the equations are conservative.
x

Z
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Efforts to make the above analysis more realistic often result in vioiatinq this
requirement. The use of the Hamiltonian formalism and conjugate variables avoids this
pitfall and gives a rigorous result for a practical lattice (see Section 4 ) .
Equations (8) and (9) can be solved to give the general solutions:
iic s {i/2){n-ô)s
x =e x [

(n-ô)K
-(i/2)(n+ô)s
. ^__^
j

r n

A e

lie s

B

-(i/2)(îi-ô)s

z = e z [Be

(io)

e

+A

(n-6JK

e

( k + 1 | < b )

( /2)(TI+Ô)S
1

]

(11)

where
2

2

2

2

ri = +/ô + k / + b '
A and B are complex constants

(12)

K

At first sight, Eqs. (10) and (11) do not convey a great deal. A greater physical
insight is obtained by taking the squares of the modulii of the amplitude terms X and Z,
which form the envelopes of the oscillations.
2

2

vv*
ivl2
, , , 2 , |B| (n-&)
2|AB*|(n-6)
XX = X = A + V 7
5"~ - J")' y " — 5 cos (ns - 4>)
s

1

*

II*

1

,

=

,7

Z
1

'

2

(k /K

B

2

2

2

|A| (ti-ô)

+ ,U,

g

2

2

' <

2

+ b )

2

, ,o

=

1

2

'

A / K

2

2

+ b

2

v '

(13)

•"

'

2|AB*|(TI-Ô)

2, - -JYT^—T
2

2

(k /ic + b )

A /*

cos

2

+b

(ns - 4*)

(14)

2

where
- 1

4) = t a n [bk/ie] .
Thus there is a sinusoidal exchange of energy with the interchange wavelength,
2%
'

2%
2

n

2

2

2

+/ô + k /ic + b '

and the sum of the squares of the amplitudes is conserved,
E

x 2+

2

2+

2

max = i i m = w&) m m ^.

<">

It is worth considering the special case of a beam being kicked in one plane. The
ensuing oscillations will be coherent and the amplitude interchanqe will be visible to a
pick-up in either plane. Figure 2 illustrates this effect.
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ime

Kick in horizontal plane

Fig. 2 Behaviour of the envelope functions of the coherent oscillations
following a kick in one plane
2

In the case of Fig. 2, let s = 0 at the kick, then |X| is a maximum ( E
zero (real and imaginary parts).

m a x

) and Z is

Equation (11) gives:
A(i>-6)ic
_____

and Eq. (13) gives the interchanged amplitude:

E

=

41^8*1(^-0)
2

5

T"X /? +b

Making use of the definition of n in (12), a little manipulation gives the modulation,

S=

E

6?

E

T)

mm

(17)

max
At this stage it is convenient to define coupling coefficients, which effectively
replace Eqs. (3),
z

R
1
for skew gradients, C = (^-) (~)
q

- for axial f i e l d s ,

C = (^)
b

B

a x i f l ]

ôB

x
(-^-)

Q

(U

(19)

These combine to give
c

l l = ^[7^\
+

(20)

- 55 Equations (15) and (17) can then be rewritten in terms of more easily observable
quantities:
Interchange period, T =

and Modulation,

f
rev

1
w
, ,v
/r + c r

(21)

Em m•
A2
S =
= —5 —75E
à + Cr
max
''

(22)

2

where
A = (Q - Q )
x

(separation of uncoupled tunes)

z

Q = (Q + Q )/2
x

f

(average of uncoupled tunes)

z

(23)

= revolution frequency.

Equations (21) and (22) give direct methods for measurmq ICI by kicking a beam and
observing the coherent oscillations. It should be stressed that A is the separation of the
uncoupled tune values, which cannot be measured directly in the presence of coupling, but
by eliminating A between (21) and (22) this problem is avoided.
2

(24)

f rev T /T^T
and
IA = 1 j .
rev

(25)

This provides a very precise and elegant method for measuring ICI.
Despite the very simplified model used above, it turns out
still valid in the complete theory [4j, which will be discussed in
ence lies in how C and C5 should be interpreted in the case of
tice. For the moment, the first approximation to a real machine
to replace (18) and (19) by:
q

11 /r
x
2itQ' Bp' F ôx '0
Ô B

DR

q
C

v

v

= 4) VPaxial

ds

that (24) and (25) are
Section 4. The differ
a strong focusinq lat
for C and C|j would be
q
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Normal modes of oscillation

The normal modes are of interest because they give some physical insight into what is
happening, which will enable us to find a method for measuring the two parts (Cq and
Cjj) of the coupling coefficient.
A quick indication of the normal modes can be found by rewriting (10) and (11) to
give:

x

= HK+n/2)$ . -y^L^zilK-nms
ke

A(T)-Ô)

z = Be '( - l/2)s + J ^ ^
1

lc

T

^ I(K:+TI/2)S
6

+H

(26)

- i«D

( 7)
2

using:

K

X

=

6
+ j)

(K

;

K

=

Z

(K

6
- J) ;

and where:

,

• = tan"

C.

tcb

1

i b

{•£-) = t a n -

1

[•£-) .
q

(29)

The normal modes can now be found by putting either of the two arbitrary constants A
and B to zero. This gives:

1

z

à

=

t

±

*

*^ * l
2

C
1

e * .

C

(30)

Equation (30) shows the characteristic of a normal mode that x and z bear a constant
relationship i.e. the mode retains its "shape" at all times. The interpretation of (30) is
that the normal modes lie on inclined planes and the complex phase shift indicates that
they are elliptically polarised (see Figs. 3 and 4 ) . This information helps us to solve
the basic equations (1) and (2) in a different way. For a more detailed treatment of the
normal modes see reference 6.
We rewrite (1) and (2) using (28) to get,
x" +

(K

2

2

+

6K)X

= -bz* - kz
1

z" + ( K - 6ic)z = bx - kx
2

where the terms ô /4 have been neglected on the left hand side.

(31)
(32)
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Fig. 3

Inclined (U,V) normal modes with skew quadrupole coupling.
U - "horizontal-like" mode, V - "vertical-like" mode.

Vv

iz

Fig. 4 Inclined elliptically polarised normal modes with skew quadrupole
and axial field coupling
Equation (30) suggests that it will be possible to partially decouple (31) and (32) by
making a transformation to a coordinate system (U,V), which is inclined at an anqle a to
the (x,z) system, so that,
x = U(s) cos a - V(s) sin a
(33)
z = U(s) sin a + V(s) cos a
Substituting (33) into (31) and (32) yields two equations from which f i r s t V" can be
eliminated and then U", to give,
1
U"(tan a +

r o
-•) + U [(K - ÔK) tan a +

V'b(tan o + r——) + V[k(tan «
tan a

(KT

+ OK)

tan a + 2k
(34)

tan a'

26K]
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v

,,

( t a n

a

r

+_ _ ) +

(K

O

[(^ +

v

&K)

t a n

« +

-

OK)

_ _

-,

. 2k]
(35)

u

= 'b(tan a + ~

)

+ U[k(tan « - ^

)

+ 26K J .

By choosing a such that the last terms in (34) and (35) are zero, the equations become
decoupled f o r k.

This value of a. is given by:

2

-ô±/ô
tan a =

2

k /.

+

^

2

-A±/A* C3
+

=

g

.

This angle of inclination can be identified in (30) by putting C5 = 0.
can be called a

u

and a

v

(36)

The two solutions

and it is quickly verified that (a - a ) = w/2.
y

u

Equation (36) yields the skew quadrupole coefficient directly as,
C

= A tan 2a .

(37)

Thus at the privileged angle of a
U" +

(K

2

+ Y K ) U = -bV

V" +

(K

2

- K ) V = bU'

(38)
T

where
yic =

ÔK

cos 2a + k sin 2a .

(39)

In the rotated U-V system only the axial field coupling is apparent, except for the
shift ±y/2 to get the "uncoupled" frequencies of the U-V system (k ± Y / 2 ) .

Thus from (39),

using (2), (3), (6), (19) and (23)
&yy = (A cos 2a + C

sin 2a) .

It is convenient to eliminate Cq by using (37)
â

u v

= â/cos 2a .

(40)

We can now apply the Eqs. (21) and (22) of Section 2 directly to the U-V system to
get,
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2

S

AUV

UV

42

= -5
J
A + (T *
UV
b

( )

2

By substituting (37) and (40) in (41), it can be shown that Tyv = T of the original x-z
system. Thus the period of the amplitude exchange is unchanged and only S and A change
between the two systems. If we now eliminate Ayy, as before, we find,
1

W "2
=

/

N

~ uv *

Y
rev

I"-'/

If therefore, we could mount a kicker and pickup at variable angle, then at the
point that ICI fell to a minimum, we would have found the a of (36), the coupling coeffi
cient would be Cjj from (43) and as a check C would be qiven by (37) usinq A from the
original measurement with a = 0.
q

3. OBSERVATIONS WITH COUPLING
3.1 Tune measurements
In (26) and (27) there are two frequencies, which are the frequencies of the normal
modes

V *

1

r

[ Q ±

Ra n d

K

1/

2

A 2

+ C

R

+

C

î bl
W h e n

c

a n d

c

t h e i r

If C = C = 0, then < = Qx/
v = Qz/ q * °
b * °
effect depends on their magnitude relative to A. If A is much larqer (i.e. the working
point is far from the Q - Q = 0 resonance) then C and Cjj have little impact on
the value of the square root. Their effect then increases until at A = 0, they are totally
responsible for the split in the frequencies. However, we know that not only do the normal
mode frequencies change, but also their inclination and shape. When A is larae relative to
Cq and C|j the modes appear to be the usual horizontal and vertical oscillations with
frequencies Q /R and Q /R. As C and % increase the modes rotate, until at
A= 0, a = 45° from (36). In this situation the working point is exactly on the resonance
Q - Q = 0 and the machine is said to be fully coupled.
q

b

u

x

x

x

z

z

q

q

z

If one were to do this experimentally by increasing Q and decreasing Q in the
region of the Q - Q = 0 resonance, while trying to measure Q and Q using hori
zontal and vertical kickers with the corresponding pickups, then the results would be
similar to Fig. 5.
x

x

z

z

x

z
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Locii of uncoupled tunes

Fig. 5 Effect of coupling on tune measurements
The pickups see the frequencies of the U- and V-tnodes. While these modes are "nearly"
horizontal and "nearly" vertical the measurements are reliable. As the modes rotate the
horizontal pickup will start to "see" the V-mode as well as the U-mode and vice
versa. Operational difficulties for the tune measurement will appear at around IC/AJ = 1.0.
When 1C/Al > 1 tune measurements will become unreliable and the tune readings will start to
jump back and forth from the U-mode to the V-mode values, spanning the stopband in Fig. 5.
At A = 0, the pickups respond equally well to both modes, since they are now at 45° incli
nation. The difference in the mode frequencies (Qy - Qy) equals ICL which provides
another way of measuring ICj. As |A| increases on the far side of the resonance normality
will be restored.
3.2

Other measurement methods

We have already seen how to measure |C|, iCql and (CjJ using a rotating kicker and
pickup. The tune measurements in the previous section also gave a value for ICI. More
information, such as the signs of C and C(j can be found in theory by carefully study
ing the waveforms following a kick [8], but this has never been demonstrated practically.
A rather different method, whch can be used on "quiet" beams, i.e. on physics beams in col
liders, uses the "coupling transfer function", which is obtained by correlating a horizon
tal transverse perturbation imposed on a beam to the resulting vertical coherent motion
(see Ref. 9 ) .
q

- 61 4. RESULTS OF THE EXACT ANALYSIS [4]
The exact analysis for coupling in an alternatinq qradient lattice can be found in
Ref. 4. This analysis confirms the formula for T, S, K and K , but more importantly,
it shows how to evaluate C for known errors in a lattice. In the formalism of Ref. 4, C is
complex and is given by:
U

C

1
( Û)=2*

2m+e

/

0

8

0

,

M(6)

(

a

°x

z

V

>

^Ç[K(e) - R( - )
+

r

F

p
0

- i ^ - R (J- + J-)J exp {i[(v.

F

x

z

- !x) - {((i (e ) - n (e )} - A{e-e )]) de (44)

%

z

x

0

z

0

0

where 8 is origin at which C is being observed (evaluated) and 9 = s/R
0

2

1

ô B

Ô B

R
x
z
K(9) = - r (-r— - -^—)
*•
2 Bp i>x
ôz '

(45)

? T 5

K

;

p
e

M( ) = T 5 T B
, •
Bp axial
v

(46)

;

The real part of C ( 9 Q ) IS directly equivalent to Cq and the imaqinary part is
directly equivalent to Cfj. By virtue of the exponential term in (44), the contributions
from skew quadrupole-like fields and axial fields can contribute to both the real and
imaginary parts of C ( 8 Q ) . Thus contrary to what one might naturally expect from the simple
theory, skew quadrupoles can be used to compensate solenoids, if the phasing of this
exponential term is correctly managed. In a qualitative way, one can see that a plane
inclined oscillation will turn into an elliptically polarised one, when the horizontal and
vertical phase advances differ. This is taken into account by the (n - M-z) term in
(44), which will typically oscillate ±0.5 radian m a reqular F0D0 lattice.
x

If one were to measure Cq (ReC) and Cjj (ImC) as described earlier at a sinale
point, it would not be possible to distinguish whether the machine was sinusoidally smooth
or not. However, by measuring at several points this would become apparent, since althouqh
|C| would be constant the balance between ReC and ImC would oscillate.
Finally K(e) has a rather more general form than k(s) from (3) to take into account
such situations as a solenoid with a slot in its end plates by which the beam enters and
leaves. In this case, either AB /ôx or 9B /ô could be zero. When calculating C ( 8 )
for a solenoid in a collider, the solenoid will most probably be inside a low-p insertion.
In this case, the
x

z

M(8)

°x

z

0

a

z

- 62 term can be important, and since n and v^ are varying rapidly in the low-P region the
choice of the solenoid length and the type of end plate (open or slot) can lead to
situations with self-compensation.
x

*

*
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BEAM DIAGNOSTICS
H. Kozioi
CERN, Geneva, Switzerland

àBSTRftCT
This

introductory course aims at a reasonably complete coverage of

bean diagnostic devices used in linear
and

in primary

and circular

accelerators

beam lines. The weight is on the concepts and the

indication of variants, while for technical details the reader

is

referred to the literature.

1.

IWTRODOCTIOH
Bean diagnostics is an essential constituent of any accelerator. These systems are our

organs of sense that let us perceive what properties a beam has and how it behaves

in a

machine. Without diagnostics, we would blindly grope around in the dark and the achievement
of a beam for physics use would be a natter of sheer luck (some accelerators have
time

been

at

some

close to such a situation!). As the saying goes: an accelerator is ]ust as good

as its diagnostics.
Beam

diagnostics is a rich field, à great variety of physical effects are made use of

and imagination and inventiveness find a wide play-ground. It is therefore not astonishing
that

today

there

exists

a vast choice of different types of diagnostic devices and each

usually in many variants.
Two

hours

of lecture

time do not permit an m-depth coverage of all devices on the

market, but to present only a selection would not fulfill the purpose of the course.
The choice I have made here is to aim for a reasonably complete coverage of diagnostic
devices currently used, at the expense of detail. We will thus concentrate on the concepts
and

the indication

of the variants

that

there

exist and refer to the literature for

technical details.
also,

we will

limit

ourselves

to diagnostics used on accelerators and on ejected

primary beans and leave aside detectors for secondary beams, downstream fro» a

target, on

their transport to an experimental set-up.
There

have

been lectures on diagnostics at previous schools (see literature, part I)

and we will be briefer on subjects covered there. Very specialized
that

of beam

measurements,

as e.g.

polarization, are beyond the aim of an introductory course and will be just

Mentioned for completeness.
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When

setting out to describe a large number of diagnostic devices, one first tries to

establish a systematic order. One could
(intensity,

position,

etc.).

proceed

Or one could

according

to the properties

seasured

class the devices in electromagnetic, using

secondary emission, etc. Or in destructive and non-destructive. However, none of that makes
«uch sense. Many devices can measure aoxe than one property, their variants nay make use of
different physical principles and the distinction between destructive

and non-destructive

often depends on circumstances.
I

have

therefore

drawn up a «atrix (see Table, next page) showing the devices to be

discussed and the properties they can measure. And now we will forget about
and get on with the description m
2.

DESCRIPTION OF DXâGMOSTXC DEVICES

2,1

Bea» transformers
Apart

from

the sheer proof o£ its existence, the most basic «easurement on a bean is

that of its intensity. A widely used device is the "beam
Hogowski

classification

a sequence that is didactically convenient.

transformer"

(an older

name,

coil, is still sometimes used) which allows one to determine the electric current

that a beam constitutes or, depending on the circumstances, the electric

charge

contained

in a burst of bea« [1,2]. Fig. 1 shows the principle.

( (( jfÇrt
\MLJj}

n

secondary,
windings

^ " p r i m a r y " - beam, l

b

Fig. 1. Principle of the beam transformer.
In

order

for the transformer to see the magnetic field produced by the beam, it must

be mounted over a ceramic insert in the metallic vacuum chamber. The ferromagnetic core is
wound of high-y metal tape or aiade of ferrite, to avoid eddy currents. Bandwidths exceeding
100 MHz can thus be achieved,

an idealized

transformer

with

a

secondary

winding of

inductance L and connected to an infinite uspedance would deliver as signal a voltage

dl

b

which, as Fig. 2 shows, is "differentiated" and not very practical to use.
In

reality, the ferromagnetic core has losses proportional to f

2

(f = frequency), the

secondary has a stray capacity C and is terminated with a finite resistance R (Fig. 3 ) .
s
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meam\
__/bunch 1

test
J pulse

primary
secondary

Fig. 2

Signal fro» an idealized transformer into an infinite impedance.

Fig. 3. Real bean transformer with stray capacity C
The

signal

s

and termination R.

now shows a much «ore useful behaviour {Fig. 4 ) . Provided the length of a

beam bunch is longer than the transformer's rise time and shorter than its droop time, the
signal will be a good reproduction of the bunch shape.

primary

secondary
rise time-J

L- droop time
T -L/R
d

Fig. 4. Signal fro» real transformer.
When instead of a single bunch a long string of bunches passes through the transformer,
as is also the case with a circulating beam, the droop will affect the base line
When

equilibrium

has been

reached,

(Fig. 5 ) .

equal areas of signal will be above and below zero.

Thus, the level of the base line is a measure for the dc component of the beam current.

Fig. 5. Droop of base line in the transformer signal.
fcfhen the

duration

of the beam is not short compared to the droop time and the bunch

structure need not be seen, both of which are true when
intensity

one wants

to observe

the beam

over the cycle of a circular accelerator, one has to "integrate" the signal from

the transformer. Fig. 6 shows three ways of doing that.
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a.

b.
fig. 6.

c.

Integration of signal from a beam transformer.
a) Sinple RC circuit, b) Inductive feedback (Hereward
transformer), c) Capacitive feedback (Miller integrator).

Adding

a

simple RC may sometimes suffice, but in general, the tine constants will be

too short and/or the

signal

too attenuated.

Feedback

integrators

[1,2] allow tine

constants above 1000 s to be achieved, while maintaining good signal level. They are widely
used on circular accelerators, where cycle times are of the order of seconds.
In a

storage

ring, however, the bea« may circulate for hours. Indeed, 999 h, or 42

days, is the longest a beam has circulated uninterrupted (in the Antiproton accumulator

at

CERN). Ho integrator can cope with that, a true dc beam current measurement is needed. Such
a device [3,4] was developed for the ISR (the CERH Intersection Storage Rings),

the

first

machine to sustain beams for hours. Fig. 7 illustrates the principle.

A- \B

modulator
semvtfOOHz

i

I

f ,"' H

-H

compensating
current

V

s

{demodulator
measurement
controlled
power supply

_$»____J

Fig. 7. Basic scheme of a dc bea« traasforaer and rectangular hysteresis of core
material.
A

modulator

sends

a

current

at several 100 Hz through the excitation coils of two

ferromagnetic rings, such that they are excited in opposite directions. The
mounted

pick-up

coils

on the rings are connected in series, their SUM signal, V,, will thus be zero. The

rings are made of a material with rectangular hysteresis. When a
through

the

beam

current

through a

this

b

passes

rings, it introduces a bias in the excitation of the cores, V, will no longer

be zero, the second harmonic of the modulator frequency will appear in it. The
converts

I

into a

compensating

dc

voltage,

winding

on

controlling
the

two

demodulator

a power supply which sends a current I

rings. Equilibrium

is

reached

when

c

the
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carrent

I

e

cancels the beam current I . The final measurement is that of I .
b

Proton currents of over 50 A have
resolution

been

Measured

c

with

such

a

dc beam

transformer,

a

of better than 1 uâ has been achieved and the zero drift over a week is of the

sa«e order,
2.2

Wall-current Monitors
One

may want

to observe

bunch

shape

at frequencies

far beyond the few 100 MHz

accessible with beam transforiaers. The bunches may be very short, as is often the case with
electrons

or positrons,

or they

may have a structure in their line density, caused by

intentional processes or by instabilities.
Wall-current

Monitors

with

a

bandwidth

of

several GHz have been built [5,6]. The

principle is quite simple (Fig. 8a) :

- ^

bunched
beam

-EBSQ.

VQCUum
chamber

ceramic
insert

Fig. 8. a) Principle of wall-current monitor, b) Separate pick-up of signals
to observe bea» position.
A modulated bean current I is accompanied by a "wall current" I , which it induces in
b

H

the vacuum chamber, of equal Magnitude and opposite direction, an insulating gap forces the
wall

current to pass through the impedance of a coaxial cable. The gap «ay also be bridged

with resistors, across which

a voltage

is picked

up. To avoid

perturbation

through

circumferential «odes, the wall current (or the gap voltage) is picked up at several points
around the circumference and sunned. When the beam is not at the centre
chaiabex,

the wall

current

of the vacuum

will be unequally distributed around the circumference of the

chamber. Separate pick-up and separate observation (Fig. 8b) [6] will thus

also

show the

beaa position with GHz bandwidth.

shield

ferrite
"rings

J * * U U ™*™™* | I ...I |J: J L

-1^2Fig. 9. Gap of wall-current monitor with shield and ferrite loading.
h

conducting

shield

must

be placed

around

a

wall-current

monitor. Without it,

troublesome electromagnetic radiation from the beam would leak out through the gap and the
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itself

would

be

perturbed from the outside. Of course, the shield constitutes a

short-circuit at low frequencies and thus severely liaits the lower end
bandwidth.

Loading

of

the

somtor's

the volume of the shield with ferrite increases the inductance and the

cut-off can be lowered to some 100 kHz,

sufficient

for

undifferentiated

observation

of

bunch shape in most accelerators.
2.3

Position pick-up.monitors (PO)
The

«easurenent

of

transverse

beam

position

diversity, à glance at the Table shows a host

of

is

a

detectors,

field
based

of
on

particularly great
various

physical

effects. The ones treated in this chapter are of three kinds :
- electrostatic
- magnetic
- electromagnetic.
Widely used, in particular on circular accelerators with not too short bunches, is the
electrostatic PO [7, 8, 9, 10]. In its siaplest for» it resembles a diagonally cut shoe-box
(Fig. 10 a, b ) . à combination of a horizontal and a vertical PO is shown in Fig. 11.

beam
1
UR

UL

à

w

Fig. 10. a) Diagonally cut "shoe-box" P0. b) Basic geometry and tapping of
signals, c) k variant which

allows interleaving of a

horizontal

and a vertical P0.
As

it

passes

through,

the

beam

will

electrodes, «ore on the one to which it is
renaming

the

induce

closer,

electric

less

on

the

charges
other,

on
but

the Metallic
their S U B

same, independent of beam position. The induced charges can be carried away

for neasureaent into a low-impedance circuit or be sensed on a high impedance as a
on

voltage

the capacity between the electrode and the surrounding vacuum chamber. The effect being

linear, the position of the bea« with respect to the PU centre is readily derived :
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Fig. 11. Combination of a horizontal and a vertial PB, as is inserted in the
vacuum chamber of the antiproton accumulator at CERH.
The

linear

relation holds for any shape of the electrodes as long as, projected onto

the plane in which the position is Measured, the length

of

the

electrodes

is a

linear

function of the distance from the axis. The shape of the electrodes may thus be deformed to
suit practical requirements [11]. A variation is shown in Fig. 10c, where the gap left free
allows
U„ - 0

the placement of two further electrodes for the orthogonal plane. However, although
L

still depends linearly on beam position, 0„ + 0

L

is no longer

independent

of it.

For normalization, the SUB of all four electrodes must be used.

Edge

effects

at the

ends of the electrodes nay impair the linearity [12]. To avoid

then, one either designs the electrodes to have
chamber

to

the

sane

cross

section as

the vacuuu

either end of them, or one provides cross-sectional continuity by adding guard

electrodes at both ends.

In

electron

and positron machines, no electrodes can be tolerated in the «id-plane :

there they would be hit by the synchrotron radiation and the resulting
emission

would

perturb

the

secondary

electron

signal. So-called "button" electrodes [13, 14, 15] are used,

housed in recesses (Fig. 12a).

Fig. 12 a) PU with "button" electrodes, b) Magnetic PU.
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with

replaces 0 , and 0
L

position

2

the shoe-box
+ D

PU, for the «easureient of horizontal position 0

replaces U , similarly for the vertical

4

R

is not linear

plane.

t

+ 5J

3

The response to

and the two planes are interdependent. Careful calibration and

consequent data treatment on the signals is necessary.
In

proton

machines too, secondary emission from the electrodes can be a problem when

strong beam loss occurs. In such a situation, a magnetic PD [16] may be chosen (Fig. 12b).
In

single-ring

colliders, two beams, one of particles and one of anti-particles, are

circulating simultaneously, in opposite directions. "Directional couplers" [17, 18, 19, 20]
permit

the selective

observation of only one of the beams in the presence of the other.

The principle is shown in Fig. 13a.

coax/al

_„ £» **Flrf*SJ %-* a

iij

vacuum
chamber %
beam

IT"

a.

T

b.

l sensitivity ~ sm f

C.
Fig. 13 a) Principle of directional coupler, b) Cross section with four •
coupler strips, c) Frequency response.
The

electrostatic

effect

from the bean charge and the magnetic effect from the beam

current add for the direction of the beam as shown, and cancel for a
opposite

direction.

Four

strips

(Fig. 13 b ) , after

suitable

beam

going

formation

in the

of sums and

differences of the signals, give the horizontal and vertical beam position. The sensitivity
of

such

a

PU depends

on

frequency

as sin f, with the maximum where the strip length

corresponds to a quarter wave length. This response Bay be influenced by giving the strips
more sophisticated shapes [18].

à

"wave-guide

coupler" (Fig. 14), [21] can be used, usually on electron and positron

linacs, to observe extremely short bunches (<< 1 nsec). The beam passing
off

through

it sets

a wave which propagates to the left and the right where it is picked up by small loops

on the inside of the wave guide, the position is not derived by comparing the magnitude of
U

L

and On, but by comparing their phase : x -Aip.
Special kinds of PO have been conceived to obtain information on the shape of the beam

\il,

23, 24], in terms of aspect ratio between its horizontal and vertical size. This is a

very tricky task and quantitatively satisfactory results are difficult to obtain.
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beam

u,

J-

Fig. 14. Wave-guide coupler.

£,

Ê^ËÏ*

Bean position affects the right/left path-lengths of the

induced wave, resulting in a phase difference between 0
around

the

circumference

R

of circular accelerators, many POs are arranged to measure

the closed orbit. A rule-of-thumb
betatron

and 0 .

L

says

that

at

least

four

position

measurements

Q-value around 3.5 demands at least 14 POs, uniformly spaced not in linear
betatron

per

wavelength are required to see closed orbit distortions sufficiently well. E.g. a
phase

advance.

length

but

in

Fron that œininum one will then go up to the nearest nuaber that

fits with the periodicity of the machine for a regular pattern of installation.
2.4

Faraday C U P
Conceptually

the

simplest way to measure beam current is to capture the beam and let

the current flow through some kind of amperemeter. Historically, this was
method

used.

It

is

still

employed

thickness of the collector plate

also

the

first

at low energies, where the obvious condition of the

being

greater

than

the

stopping

range

of

the

bean

particles can be easily fulfilled. Here are some ranges for protons in copper :
500 keV
5 Me?

preaccelerator : Cockcroft-Walton or RFQ

0.003

van de Graaff generator

0.08

50 MeV

injector l m a c

200 MeV

injector linac

1 GeV
Capture

4
43
520

snail synchrotron
of

the

beam with a siaple collector plate suffers from perturbation through

secondary electron emission. Electrons liberated fro» the collector surface escape into the
surroundings,

thereby

contributing

in an uncontrolled way to the current flowing through

the meter. The use of a Faraday cup {Fig. 15) prevents this from happening.
is

The

collector

housed in a box which has a hole to let the bean in and is at a negative potential of a

few 100 V to drive the secondary electrons back onto the collector.

Fig. 15. Faraday cup.
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Secondary-emission. Monitors (SEW).
ât

this • point,

the reading

of . Appendices 1 and 2 is reconnended. They cover so«e

features cofeaon-to the detectors described in this and several following sections.
h

SEM Hakes use of the phenomenon that under the impact of the beam particles on so»e

solid Material electrons are liberated fros the surface, thus producing a flow of current.

signal
beam

k

jujJLiJLLII LLIJLILA-%>.
channel number

_

Q.

~

k

C.

Fig. 16. a) Basic SEi ; foil with cleariag electrodes, seen sideways, b) A SEi consisting
of an array of ribbons, seen in bea» direction, c) Transverse beam profile
obtained from an array of ribbons or Mires.
When

the intercepting

material

is a foil (Fig. 16 a ) , electrons are liberated from

both sides. Since this is a surface pfcenonenon, the secondary emission coefficient will not
only depend on the material but also, often even critically, on the state of cleanliness of
its surface..
The

provision of a "clearing field" of a few 100 ¥/cm is essential to ensure that the

liberated electrons are rapidly cleared away. Otherwise, an electron cloud

may

for»

over

the foil surface ana-.impede, further emission.

Fig. 17. A SEM «aie of thin ribbons attached to contacts on a ceraaic frame.
à SEi in the for» of an array of thin ribbons .'(Figs. 1€b and 17) is a much used device
:

to measure transverse density distribution [25-], Sequential display of the signals from the
ribbons, giy.es

the. bea»

profile

{Fig.. 16c). fo enhance the. signal strength, either the

individual ribbons or the whole array may be inclined with respect to the beam

direction,

- 74 thus

presenting

a

greater

effective surface. When signal strength is not a problem, the

array and the clearing electrodes «ay be made of thin wires. This Bakes it

a

nearly

non

destructive profile monitor (at least for single passage, not for a circulating beam).
2.6

Wire scanners
When

a

SEM,

even

Bade

of

thin

wires, disturbs the beam too much, mostly through

nultiple Couloab scattering, a single Hire «ay be used and moved across the bean. This

can

be done in steps and a reading is taken, e.g., at every pulse of a linac.
k fast aoving

wire may be used even on a circulating beam [26, 27, 28. 29], Speeds of

20 s/sec have been obtained with a 50 JJH diameter Be wire, which

allowed

profiles

to

be

measured on an 800 Kev proton beam with acceptably small eaittance increase (Fig. 18).

Fig. 18. Fast wire scanner. The wire, extended between the tips of the light
weight arms, is only 50 m in diameter and barely visible.
Wire

scanners

also need a clearing field in order to obtain a consistant signal. The

clearing electrode will be situated well outside the beau cross section.
an

alternative

is

not

to

use

the

secondary eaission current at all but to place

radiation detectors at the outside of the vacuua tank in which the wire moves and
the

products

of

look

at

the collisions between beam particles and wire material (y and secondary

particles). This »ay require thin parts in the wall of the tank, and the signal fro» two or
•ore

radiation

detectors

to

be

sunned

to

render

the sensitivity indépendant of wire

position.
2.7

Multi-wire chambers
These

detectors,

taken

over from high energy physics [30], find some application on

beans of very low'intensity. At LEAR (the CERH tow Energy antiproton Ring) for example,

by

means ' of an-"ultra-slow extraction", on average as little as one antiproton can be ejected
s

per revolution; yielding beams of less than 10 "p/s.
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; cathode foils

gas
- T anode

Wires

Fig. 19. Multi-wire chamber. Typically, the distance between the cathode foils
is 10 tun, the distance between wires 1 tun and their potential + 5 kV.
Electrons

produced

in the gas by the passing beam particles will tra¥el towards the

nearest wire. In the high gradient close to the wire they
and

create

experience

strong

acceleration

an avalanche, à wire chamber can be used in counting or in proportional mode.

The distribtttion of counting rate or signal height

over

the wires

represents

the bean

profile.
2.8

Ionization chanber
This is a gas-filled, thin-walled chamber with a collector electrode inside. Particles

passing through it will ionize the gas, the ions
electrons

will

travel

towards

the cathode, the

towards the anode and a current can be measured (Fig. 20). The voltage should be

in the "plateau* region where all charges are collected but no avalanche occurs.

-gas

///4

beam
I

plateau

U

«y

Fig. 20 a) Ionization chamber, b) Collection efficiency vs. voltage.
Ionization

chanbers

are used

to measure very low beam intensities and as beam loss

detectors (see section 2.9).
2-9

Beam loss Monitors (BLM)
Although

they

do not œeasure a bean property, the information which they supply is

most valuable for the practical operation of a machine. They are indeed
high

intensity

reliably Measured with bean transforners, causes intolerable
induced

indispensable

on

machines, where the loss of a minute fraction of the beam, too small to be
levels

of

radiation

and/or

radioactivity of components. High intensity machines are therefore equipped with a

large number of BLMs around their circumference to indicate the location and magnitude of
losses for remedial action, sonetines in a fast, autonatic way.
Calibration

in terms

of number of particles lost is usually obtained by intentional

loss of a large fraction of the bean but is neither easy nor very precise. Besides the pure

- 76 statement of loss, BLMs with a fast response yield information on its cause and Mechanism,
three widely used kinds of BLM shall be briefly described •.
-

Ionization chamber (see section 2.8),

-

AltuiiniuB Cathode Electron Multiplier (ACEM),

-

Scintillator plus photoaultiplier CPMÎ.

an

âCEM [31, 32] is essentially a Pi with a thin aluminum layer on the inside of the

glass tube serving as the cathode.
secondary

emission

when

Electrons

are produced

fross the cathode

through

it is struck by a stray bean particle, a ir-ray or some secondary

particle resulting from beam loss. As with a PM, the gain is high

and adjustable

over

a

side range and an ICEM is cheap, robust and radiation resistant.
à

further very cheap and effective BIM is a combination of a scintillator and a PM as

shown in Fig. 21, [33]. The primary effect is here the production of light.

pftotomuitiplier
scintillator oil
paint can
Fig. 21. à photoBuitiplier immersed in scintillator oil is a cheap and fast
bean loss monitor.
With

this

type, bandwidths of 100 MHz are possible, allowing one to see details such

as loss from only part of the bunch length, as happens,

e.g., when

a kicker

magnet

is

incorrectly triggered.
2-10 Gas curtain or iet
in

section

2.6 we have

seen

that

a

fast wire scanner is a means to measure the

transverse profile of a beam circulating in an accelerator, once or twice per cycle.
storage

ring,

where

bean circulates, a wire scanner would produce too much scattering and omittance
Only

a

In a

repeated profile measurements are desired over the many hours that a

gas constitutes

an even

more

increase.

transparent interceptor. Figure 22 shows the gas

curtain [34] developed for the ISR.

An

ultrasonic

2-di»ensional

jet of atonic Na is produced in an oven followed by a

collimation systea. The Ha jet is inclined at 45* to the bea» direction. Electrons fro» the
ionization

of Na atoms

by beam particles are accelerated by a -vertical electric field,

while being focused along the lines of a magnetic field, also of vertical direction. On the
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¥
«=_J cam
camera

Fig. 22. Sodium curtain beam profile monitor, seen in the direction of the Ha jet.
top of

the

tank

there

is

a

quartz

window which on the inner side carries a layer of

scintillator (incorrectly often called phosphor), covered with a w r y thin metal

layer as

anode for the electric field. The accelerated electrons will traverse the Metallization and
produce light in the scintillator, thus forming a 2-dimensional image

of

the

bean

cross

section. This image can be viewed with an image-intensifier TV camera for direct display or
with some other device for further data treatment.
all this sounds easy but in practice was very difficult to realize under the stringent
boundary conditions. The magnetic field needs to be
either

side

of

the detector,

compensated

by

additional

coils on

so as not to perturb the closed orbit. The Na jet must be

extremely well collimated and entirely collected on the other side to

avoid

contamination

of the vacuua. The Na jet itself has to be controlled in density to constitute only a snail
increase in the average pressure of the ring. Consider the circumference of the ISR of 1 km
and

an average

pressure

of

10*

t1

Torr. A

Na curtain 1 mm thick and of an equivalent

s

pressure of 10" Torr will double the average pressure around the circumference!

The

ISR

have

been dismantled and the Ka curtain monitor with them. It will probably

reaam the only one of its kind, but many lessons have been

learnt

from

its design and

operation.
That a

gas

curtain

must not increase significantly the average pressure around the

ring is a condition even more difficult to fulfill on a small machine like LEAR, with only
80 m

circumference and a vacuum in the 10"

12

Torr range. But such a device is needed there

to observe the fast changes in beam eaittance under the action
solution

is

LASER

electron

cooling. The

to pulse the gas jet only for a brief interval, when a measurement is Bade. A

pulsed atomic carbon jet of a few 100 >jsec duration
pulsed

of

beaa

is

produced

by

directing

a

strong

onto a carbon target [35]. Otherwise, the device is similar to the one

described for the ISR.
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When neither the residual gas pressure nor the beaia intensity are too low, ionization
of the "natural* residual gas may supply electrons in sufficient number and a
is

gas

curtain

not needed. îhe image appearing on the scintillator will however not be 2-diaensional,

it is the projection of the beaa density distribution

onto

one

plane. Two

devices are

needed for a horizontal and a vertical profile.
The Ionization Bean Scanner (IBS) [36] is a further device relying on residual gas. It
employs a tine-varying electric and a static «agnatic field, at right angles to each other
and

to

the

bean,

to

guide

the

ionization

electrons

towards a collector or electron

multiplier, although a precise instrument for low intensity bea«s, the IBS

is

too

easily

perturbed by the space charge fields of intense beams.
Instead

of

collecting

electrons fro» the ionization, one can also observe the light

from de-excitation of the residual gas atoms. This is

achieved

«ore

easily

at

the low

energies of a preinjector (500-800 keV) combined with the prevalent modest vacuum [37].
2.12 Scintillator screens
Scintillators

were

accelerators, instead of
particles,

scintillators

the
cosmic
were

first

particle

radiation
the

detectors, nearly

and

radioactive

days,

scintillator

screens

cheapness and power of conviction.
treated,

fitted,

century

samples, began

ago. When
to deliver

prime means to detect the existence of a beam and its

location, although «any people turn up their nose at then as an
pioneer

a

are

Even

snoothed, enhanced

old-fashioned

relic

froa

still alive and not beaten m their simplicity,

today,

and

where

finally

that?), there is nothing as convincing as a

flash

everything

gets digitized, data

displayed (or perhaps just because of

of

light dead

on

the

centre

of a

scintillator screen.
after that philosophical excursion, back to technical matters. Fig. 23 shows a typical
arrangenent for measuring bean position and,
screen

(sonatines

incorrectly

called

less

quantitatively,

size, A

scintillator

phosphorescent or luminescent) is brought into the

path of the bea« on a vertically sovmg rod or by turning it on a pivot. It is inclined

at

45° to the beam, carries a graticule and is illuminated through a small window in the tank.
Through another

window, at 90° to the bean direction, a Tv" camera will see a 2-dimensional

image of the beaa cross section. Fig. 24 shows a vertically moved screen m

The Host

conaon

scintillator

used

to

be

ZnS powder which, with some binder, was

painted onto a metal plate. Such screens deliver green light and have high
are

unfit

for

use

in high vacuum

and

are

its tank.

burnt out at some 1 0

14

efficiency

but

2

protons/cm at GeV

energies.
A great step forward was the formation of thick &1 0
2

3

simultaneous doping with Cr [38]. Chemically, this is the

layers on aluminium plates under
sa«e as ruby

and

the

light

_ 79 emitted
to 1 0

is .'red. These screens are fit fox ultrahigh .-vacuum and have a long lifetime ' ( 1 0

2!

20

2

p/c« at 50 Me?). Recent use is described in ref. '[39],

•sa'nfitteior screen

Fig. 23. Typical arrangement for observation of beaa position and size with a movable
scintillator screen and a TV casera.

Fig. 24. Scintillator screen sade fron; a Cr-doped A 1 0
2

3

plate with imprinted

graticule.
ât

CERM,

the most used screens are now thin plates (1 BIB or less) of Cr-doped A 1 0
2

which can be obtained from industry in all sizes with
printed
shows

a

graticule

and other

3

references

directly on their surface. The screen shown in Fig. 24 is of that kind and Fig. 25
another

accumulator.

one, Mounted

on the antiproton
T

production

It has received some 10 pulses of 1 Q

13

3 BIB diaaeter (every 2.4 s during gone 6000 h of operation
2

p/crn .

This

target

of

the antiproton

protons at 26 GeV in a spot of about
in

1 year),

i.e. over

10

2 0

was and still is the most important means of keeping the beaa on the target

with a precision of ± 0 . 5 mm.

Several

aspects

of the T? camera

radiation resistant; The model developed
Ordinary

lenses

turn

brown

also

deserve

at CERN

uses

attention.

Often .it needs to be

nuvistors- and- stands

Î0

8

rad.

under radiation. Catadioptric objectives do a bit better but

when radiation is reallf a probleu one has to buy expensive lenses

developed

for use in

reactors.
For

very

weak

beans a combination image intensifier - vidicon is used. Beans of 10

3

'Fig.

sle. Finally, TV signals nay be

Leariy

antipro-cons in a cross section 03
digitized tor storage or is-age treatment.

25. Scintillator plats mounted on the antiproton production
target of the CERS Antiproton accumulator.

2.13 Scrasers and measurement targets
Incremental

destruction

of a beas with scrapers or targets permits the determination

of the betatron amplitude distribution of the particles, h scraper with four movable blades
(Fig.

2S;, used

in

conjunction

with

a

de béas transformer, allows neasurenent in the

horizontal and vertical piar.s in a storage ring, «here there is enough

time

to oove the

blades towards and into the bears.

M/io

beam
xorz

c.
Fig. 26. a) Scraper with four blades for horizontal and ¥ertical measurement.
b) Baas intensity vs. blade position, c) amplitude distribution.
Observing
size for a given
amplitude

the decrease
fraction

distribution.

of

of bea» intensity as a blade advances, one obtaias the bean
the total

intensity

and, through • differentiation, -the

In principle, a single blade in each -.plane would -suffice, but for

independent and consistent determination of the beam centre, two, one on each, side, are
needed.

In the horizontal plane, the distribution of the particles is given by the spread

in betatron amplitude and by the spread in momentum. Either one places
the dispersion is zero or one has to unfold the two spreads.

the. scraper

where

- 81 'although

scrapers are destructive and slow, they are often valuable for their precise

and reliable information. They can serve for the calibration of
measurements

such

as,

e.g.,

non-destructive

aaittance

Schottky scans of betatron 'bands {see section 2.14) and for

intentional limitation of machine acceptance.
The -beam

particles are not stopped in the'scraper blades, they are merely scattered,

after several traversais of the blades
Machine

acceptance

their

betatron

amplitude

has

grown

beyond

the

and they are lost somewhere around the ring. Energy loss in the blades

plays -a lesser rôle.
On accelerators-with their short cycle tiae and fast-shrinking bea« size, scrapers as
;

described-above are not applicable. The sane principle can still be employed by driving the
bean

into

a stationary

blade

by

aeans

of a'pulsed closed orbit'distortion [40]. Fast

measurement targets -have also been, built '(Fig. 27). The

position

of

the

two

blades

is

preadjusted and then the target is flipped-into-the bean in a movement'perpendicular'to the
plane of «easurement. Interception tiaes of only a few ns are thus achieved.

Fig. 27. Fast flip-target. The position of the blades is preadjusted outside
the bean.
2.14 Schottky scans
This technical jargon tern Means scans in frequency, using a spectrum analyzer, of the
Schottky signals emanating fro» a circulating bean. Schottky signals are at
stochastic

cooling -but

the

basis

of

their great potential for diagnostic purposes was soon recognized

[41]. this subject has become quite vast and here

we

can

only

point

out

some

salient

features.
Take • a

single

particle,

circulating

in

a storage ring and observed with an ideal

pick-up-(PU) of infinite bandwidth. The signal delivered by the'PU is a
function-like

spikes,

spaced

by 1 revolution period t

T t v

.

of

deita-

, as shown in Fig. 28a. An ideal

spectrum analyzer would'display what is shown in Fig. 28 b: a
spaced by the revolution- frequency f

series

series

of

spectral

lines,
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Fig, 28. a) TiEe domain : signal oa a PI) fron a single circulating particle
b) Frequency domain : corresponding spectrum.
In a bean there are «any particles and since there is a spread in their noaentira,
there will also be a spread in their revolution frequency. The observed Schottky signal can
now be regarded as the sua of all individual signals or as the noise steaming from
statistical density fluctuations [420. The spectrum will be as in Fig. 29» with bands
instead of lines, in width proportional to h = f/f
and, provided the vertical coordinate
is spectral power density, ail of equal area. From such a scan, f , . & £
and (assuming n
= [d£/f]/[dp/p] is known) &p are iismediately obtained.
rïV

r

v

r e s

f\ A A
0

i

2

3

r\,
4

frev

Fig. 29. Schottky scan of a «any-particle beaa with a spread m momentum and
therefore in frequency.
The area of each band is a measure of beam intensity. Extremely low bea» intensities
can therefore be diagnosed Kith Schottky scans, after calibration against a beaB
transforner at higher intensities. At the CERN antiproton Accumulator Complex, where 10 to
10 "p are injected per pulse, the fluctuation in the intensity measurement by Schottky scan
corresponds to 10* p". The most sensitive measurement to date was performed on an
experimental cooling ring, ICE. In the course of an experiment to set a new lower liait on
the lifetime of the p", a beam of 250 "p" was made to circulate and after 88 h there renamed
85 p". The error on these nunbers was estimated to 13 "p [43].
6

8

Some further illustrations of what can be seen with Schottky scans . Stochastic
•Quentua cooling is beautifully demonstrated in before/after scans (Fig. 30aJ, and Fig. 30b
assenbies graphically the various parts of the bea« in the antiproton accumulator as they
are indeed displayed by a spectrum analyzer.
Schottky scans are usually made at high harmonics of f . . Firstly, for a given
resolution in A f , the required scan time is proportional to 1/f. Secondly, one often
uses the signal from a PO that drives the stochastic cooling. There, a high bandwidth is
desired and therefore the PU is «ore sensitive at high frequencies [44, 45].
r

r e ¥

v
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Fig. 30. a) Schottky scans before and after namentuB cooling of 6 x 10 "p in the
6

antiproton Accumulator. The scan is made around h = 170, at 314 MHz.
b) The various

parts of the ~§ beam

in the same machine, as Schottky

scans show then.
A

position-sensitive PO will deliver Schottky signals fro» the betatron oscillations.

With a bean centred in the PD and perfect balance and linearity, the harmonics of f

r ï v

will

not be present. The spectrum (Fig. 31) consists of bands centred at the values
f, = SB ± Q ) f

rt¥

where m is the node number.

Fig. 31. The signal fro» a position-sensitive PU contains the frequencies f, of the
"betatron sidebands". Here, the non-integer part of Q is 0.35 or 0.65.
The

non-integer part of Q (or its conpleaent to 1, see section 2.17) is thus measured

and the width of the bands, together with the knowledge of âp and the chronaticity
•achme

Ç, yields

âQ.

It

of the

is an interesting enercise to show that a particular relation

between m, Q, n and Ç, leads to a vanishing width of the band at f„.
There

exists

today

an isportant literature on diagnostics with Schottky signals. To

that already quoted we add Ref. [46] and, as the most recent and

comprehensive

one, Ref.

[47].
2-15 Synchrotron radiation
Wnat is a curse for the acceleration of electrons and
diagnostics.

Synchrotron

radiation

[48], similar

to

positrons

is

a

blessing

for

Schottky noise, is a fairly ideal

- 84 source of information, it is there for the taking

(although

the taking

may be quite

expensive).
Despite

the subject's great importance for diagnostics [49, 50], we will be brief on

it here, since it was treated at the same School [51], a day before the present course. let
us

just

recall

two essential

features

: On practically all electron synchrotrons the

spectrum includes the visible range and the light is emitted

into

a

very

small

angle,

roughly E„/E.
For

diagnostic

purposes,

light

can thus

be extracted

from

the accelerator and

transported to the measuring equipment by «eans of conventional optical elements,
windows,

mirrors, lenses and fibres [52]. The receivers are T? cameras, CCDs, photo diodes

(single or in an array), etc. The information drawn «ay be a simple, but very
Tf

such as

mage

instructive,

on which one can visually follow the evolution of beam size; it «ay be a precise

profile jseasureaent; it say be a bunch length aeasurement with ps resolution
extremely

fast

oscilloscopes

or a

streak

canera

(that's

where

which

needs

it gets expensive).

Descriptions of such systeras are found in lefs. [53, 54, 55].
In

the context

4

of synchrotron radiation, because of the dependence on { E / E ) , one
0

tends to think only of electrons. However, at the highest energies
decade

achieved

in the last

or so, even protons cone up against this effect. Not so much yet that it would be a

curse, but some blessing is already there. Synchrotron

radiation

induced

by the abrupt

change of field at the ends of the bending magnets was detected at the 400 GeV CERN SPS and
used for profile measurement [56]. The addition of an undulator [48] provided the necessary
improvenent

for continuous profile monitoring of the proton and antiproton beans, when the

SPS was used as a 270 GeV collider [57].
2.16 LASER.Compton scattering
In

the scattering process between a photon and a high energy particle, the photon nay

gain energy and the transfer will be greatest in a head-on collision, à photon of a few e¥
(visible range) encountering a 15 Gev electron may be boosted to several Ge¥ [58].
Shining

light

at a

particle

beam

and then selectively detecting only the highest

energy photons, e g. with shower counters, one is certain to observe
head-on

collisions,

where

the photon

only

the result of

leaves the scene in the direction of the particle

which it has encountered. By scanning with a narrow LàSER beam over a wider

particle

bean

one can map the latter's density distribution [58, 59].

2.17 Q-neasureBenic
Q,

the number of betatron oscillations performed during one revolution in a circular

machine, is really a property of the machine rather than of the beam, although
bean,

through

an

intense

the forces which its own charge produces, can influence it. The exact value

of 0 is of great importance in modern machines in which beams «ay be kept

circulating for

- 85 hours

while being subjected to strong non-linear forces, steaming fro» their o»n charge or

from the second béa» in a collider. Sometimes, variations in Q

of a

few 0.0001

of an

integer decide about the well-being of the beam.
à

straightforward

way to measure Q is to let a bunch of particles perform a coherent

oscillation, e.g. by misadjusting injection conditions, and measure the position on all Ptls
around

the ring

for one turn.

Subtracting from these readings the previously measured

closed orbit distortion, normalizing to the square-root of the betatron function at each PS
and

plotting

the result

as a function of betatron phase, one obtains a sine-curve, the

frequency of which is easily judged to 0.05 of an integer, à merit of this method
it

is that

yields the full value of Q. That is no nean feature, as there have been cases where the

integral part of Q was not quite as expected (no names shall be mentioned).
A

similar nethod is to defor» the closed orbit by aeans of a single dipolar buap. The

change in closed orbit, treated as above, yields a sine-curve with a kink at the location
of the buasp [60].
usually,

Q

is measured

by observing

revolution, records the position of the beam,

the signal
excited

from a single P0 which, at each
sonehow

to perfora

a

betatron

oscillation (Fig. 32).

PU

Fig. 32. A single PU records the position of an oscillating bean at every revolution.
As

an example, Fig. 33 shows in big dots the position of an oscillating bunch on six

subsequent turns. Intuitively, one would draw a sine-curve
obtain

through

the data

points and

the one labeled 0.23. However, sine-curves of other, higher, frequencies

also pass

through the sane data points. Two, labeled -0.77 and 1.23, are shown, but this is true for
all frequencies
f« = (m ± Q) f
where f

r e y

of section

r e v

is the revolution frequency and m the node. These are the

"betatron

sidebands"

2.14 and Fig. 31.

analysis

of the signal from a single P0 can deliver very precise results (as we said,

to a few 0.0001 of an integer) but says nothing about m. As a

consequence,

not only the

integral part, [Q], remains unknown, one can also not distinguish between q = Q-[Q] and its
complement 1-q (0.23 and 0.77 in Fig. 33). In order to determine

whether

q

is above or

- 86 below

0.5, one nay change the focussing properties of the machine (e.g. the current in the

F and D lenses) and observe in which direction

this

shifts the frequencies

f„, or one

resorts to one of the two first-isentioned methods.

m + Q=

0-23

1.23 -0.77

Fig, 33. Beam position on sis subsequent turns ani the three lowest-frequency fits.
The

methods

based on the signal fro» a single BO are many. They differ in the way in

which the bea« is excited ani in Mhich the PO signal is analyzed. Often the bean is excited
by a single kick lasting for a fraction of a revolution [61], (Fig. 34 a ) , à filter selects
a suitable f„ for Measurement with a counter, after a delay to allow the filter

transients

to settle.

kicker

PU

I —•——

beam

beam

ÏZ

f__Z_

'pu (set

PU

kicker

I filter

!

Wmirm

rf gen.

detect.
——f~~
I
/

a.
Fig. 34. Q-neasurenent. a) application of a single short kick, b) EF excitation;
a feedback loop «ay provide lock-on.
In selecting the band f„ to be measured, one must consider the length and the shape of
the kick, since the "response function" depends on then [62]. It may vanish, as can be seen
in Fig. 35, and there will be no signal at the output of the filter.
Historically,

the first method for eKcitmg a bean was by applying an rf voltage to a

kicker (Fig. 34. b ) . Tuning the rf generator, one found the frequencies f through the loss
B

of bean, thus the name "rf knock-out*. Today one does it store gently, by detecting resonant
excitation at harmlessly small amplitudes [63].
No

excitation at all is needed when one observes the Schottky noise, see section 2.14

and Ref. [47].

- 87 Further'variants are described'In Sef s. [63, 64, '65].

Fig. 35. Response function (vertical axis} for a rectangular kick, as a function
of f / f
9

r e ï

(left axis) and t

k i c k

/t

(right axis).

r s v

2.18 Entittance measureaent
any

beam-size

measurement

on

a

circulating ' beam is at the sane time an emittance

measurement by virtue of the relation
2

s = a /0
where e is the emittance,' a the half-width or -height of the beam and p the
beta-function

at

the

place

where

a

is

value

of

the

Measured.' The definition of e and a is often a

source of confusion and needs to be considered carefully.
On

beans

circulating

in

storage

rings

Schottky noise. The area of a band is a measure
emittance can
Kef. [47].

be

In .transport

derived

after

lines, sore

calibration,

than

one

one
of

:

can observe the betatron bands in the
the

rats betatron

anplitude

to

be

beam-size, measurement

is

required.

around

For

beam

an
size

known at least at three locations, with known transfer Matrices between them

and, optimally, a betatron phase advance of 120* [66]. à particularly simple
occurs

an

e.g. with a scraper, see section 2.13 and

unambiguous determination of size and orientation of the eaittance ellipse, the
needs

and

a ••'waists'' is 'shown

in

Fig.

symmetry, two Measurements would suffice. The

case,

as

it

36. One night think that, because of the

third

Measurement' is

needed

however,

to

- 88 verify

that a symmetric situation has indeed been obtained. The aost-used device for this

purpose is the SEW grid (see section 2.5).

>

4

'

IS-. ...
f

c

1 l

x'W

Fig. 36. Emttance ellipses at three locations; at a waist and 120" in betatron
phase to either side. Transforming the size-defining lines a,, a , c,, c
2

2

to location b, defines the omittance there.
At lower energies, e.g. at the output of a

50 Me? linac, the technique of phase space

scanning can be used [67] (Fig. 37).

profile
detector

pa/sea
tending magnets

tig. 37. Phase-space scanning technique to Measure eœittance. Above, the basic layout;
underneath the phase-space situation at the slit and at the profile detector.
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One

arranges for the bean to be fairly wide in the plane in which the omittance is to

be measured. A slit selects a narrow slice in x, the transverse coordinate. That
left to

diverge

over

a

drift

space.

Its

extension

extension in x, measured with a profile detector, e.g. a SEM grid. Scanning the
the

slit

by

slice

is

in x* is thus transformed into an
beaia over

means of two bending magnets, for every x the extension in x' at the slit is

obtained, and the emittance, whatever its shape «ay be, can be constructed.
2.19 Measurenent of energy
la a circular machine with well-known orbit length, the energy «ay be derived fron the
measurement of revolution frequency, either by counting, when the beam is bunched, or

fros

Schottky scans, when the bean is coasting.
The energy spread, AE, of a bunched bean
knowing

the

width,

rf

A£, of

can

be

inferred

from

the

bunch

length,

voltage and the factor n (see section 2.14). For coasting beans it is the
a

harmonic

band,

together

with

i\,

which

gives â£. all xhis is basic

accelerator physics.
Spectrometers are the evident Beans to measure the energy and its spread at the output
of linacs.
let

us

follow

the beaa as it snakes its way through the set-up shown in Fig. 38. The

axis of the bean, x = Q, shall be the path taken by a particle of central Hoaentu», p .

To

0

begin with, one produces a wide beam, from which a slit selects a small sample (a). after a
drift space, a D-lens greatly increases the divergence of the sample
further

drift

space,

(b) which,

exit

we
p

a

magnet. At

show three beaas : the middle one represents the particles with momentu» p ;
0

the one above those with «omentum p
H0»entum

a

permits an F-lens to turn the beam such that its width is large and

its divergence small (c). This is the situation at the entrance to the bending
its

after

e

- âp, more strongly bent; the

one

below

those

with

+ âp, less strongly bent. Ap is shown as the smallest resolved momentum bite.

One sees iasediately that for good resolution one needs a snail sample enittance s., a large
bea« width w in the bending magnet and a large angle <p :

r

which

explains

what

we

have

wt?

done to the beam so far. The separation in x' of the three

representative beans must now be converted into a separation
measured.

First, an

F-lens

introduces

in

x,

so

that

it

can

be

a strong convergence (e) and after a final drift

space the desired separation in x is achieved at

a

profile

detector

placed

there (f).

Overall, one night say that there is high-chroaaticity inaging of the slit onto the profile
detector.
Such

spectrometry

is relatively easy to perform on 50 Me? protons but becones quickly

difficult with increasing energy. Mot only because the magnets will necessarily be

bigger,

- 90 but,

«ore

basically, because it becones impossible to make a slit; which, on the one hand,

is thick enough to stop the particles outside the wasted saiple, and, on

the other hand,

constitutes a limit only in x and not in x'.

Fig. 38. Above : Basic layout of a spectrometer. 0 : defocusing lens, F ; focusing lens,
B : bending Magnet. Underneath : the situation in phase space at the six signi
ficant locations a - f.
2.20 Poiariaetry
Sometimes the experimental physicists delight in polarized beams and
physicists

strive

to

the accelerator

provide then, à bea» is said to be fully polarized, P = 1, when the

spin of all particles in it is pointing in the sane direction, say up or down, à
unpoiarized,

P

beau is

= 0 , when the spins of the particles do not have a preferred orientation,

half of then will be up, the other half down.
Polarised

beams

are

not

easy

acceleration, on so-called depolarizing

to

produce, also, polarization «ay be lost during

resonances. P

is therefore

a

quantity

to be

monitored all along, from the source until delivery to the physics experinent. &s announced
in the introduction, this is too specialized a subject for an introductory course. We will

- 91 just sention three kinds of methods and refer to the literature.
Firstly,

P can be Measured in the physics expenaent itself, through the asys«etry in

the scattering of the beaa particles or in the products of
nucléons

[68,

69]. This

accurate

determination

cas

their
serve

collisions

with

target

as a calibration for other

Methods.
Secondly,

a

thin

fibre

can

be

brought

into

the bean, even into the fringe of a

circulating bean, and the asyaitetry in the scattered particles
Thirdly,

the

observed [69, 70].

cross section for Cospton scattering depends on both the polarization of

the particles and of the photons. By shining polarized LASER light onto a circulating beaa,
P can be determined [58, 71, 72],
3,

COHCLPPIMO REMARKS
1 would like to conclude with some advice, first on the technical-operational level.
It is important that calibration, automatic or on demand, can be performed remotely and

without interruption to the operation of the accelerator. This applies particularly to beam
transformers and position pick-ups.
Status

signals

must

indicate

the

good

order

of

a device and permit remote fault

diagnosis.
Today,

most

diagnostic

systems

rely for data processing and display of results on a

snail local computer or are linked to a larger central controls
important

that

the

"application"

programs, which

contain

computer.
the

I

consider

understanding

of

it
the

measurement and the way in which the desired information is extracted, be conceived, if not
written, by the person who has concei¥ed the diagnostic device.
Lastly, and this is true for

all

components

of

a

«achine:

good

documentation

is

indispensable for efficient use of the systems and for their maintenance.
In

a

«ore

general

vein,

it

equipment for a «achine, one should
possible

modes

is no idle advice that before designing the diagnostic
first

acquaint

oneself

with

the

machine

sight

be

its

of operation and with the properties and behaviour the beam «ay show under

various conditions. One will take into account not only the "nominal" beam, but
it

and

like

in

an

also

what

early stage, the running-in, of the «achine and under abnormal

conditions, when one is particularly dependent on diagnostics.
One will think of tricky measurements the machine experimenters will want to carry
in

order

to

further

performance

out

and basic knowledge, but equally consider the need for

precise, unfailing and easily perceived information during routine operation.
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diagnostics

is

added

on at an advanced state in the design of an accelerator,

fhat is wrong. Diagnostic systeas mist be
otherwise

only

included

in

the

design

at

an

early

stage,

too often one finds that no space is left at the best suited locations, or

even none at all.
Another

important

ai*, when building a new accelerator, is to have a coitplete set of

diagnostic systeas tested and ready for use on the day of first beam. Hot only is
equipnent

adequate

with diagnostics essential for an efficient running-ia of the accelerator, it is

also an economic investment in teras of tine, pain and

even

simply

electricity

that

it

helps to save.
4.
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IHÎER&CTIOH OF BEAM PARTICLES WITH MATTER
Several

kinds

of detectors rely on the interaction of the beam particles with matter,

gaseous or solid. The effects made use of are :
-

ionization of gas {residual or Molecular jet)

-

production of light {scintillation).

"secondary emission" o£ electrons from surfaces

ail these effects result froa the same basic
Coulonb-interaction

froa

a

beam

particle

mechanism,

transfer

of energy

through

to a shell electron, and therefore eshibit a

conMon functional behaviour.
Consider

a

bean

particle

passing

close

to an atom, at high speed, such that the

particle's direction and the "impact parameter"
particle

and the concerned

shell

b, i.e. the minimum distance

electron

(see Fig. 39), change

between the

little during the

encounter.

proton

electron
Fig. 39. Encounter between a bean particle and a shell electron.
F ; Coulomb force, b: impact parameter.
Integrated over the encounter, the longitudinal component, F ,
s

averages

to

zero,

whereas

transverse momentum, p

y

the transverse

component,

F ,
y

of the Coulomb

does

force

not and will impart a

to the electron ;
*«>

thus exciting or even ionizing the atom
trois this simple picture we learn the first important fact : electrons are produced
right

angles

to the direction

of

the bean

electrons are very rare), à relativistic proton loses some 100 e¥ m
distribution

of electron

energies

reaches

at

(head-on collisions with forward produced

to very

high

each

values,

encounter. The

but the bulk of the

- 99 electrons has energies below 20 eV.
In Sef. [73] there is a beautiful derivation of this process and of the Bethe foxaula,
describing the rate at which the beam particle loses its energy. In Gaussian units ;

ÛE
ds

where

.

_„

2

i

ze
m$ cr
£

M

atoas/ca

Z

atomic number

I

ionization potential

2

In

P

i

3

|» of naterial traversed

z

charge number

$,y

relativistic parameters

I» of bean particle

electron aass
elementary charge.
This

formula

shows

2

us the second important fact, namely the dependence on z . M ion
2

with charge z will produce z
electrons

fro» a

as Much

light

in a

scintillator

or as «any

secondary

foil as a proton of the sa»e speed 0c. Seen per charge of the particle,

i.e. for the sa«e electrical bea« current, the factor is z.
The third

important

information is the dependence of dE/ds on the particle's energy.

Fig. 40 shows this in the often used definition of "dE/dx", normalized to
the material

traversed.

For

«ost materials

the ainiaua

the density of
3

dE/dx is around 2 MeV/g/cm .

Characteristic is the sharp increase with decreasing energy, Cthe reason for the so-called
"Bragg

peak"

at

the

end of the particle's range), which makes low energy particles much

more efficient.
2

5 0 T dE/dx [MeWg/cm !

20 +

10 +

1—
0.01

0.1

1

10

100

E

kin

(GeV)
1000

Fig. 40.
Energy loss of a proton in aluminium as a function of

kinetic energy.
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STATISTICAL LIMIT IN PROFILE HEASPREHEMTS
Transverse

beam

profiles

are

often

Measured

by

collecting

electrons or photons,

produced by the beam's particles in a gas, iron a foil or on a scintillator. The collection
occurs

into

channels,

the width of which is either given by the design or by the spatial

resolution of the device.
When

the

beam

is

very

weak, one increases the gain of an amplifier, with the liait

usually seen in the electric noise of the circuits involved. There is, however, a «ucfa asore
basic

limitation

due

to

the

finite

number

of

electrons or photons collected and the

statistical nature of their production.
let us assume that the projection of the beam's 2-di«ensional density distribution onto
one plane has a Gaussian shape (Fig. 41}, with a the standard deviation or ras-width.
width.
2

dn
dx

e

. x
2Ô

with

2

J

f|

dx = 1

fa?

-tT

-20*

O

*0"

*2€

Fig. 41. Distribution of a Gaussian profile over channels 0.2a wide.
Within a certain time interval, which may be the desired «easurenent tine or simply the
time that the bean lasts, the total number of electrons or photons reaching the detector is
H

t o t

.

Let

us take a channel width of âx = 0.2 a.

+2a will collect 0.95 N

t o t

The 20 channels between x = -2o and x =

electrons or photons. Consider the central channel, from x

=

0

to x = 0.2 o. The number it collects is
N
The statistical fluctuation on N

c

c

= 0.083 N

t o t

is "pC and is also called "sampling fluctuation".

an example, let us demand a 5% accuracy on the neasurement of central density :

fST/Wc =0.05
M

tat

= H /0.083
c

N = 400
c

As
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Thus, for a "good* profile iseasureatent we need at least
K
Similar

exercises

can

t o t

be

=

4800

carried

electrons or photoas.
oat

for

other

criteria

for

a

"good" profile

measurement, resulting in specific coapronises between spatial and tine resolution.
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ANALYTICAL BETA FUNCTION MATCHING
WITH THE THIN-LENS DOUBLET*)
G. Wùstefeld
B E S S Y , Berlin, Fed, Rep. Germany

The matching of the beta functions with the thin-lens doublet was discussed by P.J,
Bryant in the proceedings of the CERN Accelerator School 1986 [1J. This is a revised
version of his note to correct one of his formulas and, additionally, to add an important
boundary condition, which restricts the free choice of the Twiss oarameters. This boundary
condition is necessary because the doublet has one free parameter less than the two
transfer matrices for the horizontal and vertical plane. From the transfer matrices we get
six free parameters for both planes, whereas the doublet is characterized by three lengths
and two kick strengths (see Fig. 1 ) . Only w'th this additional boundary condition is it
possible to reproduce the matrix generated by the Twiss parameters.
The transfer matrix niij is defined by the Twiss parameters in the following way (if
we skip the indices h,v we mean no specific plane):
n

ll

=

"12
"21

*$?l$\

^

c o s

+

a

A* l

s i n A

*)

= /fLBo'sin A«J>

[1 + a,ou) sin A<t> - (ou - a-i) cos

nu„ = /Pi/Po (

A$]/4MÇ

- a„ sin A<|>)

cos

For the doublet notation we will mainly follow the original note but change a little the
way of computation. The doublet is described by the multipl cation of five matrices and
the resulting matrix has to be identified with the matrix of the Twiss parameters:
1

1 1

m

0 1

0 1

m

ll 1 2

i, Bloi

ïîlno /

By multiplying this equation from the left with the inverse matrix of the drift 1,, and
from the right with the inverse matrix of the drift 1, we get:
1+1 6
2

6

+ 6

+ 1

m

m

' irh 21

1

6

6

l 2 2 l 2

1 + 1

6

2 2

"21

,T,

1

m

1

m

+1

1

,,,

12- l l^ 3 22 l 3 21

,

^"H^i

Addendum to P.J. Bryant, Betatron Matchinq, Proc. CAS, General Accelerator Physics,
CERN 87-10 (1987).
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Now we apply the result explicitly to the two planes. First we get the condition for the
two matrix elements (1,1) in both planes:
1 +

V l h llh " Hh^lh

=m

1 +

^ I v H v * 3v 21v

= m

1

m

where 6.. and 6, are the kick strengths in each plane, respectively. We make use
of the relations 6^ + ^
= 0, 1^ = l (= \ ), 1 = l (= I3 ) and solve for 1 by
applying the abbreviatons (m - + m . )/2 = a . and (m - - m . ) / 2 = s-:
2 h

1

3 v

h

1

3 h

3

h

1 = ( a - l)/a .
3

u

21

Repeating the same reasoning for the matrix elements (2,2) we can solve for 1,:

]

1

=

(a

1 ) / a

22 "

21 •

Both lengths are uniquely defined by the Twiss parameters.
Further manipulations of the equations yield the overall lenqth and the two kick
strengths
1 =1

l

2h

1

1

+

2

+

s

1 = ( s + s )/s
3

n

6

lh

=

^ ll " 3 21^ 2

6

2h

=

^ 22 " l 2 1

s

1

1

s

22

21

/1

s

)/1

2•

By comparing the matrix elements (1,2), we find expressions for the lenqth 1„ and
which must be equal:
hh

= m

]

= m

]

m

12h " 3h ZZh
1

' Un^lti

m

2v 12v " 3v 22v ' V l l v

+

+

Hh^h^lh
m

V3v 21v *

Equalizing both sides we get the desired boundary condition for the Twiss parameters:
S

a

s

a

(a

1 }

12 21 • 22 21 ll "

s

a

(a

1 } + s

- ll 21 22 "

(a

1 ) ( a

21 ll "

1 } =

22 "

°'

In this expression we have Twiss parameters which have to be matched to the oriqinal task
of the doublet and some which might be free to be defined by the boundary condition. We

- 104 can solve the equation for one Twiss parameter of the last type and calculate it by the
others.
Sometimes a variation of the boundary condition is more useful, especially if one
wants to keep the overall length 1 of the doublet constant. Therefore we express the
length 1 in two different ways:
1 = (s

u

+ s )/s
2 2

1 = 12 " ll "
a

(a

2 1

1 ) ( a

22 "

1 ) / a

21

These two equations can be solved for two of those Twiss parameters which are not subject
to the matching condition. Sometimes it could be rather difficult to solve these equations
analytically to get the Twiss parameters explicitly.
This tool and its application to the design of the lattice for the electron storage
ring BESSY II were presented at the European Particle Accelerator Conference in Rome 1988

L2,3J.

Fig. 1 Thin lens doublet
*

*

X
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POSITRON SOURCES
R. Chehab
Laboratoire de l'Accélérateur Linéaire, Orsay, France

ABSTRACT
A tentative survey of positron sources is given. Physical processes on which
positron generation is based are indicated and analyzed. Explanation of the general
features of electromagnetic interactions and nuclear P decay makes it possible to
predict the yield and emittance for a given optical matching system between the
positron source and the accelerator. Some kinds of matching systems commonly
used - mainly working with solenoidal fields - are studied and the acceptance
volume calculated. Such knowledge is helpful in comparing different matching
systems. Since for large machines, a significant distance exists between the positron
source and the experimental facility, positron emittance has to be preserved during
beam transfer over large distances and methods used for that purpose are indicated.
Comparison of existing positron sources leads to extrapolation to sources for future
linear colliders.
+

INTRODUCTION
In recent years, there has been increasing interest in the use of high intensity positron beams in storage and
collider rings. With the advent of linear colliders such as SLC or others presently under study, more stringent
conditions are imposed on positron intensity and emittance.
Positron beam intensity and emittance are strongly related to the methods of production and collection.
Positron generation by electromagnetic interactions or nuclear P decay present different features which will be
analyzed. Thermic processes in the target have also to be considered. However, knowledge of the positron
production rate is insufficient to calculate the actual beam intensity which is also dependent on collection devices
and, obviously, on linac acceptance. Positron emittance is mainly determined by the converter and the matching
system. Very often, longitudinal (A«j>, AE/E) and transverse (x, x' ; y, y') emittances have to be reduced to deal
with storage nng injection requirements or linear collider interaction point conditions. Beam transport and
trajectory control are of particuiar importance in ensuring that the intensity and emittance of the beam are protected
from the effects of wake fields. Some comparisons between existing e sources will lead to predictions of yields,
emittance and the feasibility of positron sources for linear colliders.
+

+
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PHYSICAL PROCESSES ASSOCIATED WITH POSITRON PRODUCTION

Two kinds of physical processes lead to positron production : the electromagnetic interaction of a photon
with the Coulomb field of the nucleus with consequent pair production, and the weak interaction occuring in
nuclear p+ decay.
l-l- Electromagnetic interaction 111
Charged particles traversing a target lose energy by radiation and collision. The energy lost by collision is
used in atom excitation and ionization leading to secondary electron emission and is hence essentially dissipated.
This represents the main contribution to heating processes in the target. The energy lost by radiation

- 106 - Bremsstrahlung - is distributed among the secondary photons whose energy can reach the primary electron
energy. The created photons interacting with the nucleus, and in a weaker manner with the peripheral electrons,
undergo materialization with subsequent pair creation. The Compton effect could also occur by elastic collision of
the photons with electrons. The electron pairs radiate photons and are then transformed into other pairs, the
energy of the created electrons decreasing at each step. Such a process is called a cascade shower (Fig. 1).
Electromagnetic showers can be initiated by high energy photons as well as by high energy electrons.

1

^r "*" B~ ° / r

Fig. 1 Electron generated cascade shower

E„ MeV
10000

Fig. 2 Fractional energy losses by collision and Bremsstrahlung
(from B Rossi, ref. 1)

- 107 Bremssfrahlung, pair creation, ionization and Compton effect are not the only processes encountered.
Among others, multiple Coulomb scattering is of some importance since it mainly determines the lateral spread of
the shower. The relative importance of these various phenomena may be examined by comparing their cross
sections. We present in Fig. 2 the losses by Bremsstrahlung and collision processes. For positron production,
pair materialization of photons - directly impinging on the target or radiated by the incident electrons - is the
essential phenomenon. The Bremsstrahlung differential cross section is given by [2] :
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f (Z) is the coulomb correction term (Davies, Bethe, Maximon)
m is the electron rest energy in MeV.
The pair production cross section is given by :
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We may notice that Bremsstrahlung and pair production cross sections are a rapidly increasing function of
the material's atomic number. For this reason tungsten (74) and tantalum (73) are good candidates for positron
converters.
1-1-1 Some methods for shower analysis
Analytical as well as numerical analysis have been extensively used to study positron generation.

- 108 Analytical approaches
Since angles of emission of secondary electrons and photons at high energies are quite small in low Z
elements, the electron scattering is also small and the electromagnetic cascade shower is developed in the direction
of the incident particle. This allows the longitudinal shower development and the lateral spread to be treated as
two separate problems. For higher Z materials this assumption remains valid only for the more energetic
secondary particles. Nevertheless, it constitutes a convenient approach and the following approximations can be
built on this basis :
A) considers only Bremsstrahlung and pair creation
B) improves the former taking into account the ionization losses at a constant rate, and
C) uses more precise cross section evaluations regarding B and takes into account the Compton effect [1].
Two quantities are relevant to positron production in the longitudinal direction : the position of the shower
+

_

maximum and the number of secondary particles ( e and e ) at this maximum. Both are derived using appro
ximation B.
The position of the shower maximum is given by [1] :
T ^ =

1.01 [In (Eo/eo))-!]

(1.3)

for a primary electron
where E is the incident electron energy
Q

e , the material critical energy (energy at which radiation losses and coËision losses are almost identical),
Q

and

fi

= 1.01 [ i n ( E o / e o ) - i ]

(1.4)
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max
for a primary photon.

The number of secondary particles at shower maximum is given by [1] :
e
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for a primary electron, and
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e

for a primary photon.
These formulas clearly show the importance of using high energy incident particles. However, they give
values which are too optimistic (see Fig. 3 and 4) compared with more exact calculations and especially the
Monte-Carlo simulations by Crawford and Messel [3-4].
Most of the lateral spread features are due to multiple scattering. If we consider a parallel and infinitely
narrow beam of particles impinging on a thin plate - so as to neglect the energy losses - we can describe the
distribution of the secondary particles (in the y - 0 plane) by the Fermi function [1] :
V
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where 8 represents the mean square angle of scattering defined by ;
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Monte Carlo simulation
When considering transport by magnetic lenses of positrons collected from the source, we are concerned
with low energy positrons (some MeV). Moreover, use of high Z materials to improve pair creation leads to
important electron scattering and hence to the lengthening of the particle path. Longitudinal development and
lateral spread can no longer be separated. Monte Carlo calculations provide a more consistent approach to the
problem due to more precise and complete analysis and from these Crawford and Messel tables [3] and EGS
code [2] provide a good description of the problem. We shall use here mainly EGS results for a positron source
excited by an electron or a photon beam.
ePn
We may characterize a positron source by its density -dEdrdû
• where E, r and Û represent
respectively
the
v
v
}
energy, radial distance to the axis and solid angle of emission of the emitted positron. Such a density may be
determined at the converter exit using EGS code. To calculate the optimum thickness of the converter, we make
use of the "Transition curve" (Fig. 5) which gives the variation of the number of secondary particles with the
penetration depth of the material.

+

Number of electrons |e ind g~)

@ —
Crawford and Messel (E = 1 MeV)
£5)
— Crawfod and Messel (E= 10 MeV)
(D
Thielheim and Miner (E= 10 MeV)

(Xnl

Fig. 5 Transition curve for 1 GeV incident electron (lead)
Cutt-off energy E is indicated (from R. Chehab, ref.4)

[ ' ddxT ' 3dyz
x

Af, AH] may be represented - in a restrictive manner - by the following curves :
- Positron energy spectrum (Fig. 6)
- Radial distribution (Fig. 7)
- Angular distribution (Fig. 8).
Given an acceptance volume v defined by the limits :
r

H

>•' min' max^ ' max ' maxJ'
we can write for the positron yield

:y

;

Ill
3

dJ n

n = n„

v

-dEdrdÛ
dEdrdfl

where n is the total number of positrons produced by one incident electron or photon an
dQ is the elementary solid angle defined by :
0

d û = 2% sin6 d6.
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Such an expression can also be written as :
' "max | * *m*x f

n+ = no IE^IQ"^/^

®rmx

f (E) f (r,E) f (9J5) 2% sinO d6 dr dE
E

r

e

(1.9)

where f , f, f are the distribution functions which can be derived from EGS simulations.
E

f

g

Nota : A more appropriate calculation should take into account the distribution in transverse momentum
- which can be derived from EGS - instead of the angular distribution.
1.12 Thermic processes and radiation, problems
Energy losses by ionization lead to thermal heating of the target while photons as well as secondary
particles ( e and e") created in the target and not collected by the optical system produce a large amount of
radiation.
+

Thermal heating
The thermic behaviour of the converter depends upon the electron beam intensity, dimensions, pulse width
and repetition rate as well as the physical
ical properties of the material. A basic quantity is represented by the
, . can be obtained from shower codes such as EGS. We
fractional energy absorption per cm 75-. dE(r,z)
^ • ' ' " which
w h l c
:-S7~
can also use the energy deposition per unit lengh in the target : g—. -g- where EQ is the incident electron
energy. In Fig. 9, we show an example for this last quantity calculated for a tunsgten target receiving a 2 GeV
electron beam. We notice that most of the energy is deposited in the last fraction of the converter.
3

,

The pulse temperature rise is given by :
N
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E
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P pC
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A t

=

p

(1.10)

- 113 where p is the material density
C p its heat capacity
N is the number of particles per pulse.
For a given peak intensity, this quantity grows linearly with the pulse width and inversely as the square of the
beam diameter.
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Fig. 9 Fractional energy absorption per unit length for 2 GeV electron

For a target of cylindrical geometry, the steady state temperature rise is given by [5] :
»
fr 1 dE
dT
Q ( r ) = v N E J 537270- dr = k 27tr dr
0

0

(1.11)

t

where v is the pulse repetition rate
kt is the thermal conductivity.
w x r may be smoothed with a regular function and the expression (1.11) easily integrated.
Fatigue of the material may arise from stresses caused by thermal pulses. For a disk heated symmetrically
about its centre, and uniformly throughout its thickness, the stresses are given as functions of the radius by [6] :
r

O = t E U - f T(r)rdr-i f ' ( ) r
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y

fî\(r)rdr

where R is the disk radius
T(r) is the temperature at any point a distance r from the centre, minus the temperature of the coldest part
of the disk

- 114 % is the coefficient of thermal expansion
E is the Young modulus.
y

1 dE
For T(r), we can take the pulse temperature rise At . In the expression (1.10), the quantity «—. g—is a decrea
sing function of r and, therefore, also Atp. Thus the maximum stresses (at the hot central core) are given by :
p

~ „
G =Ot=-
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L

I

(1.13)

p

where v is the Poisson Ratio (0.25 + 0.30).
p

Radiation problems
In addition to the thermic problems, the large amount of radiation produced in the vicinity of the target
constitutes one of the main difficulties of the classical positron sources. It leads to induced radioactivity in
surrounding components, cooling water and air [7]. Radionuclides in the target, its metallic support (copper), the
cooling water and the air are to be considered. Moreover, ozone formation increases with the beam power. Thus
adequate shielding and efficient ventilation must be provided in the vicinity of the target.
1.2

Nuclearft+decay 181

Most of the radioactive positron sources make use of (pn) or (ny) reactions to produce positron emitting
isotopes. Suitable isotopes are listed in Table 1 and some reactions presented in Table 2. They can be created in
a nuclear reactor or in a plasma. We shall take as examples :
- The production of Cu isotopes by thermal neutron capture of Cu in a nuclear reactor
- The creation of protons as projectiles in a DH reaction in a fusion facility.
e

Cu decay
The reaction giving the desired isotope is :
63

64

C u + n -» Cu + J
(1.14)
64

and

54

C u - » N^ + P +v,

v being a neutrino.
The rate of positron production is given by [9] :
+

a F

where 1^

(n | = y -o-#.V.N
6 4

(

U

5

)

is the fj branching ratio ((T7 disintegration)

<s, the cross section for p emitter production
O, the thermal neutron flux
V, the target volume
N, the target atom density.
Examination of this formula shows, as already pointed out by E. Ottewitte, that significant improvement can be
obtained by increasing the thermal neutron flux and the target volume. The most serious limitation is that due to
the rate at which heat can be removed.
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Suitable positron-emitting isotopes (from E. Ottewitte, ref. 9)

Isotope

Production
Reaction

6+

+

@ /dis

T

0.89

0.54

Mg *(d )

7.4xl0 y

0.85

1.17

Mg "*(d,Y)

18.2h

0.60

1.50,1.03,0.53,0.26

Fe (p,2n)

16.2d

0.56

0.69

Ti

NÎ

5 7

36h

0,50

0.85,0.72,0.35

NI (p,pn)

Sr

8 3

33h

0.50

1.15

Sr *<p pn)

14.6h

0.50

1.80,1.19

Br

7 6

17.2h

0.44

3.57,1.7,1.1,0.8,0.6

Se (p,ii)

Nb

90

14.6h

0.40

1.51,0.66

Zr (p,n)

Mn

52

5.7d

0.35

0.58

Cr (p,n)

Ge

6 9

40h

0.33

1.22,0.61,0.22

Ga (p,n)

As

7 1

62h

0.30

0.81

Ge (p 2n)

As

7 2

26h

0.30

3.34,2.50,1.84,0.67,0.27

Ge (p,n)

4.5d

0.30

2.20,1.50,0.70

Te (p,n)

17.5d

0.29

1.53,0.92

Ge *(p,n)

2 S

M

5 5

Co

v«

y

2.6y

2 2

Na

86

5

j m
As

2l

sa

2

1 2

l s 8

(p,n)

5 8

8i

s

8 S

Sr (p ii)
s

7 6

9 0

S 2

S 9

7 2

s

7 2

m

71

Zr

8 9

79h

0.25

0.91

Y (p,n)

Co

5 6

77d

0.20

0.44,1.50

Fe (p,n)

12.8b.

0.19

0.65

Cu (n,Y)

33d

0.17

1.63,0.82

Sr (d,a)

7 Id

0.15

0.47

Ni (n,p)

5

Cu "
m

m

Co

5 8

8 9

63

We can consider the reaction
4

D + He -> He + p (14.7MeV).
If the plasma is seeded with B

1 1

13

or C to produce the reactions
n

u

p+ B -»C +n
n

C -»B
we obtain a positron beam.

n

8 6

5 8

Fusion process (10]

3

5 6

+

+ P + v,

- 116 Table 2
Some (p, n) reactions producing p emission (from J. Dawson, réf. 10)
+

3

4

D + He -» He + p (14.7 MeV)
1.

n

p + l l B - * C + n (Br = 2.76MeV)
n

2.

n

C -» B + e+
13

4.

13

15

15

( t = 2.03 min.)

15

0 -» N + e+
7

w

17

l o -> F + n

p +

17

F -* 0 + e
1 8

+

1 8

18

F -» 0 + e+

19

(Br = 3.55 MeV)

o » 200 mb

(Xi/2 = 66 sec.)

p+ 0-» F +n

(% = 2.45 MeV)
(x = 1.87 hr.)
1/2

19

p + F-» Ne + n (% = 4.03 MeV)
Ne -»

19

F + e+

(x = 18 sec.)
1/2

26

p + 2«Mg -> Ai + n (% = 5.01 MeV)
Al -> ^Mg + e+

22

(t

m

= 6.5 sec.)

22

p + N -» Na + a
22

2.

( T i / 2

(f&r- = 3.53 MeV)

26

8.

e +

15

19

7.

C+

p + N -> 0 + n

18

6.

= 20 mfa.)

r

17

5.

1/2

p + C -» N + n (B =3MeV)
13 _» 13
_ io njjjj^
N

3.

(t

22

Na -> Ne + e

+

(Xj/2 = 2.6 years)

PRESENTATION OF SOME POSITRON SOURCES

We present here some typical positron sources involving electron-generated and photon-generated electro
magnetic showers, together with some details of radioactive positron sources.
2.1

Electron generated positron source

Positron sources used in present day accelerators are generated by a linac electron beam. The increasing
positron yield with electron energy leads to the use of very energetic electron beams and linear colliders are now
constructed or planned with multi-GeV incident electron beams on the converter.

- 117 We already showed that positrons produced with an electron beam are emitted with a wide energy
spectrum, large angles and lateral dimensions as small as those of the impinging electron beam. As new electron
sources could provide small emittance beams, lateral electron beam dimensions on the target are greatly dependent
on the energy spread of the electron beam. This energy dispersion leads to an enlargement of the beam
dimensions in the chromatic quadrupole channel proceeding the target Wake fields in the electron linac of the
positron source give the main contribution to the energy dispersion. This induces some limitation on incident
electron beam intensity. A possible scheme for an electron generated positron source is represented in Fig. 10.
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Fig. 10 Electron generated positron source
S - Accelerating section
FQ - Focusing triplet
MD - Matching device
Sol - Solenoid
TRQ - Transition optics between solenoid and FODO
C - Converter

2.2

Production of positrons using modulatory radiation

Instead of using very high energy electron beams on thick targets which require a very important amount of
power, we could use photons to generate positrons by pair production in the target. The radiation of high energy
electrons in the undulator is mainly concentrated in small angles relative to the electron velocity direction. This
feature makes the method attractive for small positron sources. We shall consider here two kinds of undulatory
radiations for creating photons :
- In a helical undulator
- By electron channeling in a crystal.
2.2,1. Production ofpositrons with photons from a helical undulator
Experiments using polarized particles are necessary in order to study the details of the interaction of high
energy particles in the range of 100 GeV and above. This has led to serious interest in high intensity sources of
polarized particles, especially positrons. One study has been initiated at Novosibirsk (URSS) for the VLEPP
project [11] where the conversion system enables e e~ pairs, both polarized, to be obtained. The basic idea of the
system is to use circularly polarized photons produced in a helical undulator by high energy non-polarized
bunches of electrons coming from a linear accelerator. The main advantages of such a system are the circularly
polarized photons which generate longitudinally polanzed positrons, and the lower thermal effects in the converter
due to the fact that the electron beam is not striking the target.
+

The transverse periodic helical magnetic field of constant magnitude is produced on the axis of a doublehelix-wound bifiiar magnet with equal and opposite currents in each helix [12]. The orbit of the high energy
electron in the helical magnetic field B is a helix having the same period, A. , as thefield.The radius is given by :
w
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{2npj L

l,2jtpj J

(2.1)

with p = YP mc^/eB, and where P and y are the normalized velocity and energy.

a) Physical parameters used in the text

b-C^&r

e" accelerator

helical undulator

b) Lay out of a positron source using a magnetic undulator
Fig. 11 Generation of positrons with photonsfroma helical undulator

Synchrotron radiation is emitted in a conical angle of 0 « 1/y around the electron direction of motion
(Fig. 11a). If the electron energy is very high and the number, N, of periods in the undulator very large, we have
for paraxial photons a spectrum consisting of a narrow-peak at :
X=^(l+K2)
2y2

(2.2)

where y is the relative electron energy,
e

w _ ^w "
2% mc

and

(2.3)

The energy bandwith is about 1/N and obviously depends on the angular divergence of the electron beam which
must be restricted to :
e x = [yVN]-».
ma

(2.4)

For K = 1, we get for the peak energy of the photons :
,'

2it

E =-

1c

2

y.

For any K value, we get :
2

Y _

4a H c y
X ( 1 +K2)
W

the rate of energy loss by radiation being [13]

(2.5)
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p
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2p2
' Y " 3 ( 2)3
x
E
B
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mc

where E is the electron energy and Fj_ = e c B.
We get for the total radiated energy of an electron :
g

2

2

y2 K2]SJ

Aw = -T Jt r mc —
e

•^

.

(2.7)

A

So, the corresponding number of photons is [14] :
2

2

N = | it r - ^ - K (1 + K ) N
T

e

or
2

2

N =!«ecK (l+K )N

(2.8)

T

where a = 1/137.
Ex : For a 100m undulator with a periodic length X^ = 1cm, an electron of 100 GeV energy generates
250 photons of 5.3 MeV.
The positron yield is given by :
tl+ = N n+

(2.9)

where n+ is the number of positrons accepted by a given system expressed by :
n+ = n JJJ TE(E) f (T,E) f (6,E) d E dr 2K sin0 d6
0

r

(2.10)

e

where no is the total number of positrons generated by an incident photon on the target, fg, fe and f being given
by EGS simulations as in the electron generating case. The limits of integration are given by the acceptance para
meters of the matching system. A scheme of the positron production using this method is given in Fig. 1 lb.
r

-3

+

Ex : For a 0.2 Xo thick tungsten target, 5.3 MeV photons generate positrons with a yield of 8.10 e /v.
We get then 2 e /e as total yield. Acceptance limitations significantly lower this value. To get higher e /e~ yield
values one has to increase the electron beam energy and/or increase the undulator length.
+

_

+

2.2.2 Positron source generated by photons from channeled particles
Instead of generating high energy photons by synchrotron radiation in a wiggler, we can make use of the
atomic potentials in a crystal. Photon emission processes or pair creation in the crystal generated by incident
particles (e~ or y) propagating in the vicinity of the crystal axis, present different features than those of the
classical interaction of incident particles with an amorphous medium, provided the angle of incidence of these
particles is smaller than a critical angle :

9c --y-Ë^
where Eo is the particle energy,
Vo is the potential given by the atomic rows.

(2.11)
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(Fig. 12).
Incident particle trajectories in the crystal are very similar to those in a magnetic wiggier with a periodicity
several times the atomic separation distance. This atomic wiggier presents high levels of photon production which
can be used to generate positrons via pair creation in an amorphous target. However, pair creation in the crystal
demands very high energy levels (more than 50 GeV) to exceed the classical Bethe - Heitler cross sections in the
amorphous medium. Nevertheless, this method of producing positrons could be interesting provided that thermic
and radiation effects using high intensity incident beams do not affect the crystal structure. The feasibility of such
a method is under study [15].

Fig. 12 Electron channeling in a crystal. This drawing is considerably exageiated.
Oscillations of channeled particles occur with wavelengths of thousands of lattice spacmgs.

2.3 Radioactives sources
We shall take as an example of a radioactive source that designed for the BNL experiment [9] which uses
the Cu decay. In this case the rate of positron production (Eq. (Î. 15)) is :
64

24

4 (n+) = 0.19 x 3.6 x IfJ- x i x 0.075 x 1024 .g
at
s ( v.
-i lo. v
—. / •>—'
x

p+
i.e.,

063<j>

V

y (n+) = 2.1x 1 0

N
12

0

after some
irradiation period

e+/s.

Higher e+ fluxes have been obtained by test reactors as INEL/ATR (Idaho National Engineering Laboratory -US
Navy) with more than 1 0 e /s. These reactors require large irradiation volumes to perform multi-magnitude
increase in positron production. Thus, the INEL/ATR has nine large channels presenting a total irradiation volume
of 2.6 x 10 cm : such a facility allows more than a factor of 5 in magnitude improvement of the positron
production.
As mentioned before, e rate improvement using larger source volumes poses two difficult problems :
- How to transform from a large, voluminous positron source into a compact beam
- Increasing the volume may lead to self absorption, so a limitation on thickness exists.
17
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3.

POSITRON COLLECTION : THE MATCHING SYSTEM

The characteristic emittance of the positron source at the converter- large angles, small lateral dimensions has to be transformed into small angles, large lateral dimensions, so as to fit with the accelerator acceptance. The
choice of the matching device is therefore dependent on :
- The expected positron yield
- The allowed energy dispersion.
Two kinds of matching devices are now mainly used on positron accelerators :
- Narrow band systems such as the quarter-wave transformer
- Large band systems such as the adiabatic device.
Other kinds of matching devices such as the lithium and plasma lens may also be used.
3.1

Matching devices using a solenoidal magnetic field [4161

3.1.1 The solenoidal magnetic field
Due to the cylindrical symmetry of the solenoid about the z axis, the only non-zero component of the
—i

potential vector A in cylindrical coordinates (r, 0, z) is :
r3

A =!B( )-4 H-0

(3.1)

Z

The Lagrangian,
2

2

2

L = - nioc Vl - v / c - e (V - A. v )
may be expressed in these coordinates as :

LŒ

.^^.(ii±liJLL^. ^V-r^|.j.

(3.2)

e

Conjugate variables (q, p) are defined by :
p=%.
3q

(3.3)

We can therefore observe that the absence of <>| in the expression of L gives
P0 = constant
which expresses the invariance of the angular momentum.
The transport matrix of the solenoid can be represented in the following way. The Lagrange equation
d

3L

3L

g-. — . — .O

(3.4)

gives with cartesian cordinates :
d /_ dx

eB

\

eB dy

where P représente the scalar momentum.

,

d / „ d y , eB

\

eB dx

(3.5)
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A convenient way to handle the particle dynamics in a solenoidal magnetic field is to transform these
coordinates intorotatingones (|, TJ) with a rotation angle given by the Larmor angle
z

eB dz.

:

(3.6)

I 2P
Jo

Such a transformation is represented by :

10

J
\

0

\

0

- sin x

0

cos%

0

- sin %

I cos %

M
Px

n

n

; 1 sinx

1

\Pnj

0

0

cosx

sin%

0

0
cosx J

I

(3.7)

y

\Py/

The equations of motion are then :

(3.8)

P = j(Pn)=-[- -J.p.
n

a

T

Motions for | and t| are decoupled and can be handled separately. The equations (3.8) may be written

r+
(3.9)

nd in the absence of an accelerating
field, these equations are those of a classical
For a constant field B, and
accel
eB
.
eB
jp- _The transformation matrix is then, in the (|, p*) plane for example,
harmonic oscillator of constant frequency

I

\

-»

I

\ f

sin

cosx

ëB %

\

JJ %
(3.10)

i eB
l-^-smx

cosx

We can associate with the variables (Ç pe) and (i\ p^), the Hamiltonians :
TT

eB_,
2

CISC»

t i l =

"4P"

Ç

2
+

_2_ 2
eB Ç
p

(3.11)
2

"IF

eB
2

H ttfX

jCr

n

_1_

+

2

m , ,iiii.i„ TTk

2

p

eB i

eBc
If we define a frequency co = ——, the quantity :
4jtP
H
— = JC
<n

eB.2
2

ç

is an adiabatic invariant of the motion. So, we can write :

JL 2

eB

p

|

(3.12)

SL\

(£2 1|2) + (p + p ) = constant.
+

Coming back to the variables [x p ; y p ], we may write :
x

y

2

eB\
I •*- ] (x + y ) + p + p = constant.
2

(3.13)

2

x

This relation holds everywhere in the solenoid. Itrepresentsthe equation of a hyperellipsoid in the phase space
[x p ; y py ]. The volume comprised in this hyperellipsoid is constant [Liouville Theorem].
x

3-12 Narrow band system : The quarter wave transformer (OWTI

Fig. 13 Field profile of the quarter-wave transformer
This system is widely used in positron accelerators. It is made from a short lens with a high magnetic field
and a long solenoidal magnetic field extending over several accelerating sections [17]. Such a field profile is
represented in Fig. 13. The most recent versions of this device use a short poised lens with a high magnetic field
just after the converter in the vacuum chamber (DESY [18], Frascati [19], LEP [20], KEK [21]).
We can associate with the transport matrix of the system - which is symplectic - a quadratic form :

x x

*iéJ

P x P

=

c o s 2 x i +

* l
+

S7

s i n

1

sin2x

x

il °

XiCos%,^l-(|ij

Xo+

J2J _..2
eBi

(XoP

s m x

X o

+

i

ieJ^r

+X Py

OSZl

p

x Px
0

0

(3.14)

0

where X = x + iy ,
Px = p + ipy
X* and P are the conjugate values,
Xi represents the Larmor angle followed by the particle in thefirstlens.
x

x

We may observe that :
(3.15)
C being a constant.
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can be transmitted at the end of the (long) solenoid only if :
2

XX* < a

(3.16)

where a represents the iris radius of the accelerating cavities. This condition implies :
2 x2

e~(-~r) P x P s 2
le B J
x

a

A

2

or in cylindrical coordinates,
2

P.

<a

(;e B a j

2

which gives the value of
P

c = a^ + [

2 s2 4
1 » —s*.

^e B J
2

a

(3.17)

2

The set of points in the phase space which satisfy the condition (3.16) constitute the acceptance volume of the
system.
it
=

We may write, using the cylindrical coordinates (r, <|>, p , p^), and for %l T> the quadratic form
corresponding to the acceptance figure :
r

2

2

2

,

i\\fa\ J**Y '

x

1

B, " a— + e B
\ 2 /

1

(3.18)
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eBia
2 /
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We may define [22] :
r

° „

eBia

P«!>o

=c,

eBia

2

= €>

Equation (3.18) then becomes :

B

2

( i\

J •-&<•

1

r

= 1.

(3.19)

Integration of the volume comprised in the hyperellipsoid gives :
~

V = 2ît

, e

#* Pmax

•¥)(

i

VHH

2 2

P

pdp.

(3.20)

J 0

However, integration is feasible only if :
0 =

^

m. < 22.
a

_

Bi '

This condition defines the radial acceptance of the system. Then, we obtain :

(3.21)
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y

=

2% le B

(3.22)

2

a|

2

Therefore, the acceptance volume expression of the quarter-wave transformer calculated for %i = y , i.e for
particles with a half helical period in the short lens, has a close dependence on the radius of the iris as well as on
the strength of the solenoid magnetic field.
The total acceptance of the system is obtained if we evaluate the contributions from the particles emitted at
the converter in the whole energy spectram, i.e for any %\. In this case, the hyperellipsoid equation is given by
[4]:
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Integration of the volume comprised in the acceptance hyperellipsoid gives :
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Fig. 14 Acceptance volume for a QWT
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- 126 Figure 14 represents this acceptance volume for a quarter-wave transformer defined by :
Bi =20kgauss
B2 = 4 kgauss
L = 4.7 cm (short lens length).

The angular acceptance in each plane may be calculated by observing that the maximum p or p value at the
x

p = Px' + e A
x

x

and

X0(Pxmax) = 0

and

yo (Px max) = ro = g^a
-x'
e B i al"
Omax-^axP |_
A

we get :

2

y

B '
l. '

(3.25)

2

B

A convenient representation of the phase space is given by the intersection of the hyperellipsoid with the plane
(yo = 0 ; p o = 0) as shown in Fig. 15.
y

Fig. 15 Intersection of the hyperellipsoid with the piane (y = 0 ; pyo = 0) for the QWT
0
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3.13 Lane band system : The adiabatic device (AD)

B„ 30

Fig. 16 Field profile of the adiabatic device
This system used at SLAC [23] and Orsay [24] is made of a slowly varying magnetic field lens followed by
a long solenoidal magnetic field extending over some accelerating sections. Between the maximum (Bo) and the
minimum (Bs) values, the magnetic field adiabatically tapers (see Fig. 16) so as to conserve the adiabatic
invariant :
2

(3.26)

d (

Ep. ii =

where (qi, p j are the conjugate variables
Pj_ the transverse momentum and,
B the field strength.
If the magnetic field changes slowly, so does the period of the motion and the adiabatic invariant J = —. The
parameter of smallness e of this variation must be very weak. So :
n

„

P

d

B

1

Transport matrix
With a slowly varying magnetic field, Eq.(3.9) may be integrated using the WKBJ Method [25] and under
the assumption (3.27), we obtain the expression of the transport matrix in the rotating frame :
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(3.28)
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_!0_„

B ( z ) =

(3.29)

1 + \iz
eBo

where |i = -p—
e, the parameter of smallness and
PQ a particular (central value) of the scalar momentum for the emitted positron. As before, a quadratic
form may be worked out using the transport matrix (symplectic) of the whole system.

The quadratic form is given by :
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Applying the condition (3.16), we get for the acceptance hypereliipsoid :
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Integration of the phase-space volume comprised in the hypereliipsoid gives the acceptance volume :
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Under the assumption :
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.ÎSL
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(3.33)

BQ

which constitutes the radial acceptance condition for the adiabatic system, we get :
2

2% jeBg a"2*2
a » _ zjt

r

(3.34)

2

This acceptance volume is calculated regardless of the positron energies.
The positron energy does not appear in the hyperellipsoid equation as it did for the quarter-wave
transformer. The adiabatic system presents a very large energy acceptance. However, all these results have been
calculated with the condition (3.27) fulfilled whereas for a given field law, not all the particles obey this
condition. In particular, the high energy positrons make the parameter e too big and, hence, a high energy
limitation exists.
The angular acceptance may be calculated as done previously for the QWT. We get :
"max —

5

(3.35)

•

As before, we show in Fig. 17 the intersection of the phase-space volume with the plane (yo = 0 ; p

y o

= 0).
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Fig. 17 Intersection of the hyperelhpsoid with the plane (y = 0 ; p
0

=0)

for the adiabatic matching system

it is worth remarking that a comparison between the two systems may be made assuming Bi = BQ and
B2 = Bs. We then notice that :
- Radial acceptance is larger in the adiabatic case
- Angular acceptance is larger in the QWT case
- Energy acceptance is much larger in the adiabatic case.
3.2

Other magnetic devices

Strong focusing devices such as lithium and plasma lenses are already in use or under study for antiproton
as well as positron collection.
Lithium lens
Instead of using a longitudinal magnetic field, one can use an azimuthal field created by a current circulating
longitudinally as the positron velocity [26]. Such a lens is made of liquid lithium in a tube only a few cm long. It
has been used at Novosibirsk, FERMILAB and CERN, and is optimised to focus low energy particles (some MeV)
while presenting a fairly good acceptance angle (a > 0.5 rad). The multiple scattering angle is about 50 mrad at
20 MeV and very high intensity currents produce magnetic fields of several Tesla. Moreover, due to the
azimuthal nature of thefield,positrons are focused while electrons are lost, which greatly simplifies beam control
and optimisation.
Plasma lens
If we look at a non-absorbing medium with an azimuthal magnetic field created by a longitudinal current,
the plasma lens could give an interesting opportunity with high magnetic fields. In the plasma lens based on the
Z-pinch effect, the conductor is a column of ionized gas -hydrogen for example-. A high intensity pulsed current
created with an appropriate discharge circuit and flowing through the ionized gas produces an imploding plasma
columm. The positrons moving through the plasma when the "pinch" is reached, are strongly focused by the
azimuthal magnetic field. Such a device has been studied in many laboratories and especially at CERN for the
antiproton source of the ACOL project [27].
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Phase slippage in the matching system

Phase slippage makes some contribution to positron beam energy spread. At some distance from the
converter, we can write for the positron beam energy dispersion :
2

AE+ = [ AE| + AE. ]

1/2

where AE$ is the energy dispersion at the converter i.e., the accepted energy spread. AE^ is the contribution of
phase slippage to energy dispersion and arises from the difference in ¥elocities of the accepted positrons, and
from the path-length differences of trajectories in the magnetic fields.
Phase slippage due to difference in velocities
The phase slippage is given by :

â<|v
V*

W

8F

(3.36)

- | dZ
2

where XRF is the RF wavelength ;
F is the reference particle energy in units of ingC .
2

The path-length differences occur in the matching device and constant field solenoid. So, we can write for
theQWT[28];
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Y is the central energy in units of ir^c (energy corresponding to half helical period followed in the short
lens)
a is the accelerating gradient.
c

For the adiabatic device, we can also write :
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where e is the parameter of smallness.
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The energy dispersion due to phase slippage is roughly given by : - « - # s- (A<|0 »
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EMITTANCE TRANSFORMATION AND PRESERVATION

The solenoidal magnet system which is used after the matching system requires high power. A quadrupole
focusing system is generally inserted some distance after the solenoid, typically when positrons have an energy of
about 100 MeV. The transition between solenoidal and quadrupole focusing is made as soon as the spacing
between the quadrapoles allows this. The qoadrupoles are thus put on the accelerating sections with a FODO
sequence. A matching device is generally inserted between the solenoid and the quadrupole systems to transform
the axisymmetric beam coming from the solenoid into the well known elliptical shape of the FODO system. The
positron beam transverse emittance is quite large, 2 to 5 MeV/c mm or,
3

2

e = 4.10" to 10" mmmrad.
n

This emittance has to be reduced before the interaction point in damping rings (DR) producing synchrotron
radiation. Damping and excitation due to quantized emission of photons provide an equilibrum beam size which is
smaller than that entering the DR.
Since the required positron bunch length is usually shorter than that delivered by the DR, bunch length
compression, has to be applied. This is done in a two-stage process :
- Acceleration of the bunch in a RF cavity, the phase of the bunch centre is at 0° so as to accelerate the
particles ahead of this point and decelerate those behind
- Non isochronous transport of the bunch, the higher energy particles travelling on a longer path than those
of lower energy.
As a result, all the positrons arrive at the linac entrance at almost the same time so that the bunch length is
shortened while the energy spread is increased.
Geometrical misalignments in a linac cause pertubations of the beam trajectory. Since the positron beam
emittance before damping is relatively large, accurate steering to avoid beam losses in the accelerating sections is
required. Trajectory pertubations can be caused by quadrupole misalignments (displacements and rotation of the
quadrupole axis), accelerating - section misalignments and gradient errors. Analytical evaluations have shown that
the lateral quadrupole displacement is the most critical misalignment while tilt around one of their transverse axes
is the effect next in importance. Trajectory control using beam position monitors associated with steering dipoles
allows the beam lateral displacements to be minimised and hence prevents significant wakefieldperturbations for
high intensity positron beams [29].

5.

COMPARISON BETWEEN POSITRON SOURCES

A comparison between positron sources - existing or starting - is presented in table 3. The two parameters
associated with the incident electron beam, peak intensity I or number of electrons per bunch N and energy E~,
are represented by their values at the converter location. Target material and matching device are also indicated.
The two magnetic field values represent (Bi, B2) and (Bo, Bs) for the quarter-wave transformer and the adiabatic
device respectively. Positron yield normalized to 1 GeV incident electron beam is reported for three corresponding
measurements :
- As close as possible from the target (total yield)
- At the linac output
- In the beam switchyard ; slit width is indicated in % of the final energy.
-

-

- 132 Emittance measurements are also reported.
Some remarks can be inferred from this table :
2

-

1)
2)

Normalized positron yield values are almost between 2 and 4 x 10~ e+/e for total accelerated particles.
The useful yield - in a given energy slit - is roughly half of the Linac output yield for a 1 % energy
bandwith. For the SLC this useful yield is obviously very close to the linac output yield due to the high final
energy.

3)

Undamped positron emittances scale from % to more than 4n mm mrad for a 1 GeV positron beam.
Discrepancies are quite important between the measurements. Different acceptance features of the positron
linacs do not completely explain that. The very small emittance of the SLC positron beam - two orders of
magnitude lower than the others - is obviously due to the damping ring.
Table 3
+

+

e source

er

e /e~GeV^
Emittance
mm. mrad

Laboratories
I-A
or(N )

E-GeV

Target

Matching

LEP(L1L)

2.5

0.2

W

QWT
1 8 - 3 kgauss

2.5 x 1 0 -

DESY

14

0.28

w

QWT
20 - 3 kgauss

4 x 10-2

2.4 x ID"
(± 0.5%)

A.L.S.
(Saclay)

0.006

0.1

QWT
12.5 - 3 kgauss

2 x 10-2

10-2
(+ 0.5 %)

3 7t (350 MeV)

LAL
(Qrsay)

0.8

1

W

AD
12.5 -1.8 kgaus;

3 x 10-

2 x 10-2

10-2
(± 0.5 %)

2*
(1 GeV)

33

W - 26 Re

AD
50 - 5 kgauss

7 x 10-2

2.6 x 10-2

2.6 x Î 0 (± 0.2 %)

Total yield

Linac output

_

SLC

6.

10

(2x 10 )

W-Re

2

2

Beam
switehyatd
1.5 x 10-2
(± 1%)
2

2

6ît(500MeV)

13re(360MeV)

3tt x 10(50 GeV)

4

SUMMARY AMD CONCLUSIONS

Quantitative results on positron production using shower codes are available and allow precise
determination of the expected number of positrons. These results can be compared to the measurements carried
out on existing positron sources. Reliable matching systems working in many laboratories give the possibility of
choosing the device which is the most adapted to the problem.
If we consider a positron source devoted to a linear collider, we notice that the required maximization of the
luminosity induces some stringent conditions on positron beams. The requirements concern intense bunches for
positrons as for electrons, very small emittances and a high repetition rate. The small emittance constitutes an
attainable goal as shown by the SLC experience using damping rings. However, the large number of particles per
bunch - from 1 0 to 1 G - and the high repetition frequency seem somewhat difficult to handle if one requires
a high number of impinging electrons on the positron target to produce the required bunch population.
10

12

Since beam intensity is limited by wake-field effects, one cannot increase the intensities of the positron
beam by simply increasing the electron beam intensity well above the positron intensity needed. So we are led to a
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yield of 1 e /e~, at least concerning the accepted positrons. Moreover, thermic and radiation problems in the target
limit the incident electron power. If the interest associated with high energy electron beams is clearly demonstrated, one has to consider the effects of a large number of particles impinging on a small area of the target.
Rotating targets could be a solution.
Semi-classical methods using photons instead of electrons on amorphous targets may offer attractive
alternatives for future e sources while radioactive sources, though offering the possibility of large numbers of e
as in the test reactors, present too many difficulties.
+

+

Much work remains to be done !
îjî
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ABSTRACT
High thermo-emissive and photoemissive nanosecond and picosecond er sources
are under investigation at many laboratories in different countries. An example of a
thermionic er source is described and the problems met with different kinds of laser
driven photocathodes are presented. Finally, the details and results obtained with
such sources are given.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Intense theoretical and experimental studies on e" sources which can deliver single or multiple bunches of
10 to 10 electrons in the shortest possible time are being carried out at many laboratories in different countries.
For instance, at the beginning of the 1980's at KEK in Japan, an intense research programme on such electron
sources, especially those triggered by laser light beams was started in order to develop a new multigigawatt RF
power source in the S band : a lasertron device. At the Los Alamos National Laboratory, an advance programme
on photocathodes such as cesiated antimony Cs Sb or Csj K2 Sb is presently under way to develop an e" source
as the injector of a free electron laser. At LAL-Orsay, a similar programme started in 1984 to select a photocathode from which high charge (from 10 to 20 x 10" Coulomb) can be extracted in picoseconds duration.
CERN started in 1988 on a preliminary study of a new e" source for the CLIC (CERN Linear Collider) project
while BNL is preparing a new e" source driven by a laser light beam for a power switched Imac programme
[1 to 5].
10

12

3

9

Therefore, it is interesting to introduce the general aspects of e" sources before describing the problems
related to laser driven e" sources. First a short classification of the different processes which allow e~ production
is presented, an example of a modern thermionic source using lanthanum hexaboride being given. The
photoemission processes and how to select photoemissive materials is then explained together with a short
description of high frequency lasers. Finally, some practical examples of laser driven e" sources are given.

2.

GENERAL ASPECTS OF er SOURCES
-

All e" sources depend for their operation on the flow of e which are emitted from a cathode surface as a
result of one of the four following processes :
1. Elevation of temperature (thermionic or primary emission)
2. Bombardment by other particles (secondary emission)
3. Action of high electric field (field emission)
4. Incidence of photons (photoemission)
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-

When the e in a given cathode material have enough thermal energy to overcome the forces at the surface
and escape, then thermionic emission occurs. This kind of emission obeys the Richardson-Dushman equation
which gives the maximum current density (or the saturation current density) which this cathode is capable of
delivering at a given operating temperature :
2

J =AT e-*/kT

(1)

S

2

2

where A is the Dushroam constant and is a characteristic of the specific cathode material. Its value in A crrr (K)
is, for example : 70 for bright tungsten, 29 for lanthanum hexaboride and 2.5 for impregnated tungsten.
T is the absolute temperature,
f is the work function in eV its value is : 4,55 for W, 2,66 for LaBg and 1,67 for impregnated tungsten.
_5

k is Boltzmann constant, its value is 8,6 x 10 eVK.
Figure 1 shows the variation of the current densities of W and LaBg materials vs temperature while Table
1 gives some characteristics of commonly used cathode materials for thermionic e~ sources [6].

Fig. 1 Variation of the saturation current densities vs temperature
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Table 1

Dushman
constant
A(Acnr K )

Work function
<l>0[eV]

Bright tungsten

70

4,5

2500

0,2

Thomaied tungsten

4

2,65

2000

3

2,5

1,65

1300

2,6

Oxi de coated Ba-Ca Sr

*

1,3

1150

5

Lanthanum hexatonde

29

2,5

2ÛÛÛ

20

Type

2

Impregnated tungsten

2

Operating

Current density
J [A c m ]
-2

temperature
T[K]

s

2

2

Life of LaBg cathode when J = 200 A c n r is found to be less than 50 h and when J = 22 A cm- it is
s

s

found to be more than 500 h [7, 8].

Pvbarreay LaBs

Fig. 2 An LaBg thermo-electronic gun built at JEF Orsay in 1970 [6]

2.2. Brightness of e~ beams
One of the most important parameters of an e~ source is its brightness B defined [9], for a beam with small
radius, as :
_ Js <§cin
ikT
where Js is the saturation current density,
& is the beam kinetic energy
cin

(2)
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Scin=;ymv

and

kT = | m v J

(3)

e

(4)

m a x

is the transverse energy corresponding to maximum radius.

Expression (2) may be written :
B =____&__
p j » J

^
_
u S a ^

=

B

*
^ r j a ^

(5)

where I is the total measured current,
r and otmax = f T " \
respectively the beam radius and the half aperture angle where I is measured.
a r e

0

The beam ernittance is defined as :
E =— J J
%
J

dr dr

J

,_ A _ Jt r Otmax
K
%

(6)

0

The brightness of the electron beam is then related to its emittance by :
2

-2

in [Am^ rad ]

1

»-

2 g2

K

and the normalized brightness is defined as :
I
B =
"* B

(8)

n

2

2
n

where E„ = E p y is the normalized emittance with y = (1 - P F
e

Also

e

1/2

the Lorentz factor, fj = — •
e

B =~—~.

(9)

n

Peï

2

Measurements which have been made on LaBg at Orsay showed that brightness values for an 80 KeV energy e"
beam were :
2,5 X 108 < B < 2 x WW Am-2rad-

2

(10)

2.3 Field emission
1

If a local electric field as high as .1 to 1 VÂ" is created at a surface of special shape (Fig. 4) and of
microscopical dimensions, the potential barrier at the surface will be lowered by the Schottky effect allowing the
escape of electrons by tunnel effect. This kind of emission is know as field emission.
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Fig. 3 An example of a micro-emitter with upper radius r = ÎOQO Â
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E=5.10X
cm

Fig. 4 Potential barrier at field emission threshold
Field emission is a "cold" electronic emission which starts when any measurable current is observed ; it can
be produced at liquid helium temperature from a superconducting micro-emitter [10]. It is often observed in tests
on high electric field studies in RF cavities at room or at liquid He temperature. It is the main reason for the
apparition of muMpaetoring and breakdown in RF structures [11,12]. Many electron sources operate on the field
emission principle, especially electronic microscopes. The field emission regime is often associated with
photoemission to produce photo-field emission. Field emission current density has been found to vary with the
appliedfieldin accordance with :
B

E

2

J = A'E2 - '/ (Acm- )
e

where J is the current density,
E is the electric field at tip of the micro-emitter surface,
A' and B' are approximately constant coefficients related to the work function as ;

(11)
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6

1

A'= 1,5 X H T * "

2

t (y)
(12)

7

3

B' = 6,83 x 10 è /2 v(y)
with t(y) and v(y) dependent on the geometrical shape of the emitter.
Another more general expression [13], allows thefieldemission current density to be calculated :

jFB =

l£I5ol r [ (^JD W,E)]
kT

h

in

1+e

(

d

W

L

(13)

where mo is the rest mass of electron,
e its charge,
h Planck's constant,
E the kinetic energy,
D (W,E) the transparency of the potential barrier to W.
The potential barrier lowering by the Schottky effect can be calculated using the following expression :

\

4 î C £

oJ

(14)
5

A# = - 3,78 x lO- E ^ ,

(14')

where E is the local field on the emitter tip in VrrH. It is easy to see that the decrease in the work function is very
important if E = Î 0 Vrrr i.e. A(|> is about - 3,78 eV, but at E = 10 Vrrr the potential barrier is lowered by
only about 0,38 eV.
10

1

8

1

2.4 Photoemission process
If a photon beam with sufficient energy irradiates a photocathode, electrons are emitted. Such electrons are
known as photoeiectrons. For an input flux of fixed relative spectral distribution, the number of photoeiectrons is
proportional to the intensity of the input flux while the energy of the photoeiectrons is independent of this
intensity. The maximum energy of emitted electrons (in eV) depend on the wavelength X and the temperature. At
absolute zero according to Einstein's law,
e(V+ <(>)=—
X
where c is the velocity of light
X is the wavelength.

(15)
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PHOTOEMISSIQN THEORY

3.1

Classical photoemission
Photoemission theory is constructed on the following three-step model [13] :
1. Optical excitation of the electrons (photo-excitation)
2. Diffusion to the surface of the electrons (photo-diffusion)
3. Liberation of the electrons (photoelectron liberation)
-

1. Photo-excitation ; the probability for an e to get enough energy to escape after absorption of hv energy
is given by :
s

"P escape =e

"*

(16)

where ot = a(hv) is the absorption coefficient.
s

2. Photo-diffusion : die probability for an electron to reach the upper surface of the material with enough
energy is given by :
3

d P = A e - ^ dx

(0.6 < A < 1)

L

(17)

3. Photoelectron liberation : the probability for an electron to get over the potential barrier after reaching the
upper surface is given by :
D(W) = «r

C

(

W

~

W f )

(18)

where C is a constant which depends on the potential barrier.
On this basis Fowler and Du Bridge established a general expression for the calculation of photo-emitted
current densities :
J =<x .ejf
PE

s

N(W )D(W )dW
x

x

(19)

x

where N(WjJ is the number of electronsreachingthe surface with an incident energy between W and W + AW
x

x

D(W ) is the transparency of potential barrier.
X

Below the space charge limit, we can use a more simple expression for the photo-emitted current densities :

where P is the incident optical power at the wavelength used,
rj is the quantum efficiency defined as :
number of electrons produced Ne
^~~ number of incident photons ~Nv

and the effective quantum yield is :

^n
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naî=

(21-)

i-n

where [lis the reflexion c o e f f i c i e n t of the m a t e r i a l .

Brightness of pfaotoemissive e'sources
The solid angle of a photoemitted beam as it reaches the anode can be expressed by :
'V
V,

T

a

x
+

r,
R'

(22)

where eV is the transverse energy,
T

R is the radius of curvature of the emitter,
V is the potential between anode and the cathode (A - K),
L

r

is the illuminated spot radius.

If R « L ( distance between A - K), the apparent electron source is at a distance from the cathode center,
the apparent area is —• and apparent current density is 4J, the effective bnghtness of the beam delivered to the
anode is therefore [14] :
4TjeXP|

Vf

/rV
(23)

, h c r it

The maximum J at the cathode can be estimated from the capacitor space charge limit (in the case of
spherical shape) :
4 e

o

sphere

I2e\
m

1 / 2
3

2

V / (Rot) '
L

(24)

where EQ is the permittivity of space,
m is the electron mass,
a is a slow function of the anode/cathode radius ratio that is tabulated in special littérature.

3.1.1'
During the normal photoemission process, thermionic emission may also occur because of the incident opti
cal power losses in the material. Temperature rise due to photonic incident energy losses in the photocathode
material can partially or totally damage the photocathode surface. For pulsed illumination of a photocathode by a
laser beam, with absorbed energy W, the heat transfer theory can be used to give the approximate temperature
rise:
AT =

2P'
K

in the case of a continuous laser beam and

(25)

rk
2

A T s W (jr. r V2 k p Ort)

l

i n t h e

case of a pulsed laser beam

(26)

- 143 where P is the continuous absorbed power,
r is the optical spot radius,
k, p and Cv are respectively the thermal conductivity, density and specific heat of the material,
W absorbed energy in the case of pulsed illumination,
x is the pulse duration*
Example :
4

1

For a conductivity k of 1 W. c m "C" , a spot radius of r = 1(H cm and an absorbed power of 100 mW the
temperature rise would be about 637°C bringing the absolute temperature to ~ 900K. Similarly, for 20 ns pulses at
—r= 0.1 J. cm with p Cv = 1 J.cnr °C and the same conductivity, we obtain T = 500°C.
iar
2

3

_1

2

For material with a work function of 2.3 eV, at T ~ 900K, thermionic emission with J = 31 pAcmr can
s

occur in addition to photoemission Some materials such as CS3 Sb or CS3 1% Sb cannot be used as photocathodes at temperatures higher than 180°C and are completely destroyed at 3Q0°C [15].

3.2

Photocathodes : Nature and choice
3.2.1. Photocathodes of normal size and high quantum yields fj
2

Photoemissionfromphotocathodes of normal size with r\ higher than 10~ is possible when the
(or potential barrier) of the material is less than the energy hv of the wavelength used by at least :

work function

- 1 eV if the material is a metal (electrons are in this case extracted from the conduction band)
- 2 eV if the material is a semiconductor (electrons are here extracted from the valence band).
A decrease in the potential barrier can be achieved in many ways : chemically by cesiation or by thermal
cleaning (as La Bg). Cesiation is a very complex process and must be carried out in situ under high vacuum
~ 10 Torr. The life time of such cathodes is short and depends on parameters such as the temperature, pressure
and level of the emission. Lifetest of opaque CS3 Sb photocathodes, irradiated either by continuous or by plused
laser light beam^have been performed [15,16], the results being given in detail in several review articles and can
be summarized as follows :
10

The Cs3 Sb lifetime seems to be very sensitive to cathode temperature rise and to the working vacuum for a
given temperature. The ideal working temperature for cesiated antimony is fromT = 280 to 290 K ^ l ? ] .
Table 2 gives CS3 Sb lifetime and normalized photo-currenLwhich is the ratio of the emitted photo-current
for a given temperature on the maximum emitted current,when T = 280K, for various cathode. Results are given
for an average pressure of ~ 1 0 Torr.
-10
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Table!
Temperature
T[K]

Normalized
photo-current
%mitterAiax

313

0.87

170

333

0.42

80

353

0.30

25

373

0.25

5

Lifetime
[hours]

Table 3 gives Css Sb lifetime and normalized photocurrent for various pressure. Results are given for
working temperature T = 313 K

Table 3
Pressure
P[Torr]

Normalized
photo-current
%mitted"max

Lifetime
[hours]

0.65

170

1.5 10-

8

0.50

105

1.3 10~

7

0.10

75

3 10-W

Table 4 gives the quantum efficiency at working wavelength for different photocathode materials.

Table 4
Principal

Wavelength

Quantum efficiency

Photocathode

[nm]

[electron photon ]

SI

Ag-0 Cs

770

0 4 x 1Û-

2

S5

CsSb

320

21 X 1 0 -

2

S10

Ag Bi 0 Cs

420

6.1 X 1 0 -

2

S. number *)

S20

Sb-K-Na-Cs

400

-1

20 x ICr

2
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Photo-field emission is a result of the combination of the field emission effect and the photoemission
process. It is possible to achieve this by using two lasers ; one for lowering the potential barrier, a second for
the photo-conversion process. The light beam from the first laser must be parallel to the photocathode surface
holder, in which case the laser electromagnetic field is a maximum [17,18» 19] :
rap""*"*"

E
T = ÏWI© sin 0

(27)

where E j is the laser transverse electric field,
IJU is the laser power density in Wctrr ,
0 is the angle between E and the photocathode surface.
2

T

o
1

The production of local electric fields as high as 0.2 to 1 VA' requires power densities !„, as high as 5 to
10 GW cm which is possible using powerful CO2 lasers.
-2

Another method used at LAL (Orsay) associated a DC field effect for potential barrier lowering and a laser
light beam for photoemission production. Photofield emission current densities may be calculated using the
following expression :

IpFe = N - r - 4 & m e k T
h
'
p

In 1 + exp

3

W - f + hv
x D(W,F) dW
kT

(28)

where Np is the number of incident photons per surface unit,
r is the photon electron interaction probability.

3.3.1 Photo-field emitters
For photo-field emission sources, we use the same kind of emitter as for field emission sources. Figure 5
shows an example of a micronic emitter ridge prepared for LAL by a BNL team using the integrated circuit
technique. All silicon ridge arrays were diffusion bonded to aluminium planchets. Each row of emitters has a
thickness of about 0.2 to 0.5 |im, a height of 5 p.m and is spaced from its neighbour by 10 p m Some of the
o

micro-emitters are sputter coated with 450 A of palladium, the entire assembly being annealed at 400°C for 10
minutes in argon to form a Pd(Si) layer over the ridges [20].
Photo-field emitters used as photocathodes, are easier to control than any NEA or PEA emitters. They are
less sensitive to contamination and need not be cesiated since in this case they become subject to alkaline atom
surface migration and desorption. They are not destroyed by a vacuum leak as would happen with any cesiated
emitter. Their life time is normally much longer than cesiated cathodes and they cannot cause environmental
pollution unlike Cs. They can also be regenerated by thermalflashingor field desorption of the contaminants. But
they are very fragile and can be destroyed under intense photonic beams £21].

Fig. 5 Example of an array of micro-emitters used at LAL

3.4 Practical lasers
The laser driven electron sources use generally doubled, tripled or even quadrupled pulses from pulsed or
CW-wave mode-iocked, or mods locked and Q - switched Nd : YAG, lasers. Continuous wave mode-locked
lasers usually produce trains of pulses of more than 70 ps duration at 175 MHz. For applications where shorter
pulses are desirable, pulse shortening can be obtained by different techniques, for instance higher-harmonic
mode-locking. It consists of driving the frequency of the mode-locker by a multiple of the inverse of the cavity
round-trip time 7. Compression of laser pulses reduces the pulse duration to values of a few picoseconds and
even beiow ! ps. Picosecond single pu Î sea or tra i ns of pulses can be directly obtained from a pulsed mode-locked
Nd : YAG laser by saturable absorbant in different light wavelengths (1®, 2(0, 3co). To reach frequencies as high
as 3 GKz, 6 GHz and 30 GHz..., multiplexing systems are needed (Fig. 6). Optical amplifiers allow the desired
optical energy to be reached at all wavelengths. Laser pulse duration can be measured using a streak camera.
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J, A focal
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K. Pumping structure

Q, He-Ne laser

Fig. 6 Working principle of the ps Nd : YAG Laser

4.

SOME PRACTICAL EXAMPLES OF LASER TRIGGERED SOURCES
Some of the recent results obtained in different laboratories which are developing new e* sources triggered

by laser light beams, are presented in Tables 5 to 7.
The characteristics of the LANL laser driven RF source are :
Photocathode
Quantum yield
Laser
Wavelength

::
:;
::
::

CS3 Sb and then CS3 K2 Sb
T) = lu"
to 11 = 7 X 10"
2

CW Nd : YAG with 10 W average power output in the infrared region(l = 1064 nm)
visible (k = 532 nm)

Pulse duration ::

100 ps at 108.33 MHz

High voltage
Energy

AC Voltage with V
pY=3

:1
::

Energy spread ::

2

6

m a x

= 10 Volts

^ = ± 3 %
y
Micropulse electron current density : j _ 200A cm-2
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Performance of LANL photoelectron source [22,23]

Peak current

Bupxh charge

«A]

Q[nC]

Normalized
Emluance
En [«mm. nirad]

Normalized
Brightness
Bn[Am" rad" ]

100

8

20

2.5.10

130

10

18

4.10

150

12

32

1.4.10

2

2

10

10

10

Table 6
Performance of photo-emitters of normal size obtained at KEK (Japan), SLAC and TEC (USA) [24,25]

Photocathode

n
Laser
Optical pulse duration
Wavelength [nm]
Frequency [MHz]
Max. high voltage [kVj
Peak photocurrent [A]

Jt^wjrw

SLAC

TEC

GaAs(Cs,0)

Ga As (Cs,0)

Cs3Sb

5.10-

2

5.10"

2

10-

2

CWNd:YAG

psNd:YAG

CW Nd : YAG

60 ps

50 ps

60 ns

532 and 354

532

532

2856

2856

1300

150 AC

75 DC

30

80

Both SLAC and KEK operate with cesiated gallium arsenide (Cs Ga As) photocathodes. At SLAC, the use
of a circulary polarized light beam at X = 750 nm leads to the photoelectron beam being about 50 % polarized and
a serious effort is being made to obtain a 100 % polarization. Exploration of semi-conductors from the II-1II-V2
chalocopyrites family such as Cd Si As2 or Zn Ge As2 ; Zn Ge ?2 and Zn Si As2 seems to hold some promise.
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Performance of photo-emitter of micronic size obtained at BNL (USA) and LAL (France) [26,27]

5.

BNL

LAL

Photocathode
material

GoM-coaied
tungsten wires of
4 p n diameter

W single needles, C, N% Ti
arrays of needles then W(Si)
Pd (Si) microemitters of 1pm

Preliminary working
Conditions

Shottky regime
atEi = 3xl0 Vm-

Tjeff

10-4

0.3 to > 1 from single microemitter

Laser

quadrupled
CWNd:YAG

tripled
pulsed Nd: YAG

Optical pulse length

10 ps

train of 8 pulses or single pulse
from 80 ps to less than 15 ps each

wavelength [nm]

266

354 and 532

Optical energy

0.7 pJ

40 pJ

Photocurrent density

7 kAcm"

Peak current

1A

8

o c

2

Field emission threshold
1

9

at EJQC : 1 to 6 x 10

9

1

Vm"

2

10 Acm" fromsingle W
10 A

CONCLUSION

Thermoelectric sources using lanthanum hexaboride as the cathode material have very highemissivity
(Js = 200 Acm" ) and very low omittance, but do not allow picosecond pulse length. Photoemissive electron
sources using special photocathodes, such as CS3 K2 Sb used at LANL, seem to be interesting. It has been
demonstrated that it is possible to reach more than 100 A peak current with 10 ps duration. However precise
measurements of the photocurrent densities, photocurrent pulse duration and beam current emittance are required.
Their performance vs lifetime and temperature rise must be assessed more precisely before deciding to use them
as the injector for EEL or for a linear collider.
2
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LÏNÂC STRUCTURES

G. Geschonke
CERN, Geneva, Switzerland

Abstract
Some selected aspects of accelerating structures used in e /e~
linacs are reviewed.
After a definition of the parameters
which characterise the structure properties examples of existing or planned structures are given, including the use of
superconducting cavities. Finally a potential future application in a linear collider is described.
+

1.

INTRODUCTION

In this paper some aspects of radiofrequency accelerating structures used in
electron/positron linear accelerators are presented. This cannot be a comprehensive review
of all the work done in this field, nor a listing of all proposed or built structures, but
rather a description of the basic principles and some applications in existing, planned or
futuristic projects.
Only structures for relativistic particles will be treated, because electrons with
their low mass compared to protons reach velocities close to the speed of light already at
low energies. For example, at an energy as low as 1 MeV electrons have 94* of the speed of
light, as compared to only 4.6% for protons.
The examples of machines mentioned are an arbitrary selection of facilities for high
energy particle or nuclear physics.
2. APPLICATION OF ELECTRON LINACS
Electron or positron linacs find use in many different fields. Here we concentrate on
applications in high energy physics, where linacs are used for different purposes.
2.1

Electron linacs with their own physics programme

A typical example is the "Two Mile Accelerator" of SLAC, which was built for an energy
of 24 GeV, later upgraded to 33 GeV, for fixed target experiments [1], This machine was
modified so as to allow electron-positron collisions at 50 GeV (SLC) [2]. Figure 1 shows a
diagram of this facility where electrons and positrons are accelerated in the same accelerator and then guided to the collision point via two separate arcs. The centre-of-mass
energy of this machine is comparable to the energy that will be achieved with the storage
ring LEP in its initial phase.
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2.2

Recirculating machines

An example of this type of accelerator is CEBAF (Continuous Electron Beam Accelerator
Facility) presently under construction [3]. Two parallel linacs which provide 500 MV
accelerating voltage each are connected via recirculation arcs. A maximum of four recir
culations is foreseen which gives a particle energy of up to 4 GeV. Figure 2 shows the
schematic layout.
The interesting aspect of the RF acceleratinq structure for this
facility is that it is superconducting, which allows continuous operation.

E m ! siationss

2.3

Fig. 2 Schematic layout of CEBAF

Linacs as pre-accelerators for high energy synchrotrons and storage rings

The front end of almost every high energy electron synchrotron is an electron/positron
linac. As an example the LEP injector chain [4] is shown in Fiq. 3. Electrons or
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Fig. 3 The LEP injector chain

positrons are accelerated to 600 MeV for injection into the Electron Positron Accumulator
(EPA), from where they are transferee! into the PS for further acceleration up to 3.5 GeV,
then into the SPS where they are accelerated to 20 SeV, and finally into LEP, The linac
itself consists of two sections, the first one providing 200 MeV electrons which can be
used for positron production, the second accelerating electrons or positrons up to
600 HeV. Structurally, the accelerating system employed here is similar to the one of
SLAC, a disk-loaded wavequide, operating at « 3 GHz, with a repetition rate of 100 Hz.
+

2.4 Next generation of high energy e e~ accelerators
Circular electron accelerators are limited by the available RF power needed to compen
sate the energy loss of the particles due to the emission of synchrotron radiation. This
energy loss AE per revolution is
AE
p
where
E = particle energy
p = average bending radius.
For LEP, operating at 55 GeV, this means that 400 HV/turn (including the overvoltage
factor) has to be provided by the acceleration system. This is achieved with copper cavi
ties (352 MHz) and requires a continuous RF power of 16 MW. To increase the enerqy to
95 GeV, 2200 MV/turn is required necessitating, for example, 700 normal conducting cavities
with 88 MW of continuous RF power or 256 superconducting cavities powered with 16 MW of RF
power.
Therefore, it seems clear that for higher electron energies circular machines are not
well suited. In several laboratories colliders are presently being studied, which consist

- 155 of two linacs accelerating particles in opposite directions, thereby allowing head-on col
lisions» At CERN a 2 x l TeV facility (CLIC, CERN Linear Collider) is beinq studied [5]
using very high frequency (29 GHz) accelerating structures. Other laboratories are pursu
ing different approaches [6-8].
3. THE ACCELERATING STRUCTURE
This section is only a short reminder of the principles, a more extensive review heinq
given in Refs. [9, 10]. Obviously, the major consideration is that the accelerating struc
ture has to provide an electric field on the particle trajectory which is synchronous with
the particles moving at the speed of light c.
3.1

Travelling wave structures
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Fig. 4 Electromagnetic fields in a cylindrical waveguide,
of a propagating wave in E Q I mode
Figure 4 shows the field pattern of an electromagnetic wave travelling in a circular
waveguide in mode Eoi (TMoi). This pattern moves alonq the wavequide with phase velocity
v given by
p

v

p

1

A - (£-)
where
X = wavelength in free space
X = cut-off wavelength of waveguide.
c

Unfortunately v is always greater than c. Therefore acceleration over an appreciable
length is not possible, because particle and wave qet out of phase.
However, the
propagation velocity of the phase v can be slowed down by irises as shown in Fiq. 5, and by
p

p

Fig. 5 Disk loaded waveguide

- 156 proper adjustment of iris dimensions and cell length L the phase velocity can be matched to
the particle velocity.
The propagation characteristics of a waveguide are characterised by its dispersion
properties, shown in the Boillouin diagrams (Fig. 6 ) . These relate frequency (« = 2irf) and
propagation constant of the wave k = 2w/\g, Xg being the wavelength in the waveguide. The
phase velocity is given by
V

=F

P

and the group velocity by
v

q

=

dw
dk"

# =k-L

k= 2mll

op

3

Fig. 6a

Boillouin diagram for
unloaded waveguide

Fig. 6b

k=2n/x.

Boillouin diagram of disk-loaded
waveguide

At the operating frequency «op the phase velocity is equal to c and therefore the
wave is synchronous with the particles. At this frequency the phase difference <t> between
cell centres at distance L at one time is
= k«L .
<|> is used to characterise the structure, for example most linacs are built for 4> = 2n/3 or
<t> = it/2. More details can be found in Refs. [9, 10].
An alternative way of describing disk-loaded waveguides is to consider them as a chain
of coupled resonators of length L the coupling being via electric fields through the beam
hole. The coupling can also be magnetic [11], as shown in Fig. 7. Here a chain of Eoio
resonators with re-entrant nose cones is coupled magnetically via slots in the disks.
s

-coupling slots

Fig. 7 Maqnetically-coupled 4w/5 structure
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The disk-loaded waveguide with electric coupling via the beam hole shows forward wave»
the magnetically coupled version of Fig. 7 backward wave characteristics. The dispersion
diagrams for these two types have opposite slope, as shown in Fig. 8.
ft/

fig. 8b

Fig. 8a Dispersion curve of forwardwave structure

Dispersion curve of backwardwave structure

The group velocity is given by the derivative of the disperison curve, so in Fiq. 8a
the power flow is in the direction of the phase velocity whereas in Fiq. 8b it is in oppo
site direction. In operation there is little difference between the two except that for
backward-wave structures the RF power flows in the opposite direction to the particle
direction. In both cases power is fed into one end of the structure via a matched coupler,
that which has not been dissipated in the structure walls, or been taken out by the beam
being coupled out at the other end and dissipated in a matched load as shown in Fiq. 9.
Examples of forward and backward-wave structures are described in Ref. [10].
s
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Fig. 9 Operation of forward-wave and backward-wave structures
Linacs are usually driven with pulsed RF because of the high peak RF power required to
achieve the necessary gradients. For the case of the LEP injector LIL the parameters are:
S

peak power:
pulse length:
repetition frequency:
accelerating field:

15 MW/structure of 4.6 rn length
1.5 us
100 Hz
13 MV/m.

The RF pulse length has to be at least one fill time x
structure of length L where

At the end of the fill time the particles are injected.
of the speed of light c.

g

of a section of accelerating

Typical qroup velocities are 2-4%
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Standing-wave structures

By putting short circuits irïto appropriate symmetry places on both ends of an accelerating section, the structure is made into a standing-wave device. Tne Brillouin curve now
is not continuous, but consists of discrete points depending on the number of cells [12].
Again, the operating mode is characterised by the phase shift/cell of the correspondinq
travelling-wave mode. Figure 10 shows the field pattern in a five-cell structure driven in
n-mode at one moment in time.

rrxnnmrru
Fig. 10 Electric fields in standing wave w-mode
3.3

Charasteristic parameters to describe accelerating structures

Phase velocity v and group velocity v of travelling-wave structures are already
mentioned in Section 3.1. The fill time tg is the time necessary for the wavefront to
travel through the structure of length L:
p

q

_L
T

9

V

~ n

The quality factor of a resonator is given by
y
Q = « * -pT
where, W = stored electromagnetic energy per unit lenqth
P' = dissipated power due to wall currents per unit length.
The decay or fill time of a cavity is related to its Q-value by

d

«

After the RF drive is switched off, the fields in the resonator decay proportional to
e-t/2x .
d

The shunt impedance R' of a structure relates the axial accelerating field E to the
RF power P necessary to generate it:
z

[/ E d z ]
o
P»L

2
2

=

U
P»L
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where
E = accelerating field at the particle position as it traverses the accelerating gap
U = energy gain per unit length.
z

Another commonly used parameter is r', defined as r' = R'/Q. It is a material inde
pendent parameter which connects energy gain, U per unit length, and stored electromagnetic
energy (per unit length) W by the relation:
1

2

r

_ r_ u
' ~ Q~ <o»w •
=

For the example of the travelling wave structure used in LIL some numerical values are [4]:
R* = 64-74 MQ/m
L = 4.6 m (length of one travelling-wave section)
P = 15 MW, peak power"per structure of length L
pulse length: 1.5 p.s
repetition frequency: 100 Hz
f = 2.99 GHz
Tg = 1.22 (JS

E = 13-14 MV/m.
As an example of a standing-wave structure the data of the LEP 5-cell accelerating cavity,
driven in n-mode at 352 MHz are:
q = 40,000
R* = 26 MQ/m
P = 125 kW per 5-cell cavity
E = 1.2 MV/m.
3.4

Superconducting structures

As briefly shown in Section 2.2, CEBAF consists of two linacs, each of which is 235 m
long and provides a maximum of 500 MV. The machine works continuously, not pulsed, as is
usual with linacs. Therefore, in order to keep the RF power requirements to acceptable
levels, the cavities are superconducting standing-wave structures, designed for a nominal
gradient of 5 MV/m at 1500 MHz.
A very good description of RF superconductivity is given in [13j. Here only the most
important features are repeated.
One of the main properties of RF superconductivity Is that the losses for RF currents
are not zero! This fact finds its explanation in the two-fluid model. Only at temperature
T = 0 are all electrons paired to Cooper pairs, above there is still a certain number of
normal conducting electrons, which couple to the RF fields and create losses.

- 160 For T < T / 2 , where T is the critical temperatures the ratio of unpaired (nn)
to paired (n ) electrons is given by
c

c

c

T

n

_£

—

~ e-«* T

v

n

(a « 1.75)
' .

c
From BCS theory one gets the losses per unit length P'ecs

A°n»c
150-G

BCS

a s

T
——

u)
T

o
a

where
A = constant factor
G = geometry factor, depending on cavity shape (G = Q«R , R
For normally used structures G » 270 Q)
E = accelerating gradient.
S

s

= surface resistance).

a

It is obvious that materials with high T and low operating temperature are
favourable so that niobium with T = 9.2 K is mainly used nowadays.
Low operating
temperature becomes essential at high frequencies. The losses are an important factor
because of the thermodynamic efficiency of the cooling plant since 1 W cooling capacity at
a temperature of 4 K requires 250-800 W mains power at room temperature, depending on the
cooling plant.
c

c

The total surface resistance R of real cavities consists of this theoretically
explained part, RBCS»
the "residual" resistivity R R
due to surface defects, local
heating and treatment of the material.
s

m < i

6 S

s
x

BCS

Res

9

Nowadays Q-values of 3 1 0 at accelerating fields of 5 MV/m can be reproducably
achieved and these are the design values for cavities built at CERN, KEK, CEBAF (at CEBAF
at 2 K ) . The best results achieved with single-cell cavities are accelerating gradients of
15-20 MV/m, the most frequent limitation today being electron loading (field emission)
which lowers the Q-value to unacceptably low values.
The layout of one cryostat module with two 150 MHz niobium cavities for CEBAF is shown
in Fig, 11 (from Ref. [14]). RF power is fed into the cavities via iris-coupled-wavequide
couplers. The higher-order-mode power deposited by the beam is removed from the cavities
via waveguide couplers, rejecting the fundamental frequency, and dissipated in a load situ
ated inside the cryostat in the liquid-He bath. The cavities are tuned by mechanical
deformation via a rotary feed-through from the outside into the cryostat.
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+

NEXT GENERATION OF HIGH ENERGY e e~ ACCELERATORS
+

As already explained in Section 1.4, at high energies circular e /e~ accelerators suffer from very high losses due to synchrotron radiation. Therefore several laboratories are
studying the feasibility of linear colliders. As an example, some aspects of the CERN
approach,, CLIC, will be briefly described, further details being given in Refs. [15, 16].
The CLIC studies focus on a design that should reach an energy of 1 TeV per linac,
i.e. 2 TeV collision energy with a luminosity of at least 1 0 c m s" . These parameters
require unconventional solutions, as can be seen from the following:
3 3

- 2

1

- If superconducting cavities with the present day standard of performance of 5 MV/m
are used, the linacs become 200 Km long (each).
- If a LIL-type structure is used, with 60 HV/section of 4.5 m length and one klystron
powering two sections with a peak power of 35 MW, then 16,600 klystrons are needed
for both linacs, and each linac would still be 75 km long. The average RF power
without beam power is 87 MM, neglecting klystron efficiencies, etc. Therefore the
accelerating structure has to provide high gradients at high efficiency.
Physics experiments demand that the luminosity increases as E , which explains the
high value of 1 0 cm" s" required for CLIC compared with the design value for LEP of
1.7 * 1 0 cm" s" . In LEP the bunches cross each other at a rate of 45 kHz whereas in a
linear collider the bunches are lost after one pass. Typical repetition rates of linacs
are of the order of 100 Hz and the luminosity is given by:
3 3

3 1

2

1

2

1

N

L

2„

M

f

rep
___ _

=

2

where
N = number of particles per bunch
f
= repetition rate
H = luminosity enhancement factor
a = transverse RMS beam size
r e p

2

From this it is clear that high repetition frequency, high beam current and small beam
size at the crossing point are required. There are, however some restrictions on these
parameters. During the crossing the bunches see each others fields and the particle
trajectories are deflected, which gives rise to emission of "beamstrahlung" and hence to an
energy loss of the particles. This relative energy loss 6 is given by
s

fry
2

00

where
Y = relativistic factor l/A.
v = particle velocity
o = rms bunch length.

2

2

- v /c ,

From the physics experiments' requirements there is a limit to tolerable values of 6
while the minimum achievable beam size and omittance are also limited. In addition the
maximum beam power Pk, is restricted by the cost of mains power:
P

b =

h .Nef
u

*p <

rep

where
U = energy
e = electron charge
b = number of microbunches.
The average RF power < P R F > is given by the beam power and efficiency of energy extraction
by the oeam from the cavities n:
b
xp

^V

s s

T) '

The stored RF energy not taken out by the beam is lost by the time the next bunch
arrives. For example for 3 GHz cavities with a QQ of 13000, the decay time x<j is 0.7 ps,
which would correspond to a bunch repetition frequency of 1.4 MHz.
Efficiency n is limited by the allowed energy spread AE inside the bunch. (The first
particles see the full fields, the following particles smaller ones, because some energy
has already been taken out of the cavity.) This energy spread is given by;
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F" 1
M

and generally assumed values are i\ « 10*.
The efficiency of energy extraction is given by
n

=

b»N»e*EQ
g?

where
Eo = average accelerating gradient
W = stored energy per unit length.
This can be written as
b*N*e*w*r '

""

ËÏ

where
r' is the earlier defined shunt impedance R'/Q, relatinq acceleration gradient and stored
energy
(o = 2% f, f = RF frequency,
r' is proportional to <o.
Therefore to get good efficiency a high frequency is required, the value chosen having to
optimize the stored energy W in relation to the enerqy extracted by the beam. It is
clear, that frequencies well above the usual 1 GHz will be required.
4.1

RF structure

The structure will be operated in travelling wave mode: the RF pulse front travels
along the structure, when it arrives at the end, the particles are injected. Since efficiency and power consumption are an Important issue, this operating mode needs to be
analysed more closely. Given that the RF pulse travels with the group velocity vg the fill
time of a structure of length L is therefore given by:
_L

During this time a part of the stored energy is already dissipated and is characterised by
the decay time tj, given by the Q-value of the structure:
Q
__ _
a (o
An attenuation constant for energy a can be defined as:
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E (z) = E ? ° e "

a ( z / L

^
where
z = position along structure
E-j = accelerating field at the beginning of the structure
Since a is given by
i

- _£
a

~

T

d

which can be written as
a =

L*u)
=•
vg*Q

It should, in principles be made small to minimise dissipation during fill time, but this
leads to a very high peak RF power P to be fed into a section of length L:
E

2

L " a«R' °
The choice of a therefore has
sical choice was to make a =
concern. For CLIC, however,
average power at the expense

to be a compromise between peak and average power. The clas2.5 which gives minimum peak power, average power was of less
a value of 0.5 has been proposed and results in much reduced
of higher peak power.

A small a implies either a short section length L and correspondingly many RF feedpoints, or a large group velocity. Commonly used disk-loaded structures have low qroup
velocities of a few % of c. After naving looked at other structures with group velocities
as high as almost 30% of c [17], a disk-loaded waveguide structure was chosen but with the
group velocity increased to 7A% of c by increasing the iris diameter, however at the
expense of a loss in shunt impedance.
It is clear that a high frequency should be chosen for reasons explained before. This
also favours high gradient operation. The maximum fields obtainable increase with frequency, as shown in Fig. 12 from Ref. [18]. The CLIC design is now based on structures
working at 29 GHz, and an accelerating gradient of 80-100 MV/m. This looks feasible since,
at LBL, fields of up to 180 MV/m at 34 GHz have already been achieved [19] while, at SLAC,
experiments at lower frequencies yield accelerating fields between 140 and 260 MV/m [20].
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4.2

RF power generation

With the parameters chosen fo~ CLIC a peak power of 150 MH/m at 29 GHz with a feedpoint every 24.8 cm and a repetition frequency of 1.7 kHz is needed. At the moment such
power sources are not commercially available. Therefore, the solution proposed consists of
RF power generation in a "drive linac" which runs parallel to the main linac. Each bunchlet is sliced into small sections following each other at 1/29 GHz intervals. These
excite the ''transfer-structure", a travelling-wave device working at 29 GHz, from which the
deposited power is transfered to the main linac» The bunchlets follow each other at 1/350
MHz interval, which allows the lost power to be replaced by acceleration in 350 MHz super
conducting cavities. The whole scheme is shown in Fig. 13.
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Fig. 13 Two beam arrangement of CLIC

Some of the requirements of the drive linac can be explained by using arquments of
energy conservation [21]. The energy per pulse being fed into the main linac must be equal
to the energy transfered to the drive beam by the superconducting cavities:
P.'x
i

= r) »D*»n*°N*»e*Eo*"ffl«L
g

i2

where quantities marked with * refer to the drive linac
P-j = peak power
transfer efficiency
'12
b* = number of bunches per pulse
n* = number of slices per ounch
m = fraction of main linac length L taken up by drive cavities (superconducting).
The fraction of stored RF enerqy
given by:

in the drive cavities transfered to the drive beam is

b*n*N*eu*r'*

- 166 and the total peak power by

i

aoR'«g'

g = - (1 - e"«/2)

from which it follows that:

£o*

z

1

=

u»r '

the acceleratinq gradient of the drive linac is much lower than that of the main
linac and therefore the drive linac frequency will be low. In fact 350 MHz has been
chosen for which high power klystrons with good efficiency are available. The power dissipation between pulses can be neglected because superconducting drive cavities are used.
EQ*

S

The transfer structure parameters, length and group velocity, have to be matched to
the requirements of continuous power flow while the correct peak power is achieved by
appropriate choice of the transfer structure's shunt impedance, A scaled up model of a
possible transfer structure working at 3 GHz is shown in Fig. 14. It has a group velocity
of U% of c, and a low shunt impedance, as required, of r' = R'/Q = 900 Q/m [22].
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Fig. 14 Model of transfer structure
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THE L3 EXPERIMENT
}

J.A. Mubio*

CERN, Geneva, Switzerland

ABSTmCT
We present an experiment at LEP (L3), which has unique features for
identifying photons, electrons and muons with momentum resolution
of « 1 % at 50 GeV/c, Hadron energy flow will be measured. Vertices
of particles will be obtained with a precision vertex chamber.

i.

msoMicnoM
In this very interesting school about accelerators, my task is to illustrate the use of

one accelerator, LIP, still under construction, to get physics results through an experiment
called "L3".
LEP, which is expected to work for physics by summer 1989, was authorized by the CERN
Council in December 1981. LEP will achieve 50 GeV per beam, e* and e", in its first phase and
32
90 GeV in its second phase with a designed luminosity of 6 x 10 cm" /sec.
2

The LEP tunnel has a 27 km circumference and its bore is 3.8 m while its depth below the
surface varies from 50 to 170 m.

LEP has 3400 bending magnets, 760 quadrupoles and 512

sextupoles, 80% being located in France and 20% in Switzerland. Figure 1 shows a panoramic
view of the region where LÏP is being constructed. The Geneva airport and CERM headquarters
are visible. LEP is the biggest ring, crossing the French-Swiss border. The smaller ring
nearly tangent to LEP is the Proton Super Synchrotron (SPS) or CEKN collider, depending on
the mode of operation used. The smallest ring connected with the two others is the Proton
Synchrotron (PS) which serves as injector for SPS and LIP.
LEP has been constructed with eight possible experimental areas, four of them housing
the four approved experiments : ÂLEPH (Apparatus for LEP PHysics), DELPHI (Detector with
Lepton, Photon and Hadron Identification), L3 (Letter of Intent number 3) and OPAL (Omni
Purpose Apparatus for LEP). I will describe the main characteristics of the L3 experiment.
L3 is a very large collaboration involving 440 scientists from 39 institutes belonging
to 14 different countries. Figure 2 shows a world map where the collaboration groups are
geographically located.

* On leave of absence from CIEMAT Madrid, Spain.
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A

schematic

cross-sectional view of the L3 detector is shown in fig. 3, where the

different components can be identified.

In this view, the experimental hall and the electron and positron beams may be seen.
The detector has two parts, internal and external, both being supported by a tube, about
32 m long, supported by hydraulic jacks which enable the tube axis to be aligned with respect to
the beam direction, around the interaction region. The e*e" interactions will take place in
the center of the detector.

Going from outside to inside, the detector has the following main components :
The magnet
The muon detector with large and very precise drift chambers
Inside the tube, muon filters, not visible on the figure
The hadron calorimeter
The electromagnetic shower counter calorimeter (BGO)
The vertex chamber called Time Expansion Chamber (TEC)

because of its mode of operation.

+

In the e e~ interactions, many different types of particle will be produced and Fig. 4
shows their behaviour as seen by the L3 detector components :

Electrons will

leave tracks

in the TEG and will be absorbed in the electromagnetic

calorimeter, after generating electromagnetic showers. Muons will give tracks recorded by the
TEC, will also be detected

by the electromagnetic and hadron calorimeters and their momentum

will be accurately measured by the muon detector. Photons will be detected only through the
electromagnetic showers which are generated in the electromagnetic calorimeter. Hadrons will
leave tracks in the TEC, will partially deposit energy in the electromagnetic

calorimeter

(about 1/3) and will be absorbed in the hadron calorimeter after generating hadron showers
(about 2/3 of their energy). A complete "view" of an event will be the combination of the
partial "views" according to the number and type of particles produced at the interaction
point.
The main features of the L3 detector are :
Momentum

measurements

of

photons,

electrons

and

muons

with

a

resolution

Ap

of

1% at p = 45 GeV
Measurement of hadron jet energies with à& ~ Acp

~ 3°

Precision measurement of vertices with a resolution of 4Q-50u
Large magnetic hall with a resolution power B L

2

= 160 kG n

2

and an inner detector which

is easy to modify
An adaptable structure for future phases of LEP.

The main goals of the 13 experiment for which the detector is optimized are :
Precise measurements in the framework of the Standard Model
Search for scalar particle (Higgs) by missing mass measurements :
e e ~ •+ l*l~
+

X

Explore "the unexpected" by precise measurements of electrons, muons, photons and hadron
jets.

- 170 In this context, let me recall the major experimental discoveries made in particle
physics since 1970 and comment on their common characteristics ;
Charm quarks by B. Richter and S.C.G. Ting and their groups in 1974
Bottom quark by L. Lederman and his group in 1975
x heavy lepton by M. Perl and his group in 1975
Gluon by the "MARI-J" collaboration in 1979
W and Z° bosons by C. Rubbia and his group in 1980, 1982,
The physics reactions were :
p + N •* J -> e*e~ + X
e*e" -> y -»• Y + X
p + N -*• Y "* V*tt~ + X
e*e" -*• x(pvv)x(e\»v) -*• ep + X
+

e e " •* 3 j e t s of hadrons
pp •> W± + X •+ u± + X
pp •> Z° + X -»• e*e" + X
As can be seen, most of the discoveries were made through the precise measurements of e,
M and y, which is the main feature of the L3 experiment.

2.

L3 DETECTOR MftJOR CMPOMITS
As described in the introduction, there are : the magnet, the muon chambers, the hadron

calorimeter, the electromagnetic calorimeter and the vertex chamber. Their main characteris
tics will now be described.
2.1

Magnet
This is a conventional solenoid magnet with octagonal shape. It is 15.6 m high and

13.6 m long. The size and characteristics of the magnet requires a special experimental hall
and its weight prevents the "roll-in, roll-out" option, the experiment being fixed in its
initial position. The magnet has 168 turns made out of 1344 aluminium plates. Each plate is
89 cm wide, 5 cm thick and weighs 800 kg. The total weight of the coil is 1100 tons and it
operates with 30000 ampere current. The iron frame is made of 6600 tons of iron which are
installed around the coil to increase the field homogeneity and also the magnetic field
strength by 30%. The poles are built as 1000 ton movable doors which allow access to the
inner detectors of L3. The magnetic field is B = 0.5 Tesla.
The magnet construction has been an international collaboration in itself : the coil was
made by the Swiss industry (ALUSUISSI & SULZER). The yoke came from USSR and the poles and
support tube were manufactured in France (CREUSOT) and Sweden (UDDCOMB) respectively with raw
material from USSR.

- 171 Figure 5 shows the main parameters of the magnet coil with a scheme of the power connec
tions and the refrigeration system, figure 6 shows a view of the magnet at installation time.
Three packages of the coils (six turns each) are visible. Figure 7 shows a view of the magnet
at the end of its installation, with the poles and movable doors already installed.
2.2 Milan Detector
This is also a fine achievement of international collaboration. The precision chambers
were built at CIBN and NIKHEF (Holland) by the MIT and Harvard (USA) , Naples (Italy) and
NIKHEJ? groups, partially using frames (48) manufactured in Spain (MASA), under the super
vision of the MADRID (CIEMAT-JEN) group. The support system was designed in the Draper
Laboratory (USA) in collaboration with the Harvard-MIT group, completed and transferred to
Spain by a Spanish engineering company, SENES, and built in Spain by a nuclear reactor
company, ENSA. The calibration and alignment systems were developed by NIKHIF and ETE
(Switzerland) and the Z-layers were built at CIEMAT-JEN. The detector was assembled and
tested at GERN by a team which included the participation of all the groups involved.

The goals of the muon detector are :
To identify muons over a large solid angle
To measure the muon momentum with high accuracy
To reconstruct the dimuon mass with high precision.

The main boundary conditions which limited the achievable goals were :
The tracking length was limited. It was chosen in order to maximize the resolution power
BL

2

The resulting tracking volume is very big. The muon detector covers a radial distance
between the hadron calorimeter and the magnet of 220 to 570 cm
The spatial resolution must be very high. The bend of a 45 GeV muon will have a sagitta
of only 3.7 mm

The muon detector is composed of two identical halves along the beam direction called
Ferris wheels. Each of these is composed of eight identical modules called octants, which are
attached to a support structure, the torque tube, and can move along the support tube on air
pads. In each octant, there are three layers of precision chambers to measure the muon
momentum (the bend of a u track is in the plane perpendicular to the beam), and four layers
of chambers to measure the p trajectory in the Z (beam) direction. In total, there are 80
muon chambers, 96 Z-layers and 16 support structures (octants). Figure 8 illustrates the
scheme of the u detector.

- 172 The distribution of p chambers is as follows, in total 250 m

3

of gas volume:

f of wires
R (an)

parallel to

Chambers

bea« direction

per octant

Inner

2530

16

1

Middle

4010

24

2

Outer

5425

16

2

The main chamber parameters are displayed in Figure 9.
The octant frames consist of two identical end frames connected by a longeron and having
several optical systems for mechanical alignment. It also has a U.V. laser system directed
through the chambers in 12 directions, allowing positions to be determined within 30 n.
Figure 10 shows a schematic view of the octant frame. Figures 11 and 12 show a view of one
complete octant and a series of octants, already aligned and tested, stored at CEEH and
waiting for installation at the experimental pit.
In cosmic ray tests, a single wire resolution of 136 u was obtained. The resulting error
in the sagitta is As = 35 u, about 1% in the value of the sagitta for a 45 GeV muon. Also,
the long term stability of the sagitta was checked (Fig. 13). Thus, we are confident of
achieving the desired precision of âp

~ 1.5% p , AM ~ 1% M.

t

t

In between the nrnon detector and the next major component of the L3 detector, is the
32 m long support tube, 4.5 cm thick, 320 tons, and the muon filter, whose goals are to
reduce the "punch through" of hadronic showers and to increase the efficiency for muon
identification. The

M filter

is made

out

of

brass

absorber, interleaved

with

brass

proportional tubes corresponding to about 1.1 interaction lengths. Figures 14 and 15 show a
view of the support tube and one sector of the muon filter. The muon filter is made of
eight sectors, each five layers thick.
2.3 Hadron Galoriaeter
The goals of the hadron calorimeter are :
To measure the energy flow of the hadronic showers
To be an absorber for muon filtering and an active detector for muon identification.
The limiting boundary conditions for the hadron calorimeter were :
A limited radial space (87 cm < R < 213 cm) which implied high density absorber.
It had to cover a large detector volume with a minimum amount of dead zones. This
implied a mass production of detector elements and self-supported detector components.

- 173 The L3 hadron calorimeter is composed of two parts : the barrel and the end-caps. The
barrel

is

made

of

9 rings, each

with

16 segments

around

their

diameter, totalling

144 modules.
Each module is a tower which has about 60 uranium plates (5 mm thick) interleaved with
planes of wire chambers working in proportional mode (5.3 mm x 10.6 mm). The wire chambers
are shielded by 1 mm copper plates against uranium noise. Each module weighs 2 tons. The
thickness is seven interaction lengths which, including the electromagnetic calorimeter,
implies that only muons with momentum larger than 1.6 GeV/c will exit the hadron calorimeter
at 8 = 90". It covers the azimuthal region : 22° < 9 < 158°. The end-caps cover the full
azimuthal region over the range 5.5° < 8 < 35° and 145° < 8 < 174.5° and have basically the
same structure and components as the barrel.
Building the hadron calorimeter has also meant international collaboration. Out of the
9000 chambers needed, 70% were built at ITEP (USSR), 20% in Michigan (USA) and 10% in Beijing
(China). The 300 tons of uranium plates were made in USSR, the support structure was manu
factured through a collaboration between ITEP (USSR), EIR (Switzerland) and GERN.
Figure 16 shows the nine central towers and the end-caps. Inside the hadron calorimeter
are the electromagnetic calorimeter and the vertex chamber.
One tower or module package of the hadron calorimeter is a stainless steel container.
Figure 17 shows the layers of uranium plates and wire proportional chambers and the main
characteristics of the calorimeter. The proportional chambers have alternating layers with
wire parallel to the beam direction to measure in 9,

and wires perpendicular to the beam

direction to measure in 6. Figure 18 shows a view of a proportional chamber made up of brass
tubes assembled into planes and sandwiched between brass sheets. The brass tubes are the
cathodes where negative voltage is applied and the wires are connected to ground potential.
The gas used is 80% Ar and 20% C0 at atmospheric pressure. Figure 19 shows one tower with
2

alternating layers of uranium plates and proportional chambers, and Fig. 20 and 21 show the
already finished calorimeter where the 9 rings of 16 modules can be identified, and the
calorimeter installed inside the support tube.

The resolution achieved with such a calorimeter has been measured in beam tests to be
(55% / „fe +5 % ) , as can be seen In Fig. 22.

2.4

Electromagnetic Calorimeter
Its main goals are :
To measure the energy and coordinate of electromagnetic showers with high resolution,
for particles from 50 MeV to 100 GeV.

- 174 To achieve good energy and coordinate resolution for photons down to 50 MeV
To reach hadron rejection 1:1000 for electrons above 1 CeV.
The limited boundary conditions were ;
Because of the limited radial space, the calorimeter had to be compact
It had to operate in a magnetic field
It had to be resistant to ageing and radiation damage.
All goals and conditions could be accomplished by using a new material, bismuth germanium oxide (BGO) crystals with photodiode readout. Table I shows the main properties of
BGO. One should notice that it has a high density, a short radiation length and that it is
not hygroscopic.
The short radiation length means more "stopping power" within the limited space and also
a good resolution at low energy. However, the light output is about a factor ten lower than
that from Nal, and the temperature gradient, 1.5% per °C, implies a temperature control to
about .1°C.

Table 1

Properties of BGO
Molecular formula
: ShGesO/s
Density
: 7.13 g/cm a
Hardness
. s Mho
Melting pomê
, 1050 C
Non-hygmscopic
Interaction length
22 cm
Radiation length
%-fg cm
Molière radius
. 2.7 cm
éE/dx (MIP)
9.2 MsV/cm
Refractive index at 43S nm
: 2.15
Temperature gradient of light output -, -15%/° (at 20° C)
Light output decay constant
.- 300 m
s

:

:

:

Like the hadron calorimeter, the electromagnetic calorimeter has two parts : the barrel
and the end-caps. The barrel is made of two modules with 24 rows of 160 crystals each. The
dimensions of a single crystal are : 2x2 cm

2

(front face) x 24 cm (length) x 3x3 cm

2

(rear

face) which gives 22 radiation lengths.
The construction of the electromagnetic calorimeter is also the result of extensive
international collaboration. The crystals are grown using raw material (Ge0 ) from USSR which
2

is shipped to CERN, samples being analyzed for purity by the University of Lausanne. This
material is then sent to the Shanghai Institute of Ceramics to be processed for growing
crystals. The crystals are manufactured by the Chinese, polished and cut using methods
developed by LAPP (Annecy, France). Upon delivery at CEEN, the crystals are controlled by
physicists from Geneva, Annecy, CERN, Lyon and MIT. They are equipped with Hamamatsu

- 175 photodiodes (Japan) tested by the RWTH institute in Aachen (Germany), and mounted on to the
mechanical structure produced by a helicopter company» Agusta Eiicotteri Meridional! (Italy)
under the supervision of INM (Rome) and LAPP (Annecy). The read-out system is developed,
built and tested by Princeton and Lyon. Thermal regulation and the monitoring system are the
responsibility of the Universities of Lausanne and Geneva respectively.
Figures 23 and 24 show the front and side view of the detector. Figure 25 shows a
schematic view of the barrel where the rails are placed and the preamplifier cards are
visible. Figure 26 shows the two cylinders of the barrel at the time when one of them was
finished and the other still in the construction stage. Figure 27 shows the energy resolution
measured in test beams. As can be seen, AE/E is less than 1% at E > 3 GeV, about 2% at
E = 1 GeV and about 5% at E = 100 MeV. The position resolution obtained is about 1 mm at
E > 10 GeV and 3 mm at I = 1 GeV.

2.5 ¥ertez Chamber (TIC)
TEC is the inner detector component. Its main goals are :
13

To measure lifetimes with a precision of 10~ s
To determine the charge of electrons better than 3 standard deviations up to 50 GeV
To measure charge multiplicity and reconstruct trajectories of charged particles to
match with those observed in other detector components
To distinguish between electrons and photons.
The construction of TIC is a collaboration between Aachen (Germany), CEKN, Ell (Switzerland), the University of Geneva, Zeuthen (DDR) and ETH (Zurich, Switzerland). The principle
of operation is based on the fact that each cell of the chamber has two sections : A wide
drift region (about 6 cm) and a narrow detection gap (about 3 mm) which are separated by a
fine grid.
In the drift region, a very low drift velocity is used (about 5u/ns) allowing the anode
and amplifiers to measure the spatial distribution of drift electrons as they cross the grid.
The signal is serially digitized by FLASH ADCs (100 MHz) and recorded, measuring the charge
on the anode as a function of the time of arrival.
The principle used by the TEG allows for reconstructing the origin of ionization by
measuring the centroid of charge collected on the anode. This gives a resolution on the
spatial position several times better than the conventional chambers, which measure drift
times defined by the rising edge of anode signals.
Figure 28 shows a schematic view of the chamber which has the following main characteristics :
Dimensions are 0.5 m radius x 1 n length
The chamber has two rings : the inner ring (9 cm radius) is segmented in 12 parts. The
outer ring is segmented in 2à parts. Each part has the drift region and the detection
region

r 176 Inside the chamber, there is the beryllium beam pipe
The outer part has a Z-detector with four cylindrical proportional chambers with cathode
strip readout, wires parallel to the beam, and plastic scintillating fibers for the
calibration of TEC
The support structure is made of two solid end-plates separated

by a honeycomb

structure.
Figures 29 and 30 show schematic side and cross-sectional views of the chamber. In
Fig. 30, the cathode wires, the drift region, the grid, the detection region and the anode
wires are visible. Related to the vertex chamber performances, TEC is designed to have a
spatial resolution of 3Qu-40p at 1 cm drift distance.

At the time of this school, the TEC is under construction. However, a prototype was
operated

in 1986, at PETRA, in the MARK-J experiment. This prototype can be seen in

Fig. 31. The resolution obtained is about 35 M with a double track resolution of 250 p (see
Fig. 32).
In addition to the major components of the L3 detector presented above, intensive work
is being carried out on the trigger, software preparation, tagging system, Monte Carlo
studies, installation planning etc...

3.

GOMCLPSIONS
The main goals, detection principles, technical solutions, components and features of

the L3 experiment have been briefly described. As one sees, such an experiment is only
possible through a very broad international collaboration. The cost, as shown on Fig. 33,
including investments and only a small part of personnel and manpower expenses, is high and
industrial participation important. In a way, an experiment of this type has the dimensions,
difficulties and degree of complexity similar to a new accelerator.
The installation of the experiment has now started in the experimental hall. By summer
1989, we will know if we were successful in building a modern tower of Babylon. Figure 34
shows some of the collaborators participating in the L3 experiment, a collaboration which
includes 440 scientists from 39 institutes belonging to 14 countries.

AaMOmPSBfESIg

I am indebted to Dr. Rykaczewski for helpful discussions and technical information on
the experiment.
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TECHNOLOGY AND INDUSTRIAL SPIN-OFF
FKOM FÂSTÎCLE ACCELERATORS
0. Barbalat
CERN, Geneva, Switzerland

ABSTRACT
The main systems constitutirg particle accelerators are briefly
outlined, namely particle

sources, accelerating

systems, magnets,

vacuum, power conversion, controls and bean? instrumentation with
extensive reference to CESN machines.

applications to research,

medicine and industry are reviewed.

1.

INTRODOCTION

When discussing

the issue of industrial or, more generally, technical spin-off from

scientific research one should rote that

although many present day devices such as

computers, television sets, video recorders, connunication satellites are not so much the
result of new fundamental scientific Insights, than of the techniques developed

for the

instruments necessary to conduct the research.
The practical benefits of particle physics,if any, are still very remote. However,
the requirements of the scientists who are unquestionably the driving
development of

Instruments

such as particle

force behind the

accelerators directly

lead to tangible

technical improvements and industrial spin-off.
A well-known example is the cathode-ray tube (CRT) which was invented at the end of
1

the last century to measure the charge and the mass of the electron ,
in

a

field which was not yet called particle physics but had the sane purpose of

understanding the structure of natter.
a

a basic experiment

modern particle

accelerator

Indeed a CRT has the same essential components as

: particle source (electron gun), accelerating structure

(electrodes), deflecting and focussing coils, vacuum, and a target constituted by the
screen;

to be

a useful device it has to be completed by a power conversion system to

transform the mains a.c. power into suitable d.c. and rançed voltages and by some
controls.

This experimental

apparatus has been to-day replicated by industry over a

billion tines for television and computer terminals.

The

analysis of the industrial

spin-off

from particle accelerators leads to the

distinction between three separate categories :
development of the

industrial

techniques necessary to build

scientific instruments required by scientists.

the front line
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industry of

"standard" particle accelerators for

research, medicine and industry,
application of

particle accelerators for indusTxial processes as specialized

machine tools»
In this paper, one will therefore review the main technologies used in large particle
accelerators, the applications of conmercial accelerators and the industrial processes in
which particle accelerators are used.
2. TECHNOLOGY OF PARTICLE ACCELERATORS
There

is a vast

literature describing

the various constituents of particle

accelerators and one will only mention here sons examples, mainly taken from CEEN machines
so that references can more easily be obtained, and sketch the technical evolution.
Attempting to give a conprehensive overview would go much beyond the scope of this paper.
The interested

reader can consult the proceedings of the various conferences organized
2

over the last twenty years by the IEEE in North America and now more recently
where

a

in Europe

first European Particle Accelerator Conference was organized in Borne in June

3

1988 . The following sections should be considered more

as an illustration than an

exhaustive survey even of the CEEN work.
The development of particle accelerator technology is largely governed and driven by
its prime use as an instrument for front-line particle physics research, with a constant
demand

for improved performance expressed in all the meaningful parameters : beam energy,

intensity, luminosity, duty cycle, but also reproducibility,
with

accuracy and availability

a permanent financial constraint due to the civilian and academic nature of the

discipline. These requirements have been reflected in the various coaponents of particle
accelerators and colliders.

2.1. Particle sources
The performance of

the ion source has a

direct influence on the yield of an

accelerator in terms of ultimate intensity and brilliance.
Depending on the application, the sources must meet a wide range of characteristics
4

and parameters .
To produce positrons for lepton colliders, high intensity linacs of several hundreds
5

of MeV are needed Marking at a high repetition rate (100 Hz for the LEP source) . High
currents

are also needed for process applications. Sources for electron cooling devices

must have a very good spatial uniformity and a

low momentum

8

spread .

Ion sources for

proton synchrotrons must be able to produce current in excess of 100 mA with pulse lengths
of over 100 ms as injection occurs over 15 to 20 turns to permit higher currents in the
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synchrotrons . To produce higher currents one is now using a duoplasnatron source rather
than an RF source as in the earlier days. Current can be traded against pulse
one uses H-

length if

ions which allow charge exchange by stripping and injection over a greater

number of turns. Performance of accelerators has also been improved by
repetition rate.

increasing the

In their early days proton synchrotrons had a cycle tine of several

seconds; though tills is still true for the main accelerating rings the injection boosters
have repetition rates of up to 10 Hz and the ion source has to follow.
Electron machines have even higher rates

(360 Hz

for the SLAC machine) and a

Continuous Electron Bean machine is under construction.
For sen» experiments, it is necessary to use a polarized beam. A high intensity
(here it is 100 pA) polarized ion source has been developed

8

at CEHN .

An appropriate

physics programme was not implemented at CERN but successful runs took place on other
accelerators (Argonne ZGS and Brookhaven AGS) while the Œ H N

source was used as jet

9

target .
h demand for the acceleration of ions has recently appeared for high energy machines.
In order to use efficiently the available linear injectors, and avoid later beam

loss by

charge exchange during acceleration, it is essential to use high charged states sources,
instead of the conventional PIG sources derived

from the

(vacuum) Penning

Ion Gauges

(hence their name).
The successful

ion runs achieved at CERN in 1986 and 1987

10

used oxygen and later

sulphur produced by electron cyclotron resonance (ECR) sources developed

11

in Grenoble .

The challenge of the coning years is to produce "intense" (one is here in the microampere
range) beams of heavier ions up to lead.
To complete the picture one should also mention the antiparticle sources. Positrons
and antiprotons are produced by converter targets in which electrons or protons interact
with a block of matter (usually a high malting point dense metal) capable of withstanding
the induced thermal and mechanical stresses. WxLle for positrons the conversion efficiency
3

6

is in the 10" range, for antiprotons it is 3 orders of magnitude lower (namely 10~ ).
antiproton source is therefore a complex system
strong pulsed focussing

devices

12

An

with a conversion target surrounded by
13

(magnetic horn, aluminium, lithium or plasma lenses )

collector and accumulation rings to obtain an adequate number of particles.
Applications of improved particle sources are numerous. For illustration one can for
instance mention welding with electron beams, cutting with plasma torches, manufacturing
more efficiently

semi-conductors by ion implantation (see Section 3) and treating cancer

patients more rapidly.
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These

systems are obviously the central part of any particle accelerator. A variety

of technical solutions are used and new ones are actively developed.
Low energy

accelerators

and preinjectors use d.c. electrostatic generators such as

the Qxteroft-Walton voltage multiplier set or the electrostatic belt: Van de Graff.
voltage

is

limited

to

a

the

few million volts (30 Ma¥ can be reached with multiple charge
14

exchange) but these devices are widely used for industrial applications . Higher energy
linear

and

circular machines use high frequency accelerating structures mostly tuned or

resonant cavities, but also travelling wave structures.
cyclotrons, operate

at

fixed

frequency.

Low energy machines, such as

Medium and higher energy machines require a

variable frequency and therefore a variable tuning during the accelerating

cycle.

this

tuning can either be achieved with a variable capacitance, the rotating condenser or Rotco
of the CERN synchrocyclotron, or by the variable inductance of suitably

excited

ferrites

in -the case of the PS Booster and Hie PS main ring and other lew energy machines , .
15

Whereas medium

16

energy machines with relatively small radius can reach high energies

with a moderate voltage gain per turn (around 200 kV in the CPS) since particles can make
a

large number of revolutions before reaching top energy , higher energy machines with

larger circumferences need much higher voltages. As the velocity variation is small
can use narrow-band

travelling-wave

electron machines one must compensate
increasing

or
by

synchrotron radiation. One

16

they

17

standing-wave structures , . Furthermore, in
additional

acceleration voltage

is therefore

led

the rapidly

to develop high-gradient

accelerating systems with the additional constraint of minimizing losses to keep the power
from

the mains

at a

resonable level. Good results have recently been obtained by the
18

development of superconducting RF cavities for L E P .
detail

at

This development was

covered in

19

a previous CAS session , but I would like to mention here that such a cavity

has now been successfully operated in the SPS providing a voltage of 9

MV

20

and was on

line for the first injection of positrons into LEP on July 12, 1988.

.«toother interesting

acceleration

system development is the RF quadrupole.

It is a

quadrupolar structure providing at the sane time acceleration, focussing and bunching and
well

adapted to very

low energies so as to replace the cumbersome Cockroft-Walton sets

tradiationally used

for preinjection

contribute

future in making ion accelerators ocsnpact and easy to use devices, in

in the

into

linear

accelerators.

They will

greatly

environments where skilled technicians are not always available, so as to spread the range
of

21

accelerator applications .

The same statement can be made with the progress achieved

with electron accelerators where more oonpact structures, and also more

economical

frcm

the power consurrtption point of view, are available. One should, in particular, mention
the power saver solutions developed at CERN for the LEP injector linac
23

main ring with spherical storage cavities .

22

and for

the LEP
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accelerator structures has also stimulated

the development by

Industry of more efficient klystrons to generate the necessary RF or microwave power
either on dc or pulsed notes

24

When reviewing the RF

25

and BF power amplifiers .

technology induced lay particle accelerators or» should also mention the distribution of RF
power

26

27

and the high voltage problems associated with power RF generation .

h

strong

stimulus

awareness that

for more advanced acceleration

system is now carting from the

large electron machines beyond LEP must be

prohibitive synchrotron

linear because of the

losses of circular machines, when trying to reach energies

approaching the TeV range, which is the next step required. teie will have to develop
highly compact and efficient accelerating schemes and a large research effort has now been
28

undertaken . These developments will certainly have important

spin-off

for improved

synchrotron radiation sources and free electron lassers which are potentially important
accelerator applications (see Section 3).
2.3. Magnets
The magnet constitutes the key concernent of circular accelerators. It is In general
the most expensive item, built once and for all it will live as long as the machine and
determine its ultimate performance. It is toerefore not surprising that so much effort
has gone into and is still being devoted to, inproving accelerator magnets. The magnets of
accelerators designed in the 1950's contained the function of bending and focussing. These
combined function magnets were therefore limited by the iron saturation in the pole tips
to peak fields of 1.2 to 1.4 T

2 9

on the central orbit. Separate function machines designed

in the late 1960's and the 1970's achieve fields of around

2

T

in the main bending

30

magnets .
For large electron machines, such as LEP, the field reguirenents are modest but one
must maintain the field quality and try to compensate this relaxed

specification by a

oorrespondirsg cost saving, which was achieved by the interspacing of the lamination by
31

concrete layers .
Accelerators

and beam transfer
33

32

lines require a large variety of magnet -types 34

35

dipoies for banding , quadrupoles for focussing , sextupoles for chromaticity control ,
octupoles for higher-order field correction or for curing Instabilities, fast deflecting
36

magnets also called kickers for beam injection or extraction ,
characterized

by

a thin conductor called a septum carrying a large current and designed

to create a large useful field inside their gap with a minimum
septum

37

separator magnets

stray field beyond the

so as not to perburb the circulating beam.

Superconductivity

is

bringing

a new generation of magnets with Increasing

38

performance . The Tevatron magnets have exceeded 4 Tesla, magnets for Hera will operate
in the

6.5

T

region, while 10 T are aimed at for the LHC whose first magnet model has

already successfully operated at 9 Tesla. I will not go in more details as a specialized
39

paper is foreseen in this session .
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and homogeneity over a large number of elements. These specifications have resulted in
improved products in the electrc-^nechanieal industry; more efficient electric motors for
instance.
2.4. Vacuum
5

Whereas a residual pressure of soie 10" Torr is sufficient for a television tube,
particle accelerators require vacuum in the 10- Torr range to avoid ion induced
instabilities at high intensities and to preserve beam quality. Higher vacuum (10" to
10-12 Torr) are required for storage rings, accumulators and colliders in which a team has
to te stored for many hours and even days without significant loss caused by scattering
with the residual gas* .
7

9

0

41

The subject will not be developed more here as a separate presentation is foreseen .
2.5. Bower converters
Particle accelerators and colliders and in particular (but no only) their magnet
systems present a number of stringent powering requirements.
Synchrotrons require the regular excitation of large magnetic systems in tines of the
order of a few seconds or even a fraction of a second.
In the 1950's and 1960's the pulsed power could not be taken directly from the mains
and large motor generator sets were used as flywheels .
Progress in reactive power
compensation and filtering -together with the access to the grid at the 400 W level
allowed in the 1970's direct pulsing from the mains, but one must nevertheless ensure an
accuracy and a reproducibility of the magnetic field in the 1 0 region .
42

-4

43

Colliders have even greater current stability and hence regulation requirements for
their power conversion system.

A large accelerator complex with its numerous beam transfer lines and its extensive
experimental areas requires a considerable number of accurate and efficient power supplies
with ratings ranging between a few kilowatts for corrective elements to megawatts for the
main magnets . Innovative techniques such as switched node , precision bipolar ,
resonant
or fast pulsing units have been developed and are gaining widespread use for
other applications.
44

17

45

46

48

ïhe powering of fast deflectors such as kicker magnets require megawatt pulses of a
few microseconds duration with rise-time in the nanosecond range, which entails suitable
pulse forming networks and fast high current switches which are used in all the pulsed
power field .
49
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Large accelerators have tens of thousands of corponents, accelerating units, magnets,
power supplies, vacuum punis and gauges, position, intensity or profile noiitors, timing
and sequencing

circuits, all of which must be accurately progransned, controlled and

synchronized over distances of several kilometres or even tens of kilometres in the case
of LEP.
The

information must be presented and displayed in a meaningful way to the engineers

and technicians who need means of accession to, and interaction with, the process.
The hard wiring of the first accelerators has given way to an extensive network of
process control computers
distribution

50

linked on the one side to the process via data acquisition and

links with more local intelligence to reduce the transmission requirements,

and on the other side to conçlex operator consoles.

The

latter were, in their time,

innovative man-machine interaction devices such as ccnputer backed knobs and touch screens
which have now been adopted in industrial environments, or original software developments
which were

51

later taken into ccamercial products . With the present development of

personnal concjuters and workstations the trend is to use ccnmsrcial hardware and customize
the software.

"The interest of the computer manufacturer for the camion development of

some of these applications demonstrates that there is an interest in other areas for the
solutions which will be engineered.

The connection to the ccnputer of the process to be controlled and of the elaborate
monitoring and diagnostics systems requires an extensive data acquisition and control
52

network. Expert systems are being developed to assist operation and diagnostics .

The control of

accelerators designed in a particle physics environment, which had

already faced similar problems, used solution like CAMAC, a modular data acquisition and
control

system.

3

CftMAt?

was later adopted in industry for power and processing plant

54

control .
2.7. Other technical systems and related engineering problems
Large particle accelerators and colliders require a variety of other technologies
such as :
Beam

instrumentation

and diagnostics to measure beam position, intensity,

transverse and longitudinal profiles, oscillations

and instabilities, losses,
55

... with high spatial and time resolution over a wide range of intensities .
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5Sbis

illustrates the range of technologies involved in this

field.

Subject

Technology
Mechanics & Vacuum

Ultrahigh Vacuum (UK/)
High precision
Bellows
Secondary ©Mission grids
Fast wire scanner without vibrât.
Mirrors for UV sychrotron light
Beam collimators
Feedxhroughs

High permeability
amorphous magnetic
material

l^fegnetic measurements

Atonic jet
(laser driven)
Low-noise amplifiers &
cryogenics applied to
front-end electronics

Schottky pick-ups

Mcro-channel detectors

Light amplification . For ultra
high vac. (bakeable at 300°C)

Surfaceraounteddevices

Bhabha card

Monolithic circuits

Optical auto-correlator

Low price (L.P.)
High performance (H.P.)
and/or radiation resis
tance (R.R.) components
or circuits

Radiation measurements
L.P., H.P., R.R. TV cameras
L.P., H.P. fast ADC
H.P.Pico-amperemeter
Position sensitive electron
multiplier (H.R., R.R.)
Double sided strip detector
for UHV
R.R. TV screens
H.P. low charge integrator
H.P. differential discriminator

Laser

Short pulse, high power

Picosecond analysis

Streak camera

Microwave

Wide-band amplifier (7 GHz) for
photo diode

Optical fibres

Directional coupler
Optical fibre ring

Beam imaging

Multi-channel PM analysis
CCD (Charged Coupled Device)anal.
Stxoboscopic reading of a CCD

«

i .

i

-,

i
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of a millimetre the accelerator

campements and the beam, lines over distances in tto kilometre and now t a s
kilometres range. 11» requirements have
instruments and methods
and

56

of

led to the development of original

which find applications in general

surveying, geodesy

large tunnel construction such as the Channel tunnel between France and

Britain.
57

For the antiproton collider one has developed>stochastic

and electron beam

58

cooling techniques which have in turn led to several technological requirements
59

and developments in particular in the microwave engineering field . A recent
application is radar for geological research, and archeological applications are
80

also envisaged .
ïhe construction of accelerator components requires a large variety of advanced
mechanical techniques. Recent exanples are for instance :
51

- the metallisation of ceramic vacuum chanters for magnetron sputtering ,
62

- composite tubes for experimental vacuum chanters of colliders ,
63

- niobium coating of copper for the production of superconducting EF cavities .
Superconducting magnets and RF cavities require sophisticated cryogenics systems.
The cryogenic system of the Fermilab Tevatron, consisting of

a

central heliwn

liquéfier coupled via liquid transfer lines to satellite refrigerators feeding
strings of magnets, is an example of the state of
superconducting

Existing

accelerators such as the Tevatron or machines in construction

like HERA operate with magnets at 4K.
planned CEKN Large Badron Collider
66

4

the art? .

To reach the field intensity of the
63

a

2K superfluid helium system is being

studied .

Classical colliders use superconducting focussing elements and the

associated

cryogenics such as cryostats and transfer lines

67

to achieve a small

beam size at the interaction point.

High voltage electric separators were used

in the earlier days of particle

physics to separate particles in secondary beams.
synchronous switches

69

are now

used

Similar devices

68

with

inside colliders to separate beams of

opposite polarities «ten collisions are not wanted, during the injection and
acceleration phases and in intersections not equiped with detectors so as to
avoid the beam-beam phenomena which reduce luminosity.
The design of a large collider involves a huge amount of elements. In the 27 km
long LEP tunnel one finds about 60'000 different components of various dimensions
70

ranging from some millimetres to kilometres and summarized in the table below .
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Accelerator

Nunber of diff.

Total nunber

components

of components

systems

120

40
40
30

5000

Vacuum

220

15240

accelerator support
Water cooling

100

5500

330

14900

Electrical distribution

110

13700

25

1700

10

780

905

57560

Civil ergineering
Magnets and RF
Beam instruiœntation

Transport (monorail)
Survey
Total

620

It is therefore not

suprising to realize that conçuter aided design is now an

essential design tool

for such a project and that the

logistics of its

71

installation is a major engineering undertaking .
Sons accelerator components, in particular the particle-antiparticle production
targets and the nearby equipment, become heavily

irradiated

in the course of

their operation and one requires sophisticated remote handling devices for their
7
2

maintenance and replacement .

3. aFPIJCàTIQNS OF PARTICLE JCCELERATORS
3.1. Research
Particle accelerators developed for research, initially in nuclear physics and later
in particle physics, have now
73

a variety of applications

in many other

fields of

74

research , ;
atomic physics to

study

for instance the mechanism of

atomic collisions,

ionization processes, electron amission by surfaces following

fast ion inpact,

ion interaction with solids, . ...,

73

7 4

astrophysics to understand the process of element synthesis (nucleosynthesis) in
stars

75

or the behaviour of the sun and other stars
77

mechanism of the solar cycle ,

76

and

in particular the

- 20â solid state physics, chemistry and biology research by using synchrotron
radiation, an intense tunable source of radiation in the X-ray range produced by
specially designed accelerators ,
7 8

controlled fusion research where neutralized accelerated ion beams are used to
heat plasmas towards ignition temperature . On should mantion here -that many of
the techniques used in accelerators (magnets, vacuum, pulsed power, ... ) are
needed in magnetic confinement devices, another approach to fusion, inertial
confinement, relies on either heavy ions or on laser light which to be intense
enough may have to be generated by an accelerator-driven, free electron laser .
Accelerator beams are also intensively used for material research related to
fusion and for fusion device diagnostics ,
79

80

91

82

83

trace elements can be analyzed by a variety of accelerator based techniques such
as :
73

8 4

® PIXE - Proton Induced X-ray Emission and ion induced X-ray emission
® Proton iocroprcbes
® Mass spectrometry of accelerated ions
and induced desorption mass
spectrometry (HfB) for non volatile materials , or secondary emission mass
spectrometry (SIMS) for trace impurities
® SIRIS - Sputter Initiated Resonance Ionisation Spectroscopy
® RBS - Rutherford Backscattering Spectroscopy with alpha particles and
heavier ions .
73

85

86

73

87

73

88

These techniques are not only used in research but for process Monitoring in
industry, semiconductor manufacture for instance.
In chemistry and biology, accelerator produced radiation, in particular
synchrotron light, makes it possible to obtain unique information on the chemical
stats (e.g. oxidation) of molecules, the chemical bonding in solids, gases and
adsorbed layers, structure of complex molecules and their dynamics, kinetics of
chemical reaction, nedhanlsms of catalytic action, etc.
Electron accelerators with energies up to a few MeV are used in radiation
chemistry studies, in particular to understand The molecular details of radiation
damage, but also to study the radiation-enhanced chemical reactions of the highly
active intermediate chemical states produced by the electron beam. Radiation
biology with accelerators has been mainly concerned with studies aiming at
understanding the molecular pathways of radiation damage, and with studies
related to cancer therapy. However, the study of biological molecules and
processes is also now benefitting from new investigation tools such as
synchrotron light .
89

- 205 In geology and mineral prospecting, nuclear reactions are extensively used to
determine the nature of the rocks %iien drilling holes in particular for oil and
90

gas essploration using neutrons for well logging .
The neutrons are generated by the bartoarâmant of a tritium target by a 100 to 150
ke¥ deuterium bean. Ocspact pulsed neutron generators which can be
wells

are new

lowered in
91

a coranon industrial product manufactured for the oil industry .

This technique is used for other types of mineral prospecting such as for uranium
92

or rare earths. Its advantage is that it allows to situ analysis .
3.2. ^Mectaef
Medical

3

applications of

accelerators fall into two broad categories; Radiation

therapy and medical diagnostics.
Radiation therapy
Approximately

84

25% of the population of developed countries will have to cope with

some form of cancer

in their lifetime and about one half of the cancer patients receive

radiation treatment.

The two nest ccnnion methods of administering radiation therapy are

by radioactive gairena sources

(cobalt-60) and by accelerators, Accelerators are more

versatile and can provide deeper penetration when necessary, itaxsrding to a census made by
the

IAEA, there were in 1976 more than 3000 radiotherapy installations in the world of

which 80% with Oobalt-60, 7% with betatrons and 11% with, electron linacs. however, if one
looks at the trends in the U.S., proportion of cobalt-60 units has decreased from 70% in
1974 to 44% in 1982; betatrons constitute only 3% of the total while there were then
nearly 700 electron linacs (500 below 10 MeV and 200 above 10 MeV constituting then 54%
95

of the U.S. radiotherapy installations .
Because of

their high penetration and biological effectiveness, neutrons are deemed

by their proponents to be more advantageous than conventional photon therapy in 20% of the
cases;

as there were no more than 25 neutron therapy facilities in the world in 1982

(compared to over 1000 electron linacs) it is likely that

there will be considerable

expansion of this technique. Neutrons are generated by the reaction of 250 keV deuterons
on a tritium target. Fluxes of 4x10° neutrons/second are necessary and target lifetimes
have been one of the major problems for achieving operational installations. It is also
96

envisaged to use cyclotron produced neutrons (40 MeV protons on a beryllium target) .
Pions, protons

and heavier ions offer the possibility of inproving the damage ratio
94

between malignant tumors and healthy tissues ,
achieve a highly

localized distribution»

9 7

. With heavy charged particles one can

The so-called Bragg peak (region of maximum

energy deposition) is only a few millimetres wide near the end of the range, which allows
a high dose to be

delivered with less damage to the overlaying tissues. The required

penetration deptiis makes it necessary to use machines capable of producing particles in
the several hundreds of MaV range.

Present installations have still an experimental

~ 206 character and are located near accelerators built for another purpose (SIN, LAMPF, TKIIMP,
Dubna,.. ) and dedicated -therapeutical

facilities are under design.

Gee should in
98

particular mention tore the European Light-Ion Medical Accelerator (EUKMà) proposal .
In contrast with radiotherapy proper,, which involves radiation dose delivery to a
large tissue volume by a large number of daily treatments delivered ewer
charged particle radio-surgery

is

a

several weeks,

treatment of a well defined target, generally an

intracranial lesion, with a narrow particle beam delivered in one or a
Results caiçaring

few fractions.

the effects of various ions in the 100 to 500 MeV range hawe been

99

reported .
Medical diagnostics
Radioisotopes

were

soon proved to give unique biochemical

and physiological

information when injected in living organisms. The possibility of external detection
offers

a non-invasive way to follow changes in the distribution of tagged atoms, observe

anomalies of metabolism (changes in blood flow, oxygen utilization, glucose metabolism) or
detect tutors.
Recently,

accelerator produced positron emitting radioisotopes have been found to

respond better to the needs of nuclear medicine than traditional gamma-emitting nuclides,
in particular the widely used technetium-99 (produced in nuclear reactors).
the annihilation radiation of positrons is easily detected and localized and has
given rise to the growing field of Positron Emission Tonography (PES').
interest

The

isotopes of

are carbon 11, nitrogen 13, oxygen 25 and fluorine 18. They are short lived and

can be injected into human beings without giving rise to high radiation doses.
The production of these positron emitters is achieved by cyclotrons accelerating
protons or deuterons in the 10 to 40 MeV range.

The short half-life of

these nuclei
1

requires them to be produced and utilized on the sane site by dedicated facilities °°.
Finally one

should mention the application of accelerator derived superconducting

magnets to the fastly growing field of NMR scanners which has become a powerful diagnostic
tool

superior

in many respects to X-rays. The availability of reliable and powerful

magnets with small energy requirements
decisive factor.

and an already proven technology has been a
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101

"Xbe present industrial

applications of particle accelerators fall under two broad

categories : ion implantation and radiation processing which have both undergone rapid
development in the past few years.
ikxordiog to

a

1984 estimate in the western world there were 150G ion-inplantation

accelerators and there ware increasing at an annual rate of 35%. Ion implantation consists
of

introducing ions of a specific type in a depth of a £Taction of a micron to change the

material properties of a base substance, the parameters which can be modified in this way
are among others, iSne electrical

coTâuctivity,

hardness, wear behaviour, friction

coefficient, resistance to corrosion, fatigue behaviour, adhesive properties, catalytic
behaviour.
By

far the

largest application today is the manufacture of semiconductor products

where ion implantation is progressively replacing
inplantation allot®

the

fabrication of

limited to low energy beams of

a

the ion.

diffusion process.

Ion

very ccnpact devices. The use was at first

few hundred keV produced by multi -stage voltage

multiplier machines. With the advent of more powerful electrostatic belt generators
operating like the tandem ion- accelerator with charge exchange, energies of 3 Ma¥ can be
reached with triply charged ions. It is then passible to achieve penetration depths
exceeding one micron and to modify the bulk properties of a device rather than only its
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surface behaviour .
Mcdification of mechanical properties by ion implantation has not yet reached a large
conmsrcial market but there are promising prospects such as in the medical field when the
life-time of artificial joints (knee, elbow,...) could be drastically inproved.
Improvements

in the power

level

and reliability of electron linear accelerators,

stimulated by their development for particle physics, have now made them
with alternative

sources of

oost-canpetitive

ionizing energy such as cofaalt-60 for applications such as

radiation processing.

For this purpose accelerators are more flexible and easier to use,

as they can easily be

turned off which is rot the case of radio-isotopes. Three hundred

operational industrial electron beam accelerators were already reported

in 1984
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They operate in the 5 to 10 MeV range with powers up to 200 kW.
The main applications are :
Sewage

and

sludge treatment, «here irradiation eliminates pathogenic germs and

allots the sludges to be used as fertilizers. Their use as ruminant animal feed
has

been demonstrated

chlorination

and the process is being found more effective than

for destroying eggs and larvae of parasites and viruses.

- 208 Food preservation, where radiation processing will allow the elimination of the
use of chemicals for preserving products such as neat, poultry,

fish, animal

feed, fruit and vegetables. The availability of this new

process

is

particularly timely as previously used chemicals are being prohibited for health
103

reasons .
Sterilisation of

disposable medical products such as syringes, operating room

gowns, gloves, bandages. Here again radiation processing

is being substituted

for chemicals, -which are now considered noxious»
Disinfection of biological

toxic waste from hospitals and other health care

facilities.
Treatment of flue gas to remove sulphur and nitrogen oxides. 'She electron beam is
used to excite these molecules so as to ease the conversion of

the oxides into

acids which are converted into more easily removable cotpounds.
Material processing. Electron beams will initiate polymerisation and iioprave the
adhesion of coatings; they improve the physical and thermal properties of the
polyethylene
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insulation of

electrical wires and cables .

Ion bambardnsnt

modifies in a 'useful way' the surface properties of sore metals.
Mechanical engineering development, in particular «rear studies.
Other evenraoreinteresting applications such as the degradation into sugar or liquid
fuels of the ceilulosic waste from the forest industry
like PCS

for which there are no

and detoxification of chemicals

substitutes, are not yet ccmnerciaiised, but their
104

feasilibity has been demonstrated in the laboratory . The disposal of radioactive waste
has also been contonplated but no practical scheme has bean reported so far.
The process applications described

so

far are based on radiation (gamma rays)

produced by electron accelerators. îfere recently the industrial

applications of heavy

ions have been investigated. The most advanced is the production of microporous membranes.
Nai-refleeting glasses and crystal coloration are also looked at. tte should also mention
that heavy-ion accelerated beams are used to simulate space conditions for testing the
1

7

electronic components of satellites ° .
However, trie industrial

application which may

in a

few years become the more

widespread at least for its economical and social impact could well be microlithography
78

with accelerator produced synchrotron radiation . The availability of intense narrow-band
X-ray beams will allow the manufacture of micro-chips with ten to

a hundred tines the

present component density and therefore induce, and make both practical and economical
many more potential computer applications in all the aspects of social life.
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O0NCUJSIONS
Particle accelerators are at the origin, of many present advanced technologies and

already Slave a variety of medical and industrial applications. However, if one makes an
attempt to

lock at their possible impact in the future, one could mention three areas

where accelerator technologies will probably have a major, if rot decisive, impact in the
next century ; energy, informatics and biology.
It is agreed that in the long run, mankind will have to give up the use of fossil
fuels, if only because of their unacceptable iiœact on the climate. Solar energy and
thermonuclear

fusion

(which is the

source of the sun power) are the only really major

known alternative energy resources. Whatever the road will finally prove to be, practical
(magnetic or inertia! confinement) accelerator derived technologies will play an essential
role
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, for the magnets themselves, but also to heat the plasma, to create the vacuum, to

produce the

laser or the ion beams which sd.il drive the inartial confinaient or maybe to

produce the muons which could catalyze the process
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and make its industrialization

possible. Superconducting coils could also be used to store electricity on a large scale
as well as superconducting cables for its lossless transport, Accelerators have also been
envisaged to transmute

long-term nuclear waste into shorter life-time isotopes so as to
11

solve one of the major enviroranental problems associated with nuclear energy °.
In the field of information technology, the use of synchrotron radiation will make it
possible to increase by several orders of magnitude the density of conpDnents and
therefore the number of electronic circuits on microchips, opening up the possibility of
distributed intelligence at negligible cost in any device or appliance.
Nuclear magnetic resonance,

which relies on the magnet technology initially

developed for accelerators, has the potential to make it possible to observe and monitor
111

in a non-invasive way the metabolic processes in living beings . It might permit the
detection at an early stage, and remedial action of organic disorders by

following the

metabolic pathways of key elements such as phosphorus or calciurp, or their compounds.
It is therefore quite conceivable that, in 50 years from now, son» of the various
technologies developed for high energy accelerators will have found uses as widespread as
the cathads-ray tube to-day.
•k

~k

&
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JOINT DEVELOPMENT OF ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENTATION
G. Bianchetti, E. Buchschacher, G. Dumont, P. Egger, B, Righini and R. Schweitzer
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ABSTRACT
Joint development of electronic instrumentation has been carried out
for many

years between

electronics

field.

CERN

A

recent

and European
example

of

firms

operating

a typical

in

development

the
is

described in detail.

L.

TMTRODUCTIQN

Joint development of electronic instrumentation has
between

CERN

and European

industry

been organised over many years

within a broad range of activities related to an

electronics pool of 40000 instruments.

The idea at the base of this joint development is

the conviction that a European research centre such as CERN should also perform the task
of bringing its own bricJc to the construction of a European industry facing hard competi
tion on the world markets.

At

a

crossroads between

a large

community

of users

and

a number of

industries

interested in the high energy physics electronics market, two main activities have been
introduced

at

CERN

to boost

the

collaboration

between

the

industrial world

and

the

research area: the quality test and the joint development of electronics instrumentation.
As is well known, quality testing is a well established procedure in industries where a
test team, directly responsible to the management, performs independent evaluations of
production samples.

Here, it has been performed during the last fifteen years as a

qualifying filter applied to units from various sources

(industry, m-house designers,

outside designers), which are proposed for standardization in the EP Division electronics
pool.

The positive

contribution

given by CERN to industry through the quality test

formed the basis for a further step in the collaboration, namely the joint development of
electronic instrumentation.

The role played by CERN in the joint development activity is the sharing of the
development tasks on an equal responsibility basis with the industrial designer. The mere
reproduction

of

CERN

developed

units, while playing

an

initial

educational

role

on

unexperienced firms, is avoided since it is not effective in qualifying them on a long
term basis.

Recent examples show that firms which were relying only on reproduction of

electronics rapidly became unsuccessful on the market.

On the other hand, those who had

profited by the collaboration with CERN to start research and development activities, are
now selling their products worldwide.

Designers from European manufacturers of electronics instrumentation can come to CERN
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to work on the common developments without time limitations, an equipped laboratory being
reserved for the purpose.

However, the units under development must be at their earliest

development stage when freedom still exists to adapt them to the requested specifications.
Manufacturers appreciate in the joint development the possibility of using sophisticated
and expensive

instruments, that they

sometimes cannot afford to buy, and the help of

qualified engineers to facilitate the project completion, with evident gain of time and
money.

CERN advantages consist in following the project from the very beginning, with the

possibility of influencing it when it is cheaper and easier to do so.
way,

a

complete

infrastructure

has been

set-up; consultation

with

Moreover, in this
the users, market

research, joint development, quality control and maintenance supervision allowing CERN to
follow the instrument during its whole lifetime.

Joint developments include fast electronics in NIM and CAMAC standards (CAEN, Italy),
high and low voltage supplies (NOVELEC, France - CAEN), crates for NIM, CAMAC, FASTBUS,
and more recently VMEbus modules (GRENSON, U.K. -

WES, WIEHER, Germany - PULSAR, Italy -

OSL, France).

On occasion the joint development was started in order to introduce a manufacturer to
a market where he was not previously active: this was the case for a multichannel pulse
height analyser in NIM (SILENA, Italy), of a programmable logic unit (CAEN, Italy) and of
switching power supplies.

In this last case CERN started a pioneering action to help

European

enter

manufacturers

to

a market

dominated

by

non-European

firms.

Before

starting the project, the possibility to use switching^ supplies for CAMAC instrumentation
was carefully evaluated and an exhaustive series of tests performed to determine if their
particular type of noise was acceptable.
standard

in the electronics pool,

supplies was not acceptable.

It was found that for some of the CAMAC units

the noise spectrum generated by existing

switching

However, if the necessary precautions were taken from the

beginning of the modules' development, the switching supplies could be used.

With this conclusion in mind a complete specification for two types of switching
supplies

(750 W

and

1000 W) was prepared

at CERN

and a tender offered.

development was performed with the firms winner of the tender adjudication.
supplies currently equip the standard CAMAC crates of the electronics pool.

The

joint

Switching
One of the

manufacturers (WIENER, Germany) mentioned to CERN that his jointly developed CAMAC unit,
mounted in a different cabinet, was now sold to many other clients.

2.

JOINT DEVELOPMENT OF FASTBUS CRATES

The decision taken by many experimental groups to use FASTBUS[1] at LEP and at other
accelerators, justified

the development

electronics pool.

The procedure followed was:

Pre-specification writing

of

a common

crate

to become

standard

in the
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Discussion with users
Discussion with manufacturers
-

Final specification
Tender
Adjudication
Ordering
Joint Development

-

Prototype approval

-

Production Testing

-

Maintenance Contract.

The collaboration with manufacturers started at a very early stage, by openly
discussing a preliminary specificationl2] with each of them.

Many interesting remarks

were collected which, integrated with suggestions made by potential users, were introduced
in a refined version of the specification.
-

Its n a m features are the following:

380 ¥ ± 10%, triphasé a.c. input
Switching power supply, modular to comply with different current/voltage requirements

-

+5 ¥ - 200 A

-

-5.2 V - 300 A

-

±15 ¥ - 20 A

-

Regulation 0.5% for 100% load change and ±10% a.c. mains variations

-

Stability 0.1% +5 m¥ on 8 hours operation

-

Maximum inrush current 10 A peak

-

Temperature range 0°C to 50°C at 100% rated power

-

Temperature coefficient < 2.10^*/°C

-

Efficiency > "?o%

- Maximum Power 2.5 kW
-

Turn-on settling time 100 ms

-

Over-current, over-voltage, reverse bias protection, over-temperature trip

-

Global trip-off
Fan-failure protection

-

PARD (Periodic And Random Deviation): 50 mV p.p., 15 m¥ rms

- Monitoring and control.
A large number of units per experiment (130 in ALEPH, 200 in DELPHI) was foreseen.
The load on the experiment's a.c. mains was one of the main parameters to take into
account.

In order to obtain a balanced load distribution, it was decided to use a

triphasé input, a new achievement for this category of power supplies.

The power supply

had to be of the switching type, because of weight and efficiency considerations.
The weight of this 2.5 kW switching unit is 30 kg, a series regulated unit would
weigh twice as much.

On the other hand, to deliver 2.5 kW at 70% efficiency, 3.3 kW are

drawn from the mains.

Since the switching supply efficiency is practically the double of
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conventional units, the approximate gain for an experiment equipped with 200 crates is
(200 • 3.6) kW = 0.72 MW, a power saving of prime importance in determining size and cost
of the experiment's main transformer.

The crate was divided into three main units as shown in Fig. 1. The power supply had
to be easily extractable from the rear of the bin.
fans

together

with

the control, monitoring

extractable from the front in an easy way.
produced.

A fan tray containing the cooling

and protection

electronics

had to be

Figure 2 shows a typical crate as it is now

A tender, based on the specification, was prepared and two manufacturers were

FASTBUS

BIN

2.5kW
POWER
SUPPLY

PAH

TRAY

P6832
F6853

F6831

2.5kW FASTBUS CRATE - TYPE F6852
Fig. 1. FASTBUS crate main parts

Fig. 2. A. FASTBUS crate showing the supply and the fan-tray cabinets partially extracted
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chosen for the power supply to ensure competition and avoid a monopoly situation.

The

mechanics and the bin with the fan tray were attributed to various manufacturers.

The

complete list of agreed manufacturers is:

-

WIENER, 5093 Burscheid 2, Germany; Complete crate

-

WES Crates GmbH, 2398 Harrislee, Germany; Complete crate

-

PULSAR, Via de Bernardi 12, 00012 Guidonia Roma, Italy; Bin and fan tray

-

PHOTOCHEMIE AG, 6314 Unterâgeri, Switzerland; Backplane

-

HAUSERMANN Co, 3571, Gars am Kamp, Austria; Backplane

-

MULTICONTACT AG, 4123 Allschwill 1, Basel, Switzerland; High current interconnec
tions
OSL, 06510 Carros, France; Crate mechanics.

The joint development of the power supply and the control electronics contained in
the fan

tray

months.

During that period one of the manufacturers selected at the tender opening was

able

complete,

to

started

when

together

the orders were placed

with

CERN,

the

and

development

lasted

of

for approximately

the

supply.

The

eight

second

manufacturer retired from the competition but, fortunately, a third showed his interest in
the project so that the possibility of having two different sources was kept.

In the same

period it was possible to give a final touch to the general specification[3] where some
parameters were modified or added taking into account the experience gained in the joint
development. It would take too long to go through the many steps of the development, so
only

two

described.

examples

of

main

mechanical

and

electronic

problems

encountered

will

be

A complete documentation of the joint development is available at CERN to

anyone interested.

Fig. 3.

High current bar and fork connection
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The choice of making the power supply easily extractable from the rear of the crate
was already greatly appreciated by users of NIM and CAMAC units developed at CERN.

It

allows the user to replace the supply, without touching the crate front end, where 25
modules are located, connected to each other and to the rest of the experiment by a large
number of cables.

Unfortunately no connecting device was existing at the start of the

development to match the high current rates (up to 300 A) needed by FASTBUS crates.
development was started at CERN to solve this problem[4].
forks and bars shown in Fig. 3.

The result was the system of

In the crate the bars are directly mounted on the rear of

the backplane and the forks on the power supply.
400 A.

A

The connection can withstand up to

At 300 A its temperature is lower than 32°C for an ambient temperature of 26°C,

the voltage drop is 5 mV.

Of the many problems encountered during the development, the behaviour of the power
supplies'

input circuitry

gave the most anxiety.

connecting the unit to the m a m s

Occasionally

input fuses blew when

and also caused the tripping of the laboratory

breaker, rated at 10 A as on LEP experiments.
the fault, this was done at CERN.

mams

Since the manufacturer was unable to trace

It was only by using one of the fastest and most

sophisticated digital oscilloscopes (LeCroy 9400) that a fast current transient exceeding
40 A, was detected.

The transient was probably due to the large current inrush to the

discharged input-filter capacitors.

Therefore, to avoid high surge currents at switch-on,

a zero crossing device, able to time the power supply to the sine wave zero value, was
imposed by CERN.

At a somewhat later stage of the development, at the construction of the fifth proto
type, the input thyristors were occasionally damaged at switch-on
of

undefined state at switch-on.
the

Again, with the help

the fast digital oscilloscope, it was found that the input thyristors were

thynstor

together

with

By carefully
the

in an

studying the input circuit it appeared that

stray capacitances behaved

for a short while

like a

voltage multiplier causing short, high voltage spikes ranging from 1 to 2 kV [voltage peak
value: (380 • V

2

* 2 or 3)V].

This fault was cured by using thyristors rated at a higher

breakdown voltage.

CERN also contributed to the development of items such as the mechanical parts [5,
6 ] , the backplane [7], and the crate monitoring, control and protection electronics [8].
The FASTBUS crates have been in production since springtime 1987 and are used in many
CERN experiments and research institutes in Europe.

The approximate number of units sold

is 450 for a total price of about 6 MSF.

The

joint

development

of

the

FASTBUS

supply

quickly

gave

rise

to

a

series of

commercial units that are sold to customers in a much wider market than just high energy
physics.

In fact, as on previous occasions, one of the manufacturers was able to make a

successful tender to a large firm in his own country by offering units based on the module
jointly developed with CERN.

This application is shown in Figs. 4 and 5: an open FASTBUS

power supply with one of the modules sitting nearby and the Wiener PL 500 supply series
based on the same module.
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Fig. 4.

The modular FASTBUS power supply: one of the modules has been extracted

Fig. 5. A commercial unit based on the same module as jointly developed for the FASTBUS
supply by CERN and Wiener (Germany).
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INDUSTRY AND THE ACCELERATOR VACUUM FIELD:
A LONG TRADITION OF SUCCESSFUL COLLABORATION
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CERN, Geneva, Switzerland

ABSTRACT
Accelerators

have

always

provided

challenging

applications

for

vacuum science and technology. Because of their size, they have been
an

important

partner

for industrial

firms,

technological innovations, often through
accelerator
pressures
systems

laboratories.
and/or

inspiring

close

specific

collaboration

with

Due to the requirements of extremely low

exceptionally

high

reliability

in very

large

as well as a much deeper understanding of particle-surface

interactivity, accelerator

projects

have

created

challenges

for

physicists and engineers both in industry and in the laboratories. A
general review of the historical evolution
accelerators

is presented,

with

of vacuum

emphasis

systems

for

on industry/laboratory

collaboration

1.

INTRODUCTION AND A BRIEF HISTORICAL NOTE
Although

the history of vacuum science is closely tied to the development of science

as a whole and in particular physics (the first "vacuum mania" appeared in

the mid 17th

Century, when Avogadro, Mariotte and others were working on the fundamental law of gases),
major technological breakthroughs followed the development of light bulbs

and

tubes

innovations and

in the first

part

of this

century

[1]. However,

the many

applications of vacuum technology during this period remained confined to the
scale

and seldom

reached

the industrial level

electronic
laboratory

More stimulus came in the 50s, with the

construction of the first large space simulation chambers and particle accelerators [2-4]
The

engineering

of such

both for prototype
relations

through

direct

Tenders" based on precise
performance,

cost

large projects required and promoted industrial participation,

development

and during

partnership
technical

reductions

Often the special requirements

construction

The development

of

strong

or via large competitive "International Calls for

specifications,

brought

about

rapid

progress

in

and the availability of a wide range of vacuum components
of

large

projects

such

as accelerators

(see Fig. 1)

influenced technical progress

Nowadays,

although accelerators are still important partners for a mature and power

ful industry, the numerous new applications of vacuum science

and technology

in micro

electronics, thin films and vacuum surface treatments, etc are now setting the pace. This
new trend is reflected in the distribution of papers and contributions
conferences

at

international
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M

Ù

Fig. 1 Example of a small, but modern, UHV system
The CERN LEAR Antiproton Ring

2

THE "CLEAN" VACUUM . THE ACCELERATED PARTICLE/RESIDUAL GAS PROBLEM

2 1 A residual gas mainly composed of hydrogen
Particles

in an accelerator circulate near the velocity of light for periods varying

from a second or less
Travelling

over

(synchrotrons)

to

a

few

hours

if

not

days

(storage

extraordinarily large distances, the probabilities of encountering a gas

molecule can be high. Usually the gas pressure and composition is chosen

such

-G

can

be

rings)

tolerated,

ranging

from

10

that

this

-12

mbar

(synchrotrons) down to 10

rings). The particle-gas molecule encounter can be classified in

various

mbar (storage
categories,

as

shown in Table 1 [5,6]
The

dominant

limiting

mechanism governing the choice of the residual pressure, and

thus the type of vacuum system, may vary depending on the type of particle
energy.

molecule, the stronger the disturbing effect
one

and

operating

However a general rule is that the higher the atomic number Z of the residual gas
Therefore, the residual

gas

composition

-

aims at low Z species such as hydrogen - can be more important than the true absolute

real pressure

Similar considerations apply to plasma

fusion

species may have an unwanted cooling effect on the plasma [7].

devices,

where

heavy

gas

- 229 Table 1

Particle lifetime (x) dependence on pressure (P), atomic (Z) and mass (A)
numbers of the gas molecule for various interactions [AE energy acceptance
of the machine, W = ln(AE/E) E- energy, p momentum, p = v/c, 3 • maximum
scattering angle permissible].

Particle residual gas interaction

scaling of T

1

(a) Single bremstrahlung (photons>AE;

1
p

Z(Z+1) W

particle loss)

(b) Continuous bremstrahlung (photons

AE/E
Z(Z+1)

<AE; energy loss)

(c) Excitation of gas molecules (>AE;
particle loss)

(d) Excitation of gas molecules (<AE,
energy loss)

(e) Single Coulomb scattering (9>0
particle loss)

(f) Multiple Coulomb scattering (8<6
blow-up)

1
P

Unimportant

AE
Z

1
P

Unimportant

(V-H

Dominant in low energy
e e" machines (EPA) and in
proton/antiproton rings

/EVI

Unimportant in e e machines
Important in other rings
with no damping or cooling

p

/

1

3

(A ' )

With

the design

-(<V)
\

of

accelerators

Unimportant

1
P

(g) Nuclear scattering (particle loss)

particle loss)

1
p

Unimportant

1

Dominant for heavy ions (of
charge state q, n<1, -12<1
<-6, m>2)

z » /p
1

and fusion devices starting in the early 50s, a

strong technology move aimed to achieve "clean" vacuum,
large

systems

Dominant in high energy
e*/e machines (LEP)

AE
Z

[z\

(h) Charge exchange (capture and/or loss;

Remarks

i e

free

of

in

: the limit pressures of oil and mercury diffusion pumps were pushed lower

with the use of several pumping stages and traps (copper, water cooled,
nitrogen

hydrocarbons,
and then

liquid

traps). Early accelerators such as the Berkeley Bevatron, the CERN 50 MeV L m a c ,

the 28 GeV Proton Synchroton (PS), the Brookhaven 33 GeV Proton Synchrotron (AGS) were all
equipped

with large numbers of oil or mercury diffusion pumps [8] Tighter specifications

for even cleaner vacuum systems came with the advent of the first
ISR

at CERN,

storage

rings

(CESAR,

ACO at Orsay, AD0NE at Frascati), with a swing towards turbo-molecular and

sputter ion pumps to replace diffusion pumps

During this period (1960-1970), accelerators

played a vital role in speeding up this evolution

For instance, the first large series of

commercial European turboputttps were installed on the DESY Synchrotron and the CERN PS and
ISR

machines

[9], These

pumps

had been

developed along the lines of the accelerator

specifications, with particularly tight constraints concerning performance, resistance

to

radiation, and reliability.

Turbopumps

had initially

rather

low compression ratios (an important parameter to

avoid hydrocarbon backstreammg into the clean system) and modest
flow

rate,

usually expressed in mbar x liter/sec)

gas throughputs

(mass

Tremendous progress has been achieved

during the last 30 years in performance and reliability at steadily decreasing prices and
accelerators have certainly contributed to this evolution
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Nowadays, turbopumps have taken over from diffusion pumps for most applications.
The

same

is

true

for

sputter

ion

pumps,

which

have become the work horse for

accelerators, requiring little or no maintenance, being purely static
infinite lifetime at normal pressures (10"
Ion

and

having

nearly

mbar and below).

pumps initially had difficulties in pumping rare gases such as helium and argon.

Continous

pressure

from

accelerator

specialists

pushed

industry

towards

improved

performance : triode pumps, differential diodes. One very recent example is the triode ion
pump developed by industry upon the tight rare-gas pumping specifications issued
LEP

(27km)

storage

ring

for

the

at present under construction at CERN [10]. Prior to this, the

differential diode pump used on the SPS had

been

specially

developed

by

industry

for

robustness at sustained high pressures.

2 2

"Clean" surfaces ("No" surface contamination)
In a well-pumped high vacuum system, the m a m source of gas can be thermal desorption

from the bulk of the materials (usually only hydrogen if the materials are
or

surface

well

chosen),

desorption (water if unbaked in situ, hydrocarbons and other heavy species if

dirty).
Although

low

bulk

outgassing

has

its

value

(we

will

discuss this in the next

paragraph), surface cleanliness is of great importance in accelerators
reason

already

discussed

Firstly

the

high Z gas species in the residual gas are not welcome. High

voltage parts or RF structures may be limited in performance (breakdowns,
when

for

the surfaces are covered with hydrocarbons or contamination

multipactoring)

Furthermore, mechanisms

other than thermal desorption induced by the circulating beam can limit the performance of
the machines

In

this

category,

two

severely

limiting

phenomena

have

triggered

extensive

developments in large scale surface cleaning processes. The first one concerned the famous
pressure

bump

instability

which

limited the particle beam intensity stored in the CERN

Intersecting proton Storage Ring (ISR) [11]. Positive ions from ionization of the residual
gas

were repelled onto the vacuum chamber walls by the space charge of the intense proton

beam, causing enhanced gas desorption from the surfaces.
generating,

the

increased

gas

The

mechanism

was

solved

desorption

through
studies

optimization,

extensive
on

research

surfaces

glow-discharge

and

cleaned

cleaning

by

development
various

pretreatments

high temperature (950') vacuum firing, etc.[12-14].
particle

self-

pressure causing more ions to bombard the surfaces, thus

releasing more gas, and so on , resulting eventually in the loss of the beam
was

also

in

electron

treatments

The

problem

and ion-induced

• chemical

cleaning

using an argon/oxygen gas mixture,

The

resulting

intense

activity

in

- surface interaction studies has certainly resulted in greater understanding of

the physical phenomena involved,
techniques to other fields

and

has

extended

the

range

of

application

of

the

plasma fusion devices, thin films and micro-electronics vacuum

systems, etc.[7] Much of what was thus learned was also useful

in

partially

solving

a

- 234 synchrotron light-induced outgassing. More recently and with the advent of LEP, the use of
NEG ribbons received a major boost (see Fig. 3 ) . Although NEG devices had been applied for
30 years to evacuate small systems such as electronic lamps and
considerable

extension

CRTs,

represents

a

of their range of application. This is without doubt a remarkable

example of significant accelerator influence on vacuum technology,
close

LEP

where

in

addition

a

collaboration between industry and the laboratory has led to a better understanding

of the underlying physical pumping process, and improved performance [23].

Fig. 3

4.

Cross section of the LEP vacuum chamber

THE SIZE AND THE RELIABILIT? PROBLEM: THE OPERATIONAL COST
Accelerators (a few hundred meters to several kms long) incorporate a large number of

vacuum chambers and components for beam control and observation, pumps and gauges, valves,
etc., which

must

be

highly

reliable

to

minimize operation and maintenance costs, but

nevertheless easily replaceable to facilitate upgrades. We have already covered the impact
of

minimum

maintenance

and

high

reliability

requirements

for

accelerators

development and choice of pumps. Effective solutions are probably more important

on

the

for

the

problem of real or virtual leak prevention in large and complex systems, where it can take
several hours to pinpoint and repair a single fault. In

this

formidable

looking for high reliability. For

test

benches

for

industrial

instance, for demountable joints, where
history

of

vacuum

systems,

innovations

numerous

accelerators

solutions and make them universally accepted.

have

developments
helped

respect,
have

accelerators

been

made

in

are
the

identify the best most reliable
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Once

the

basic

vacuum envelopes.
influencing

materials

Vacuum

have

chambers

and

been

properly selected, they have to be housed in

tanks

do

in

directly the quality of a vacuum system

fact

elaborated in collaboration with industry to ensure the best
These

include

for

instance

represent

essential

possible

vacuum

accelerator

integrity

refinements in production techniques such as metal forming,

aluminium extrusion, and welding (TIG, electron and laser beam welding).
tight

items

Special construction rules have been

specifications,

Confronted

with

firms have often extended their knowhow and skills in

new technologies and construction of delicate components

Tailor-made

bakeout

hardware and control processes, representing a sizeable part of

the cost of baked vacuum systems, have also found use in industry

(heating

jackets

with

insulation, electronic thermocouple controlled devices of several hundreds channels, water
heating in LEP, etc.)
3.1

Lumped high vacuum pumps and distributed pumping
It

has

already

been

shown

that one way of solving the limited conductance vacuum

problem is to reduce the pump spacing, or even better, distribute

continuously

the

pump

along the vacuum chamber
Simply

reducing

the

pump spacing is effective (despite

the

complication

of

the

vacuum chamber) only if cheap and efficient pumps are available
Thus

much

effort has been invested both by accelerator specialists and industry, an

example being the development
flashed

titanium

sublimation

and

extension

getter

through

pumps, now

careful

used

optimization

studies

of

in quantity for UHV systems for

accelerators (more than 1200 at CERN's SPS, AA and LEAR).
Sublimators designed under CERN specifications are offered by industry, incorporating
technical innovations such as an electrode for temperature control [21].
For

some

specific

applications

where

high

gas

throughputs

tailor-made pumps with Non-Evaporable Getters (NEG) were designed in
industry

[22]. Prior

to

were needed in UHV,
close

contact

with

this and for the same type of application, extremely low limit

-13

pressure (10
art

mbar) high-speed pumps were developed which represented the state

of

the

in liquid helium cryogenic pumping. Finally, more recent designs saw other relatively

large scale applications of cryopumping

in

accelerators

using

modern

closed

-

cycle

cryogenerators, cooling charcoal bonded cryopanels developed by industry (CERN - ACOL).
However,

m

their

continous

search to solve their limited conductance problems in

machines with high linear gas load, accelerator specialists
methods.

An

Much effort went into the design and development of diode
guiding

had

to

find

new

ways

and

obvious and ideal one is to have distributed pumping along the beam channel.

magnetic

sputter

ion

pumps

using

the

field of electron-positron storage rings, machines which are plagued by

- 232 The

compromise

is

usually

based

on

economics (see Fig. 2)

However, the special

importance of outgassmg for accelerators has triggered significant developments to reduce
outgassing in materials, used in vacuum technology.
Spectacular

progress

has

been achieved over the past 30 years in understanding the

importance of the choice and specifications of materials
the

most

popular

material

for

vacuum

For instance,

product

for

UHV

use

There

steel,

chambers, is now widely specified with exacting

characteristics in terms of Austenitic micro-structure, high purity
final

stainless

and

integrity

as

a

also, the ISR machine at CERN paved the way through

extensive work to the almost universally accepted accelerator practice of selecting steels
of second fusion with extremely low levels of inclusions, of the common series AISI 304L 316L - 316LN

The last type used particularly in UHV systems at CERN, as yet finds

use

UHV

outside

and

some

chemical

little

process industries. However, developed under tight

specifications, it is often promoted by industry on the basis of its high quality for UHV.
Together

with

the

surface

cleaning

processes already covered, high temperature vacuum

firing in special furnaces is now commonly used [18] Although
last

process

has

been

of

this

and

technological

progress

has

led

to

spectacular

in reducing thermal outgassing of large stainless steel systems; 30 years ago one

was designing systems on typical values of 10"
two

development

done in laboratories, industry has helped to promote large scale

practicability. All this physical
results

the

orders

of

mbar 1/sec"

cm"

Similar

mbar 1 sec"

magnitude on unbaked systems, at 10"

cm" . Today one

mbar 1 sec"

cm"

has

gained

(less than 10"

on baked systems)

examples

are

found

in

a

very

declared "good for vacuum service" after much

large
testing

range of materials which have been
and

development

work

(ferrites,

ceramics, aluminium, alloys, certain plastics, etc.).
Many

of the technological developments involved (and still do involve) collaboration

with industry and research laboratories (tribology in vacuum
stable

highly

resistive

layers,

feedthroughs,

with

plastics ..)

low

outgassing

[19],

Vacuum applicability now

forms a specialized branch of accelerator engineering.
Despite

the

impressive

results obtained in the selection of materials, in cleaning

and pretreatment processes and in engineering techniques,
still

lower

pressures

implied

that

large

a

accelerator

parallel

evolution

towards

vacuum systems had to be baked

routinely in situ at temperatures of up to 350"C (ISR, AA & LEAR, LEP at CERN). The impact
of

this

new

and

severe

requirement

on

vacuum

technology

and

engineering

is also

considerable; not only alternative material and components had to be selected, new joining
techniques

invented

severe and specialized
problems

under

or

their

use

extended,

Here also industry

often

but the rules of construction became more
has

provided

specification pressure - and market scope

1

the

solutions

to

many

- : high temperature brazed or

soldered ceramic-metal joints, metallic demountable joints and all metal valves (See § 3 ) ,
use

of low outgassing plastics like polyimides or PTFE, mechanisms such as flex and hinge

pivots, high frequency
etc.[20].

(up

to

8

GHz)

cables

and

feedthroughs,

ceramics,

ferrites,

- 231 second severe vacuum problem in electron-positron storage rings such as LEP, where intense
electromagnetic radiation (synchrotron radiation) strikes the vacuum chamber wall with
energy

of

up to a few kV per meter, causing gas release through a combined photoelectric

and electron-induced surface desorption mechanism. This called for
techniques
layers

an

new

surface

cleaning

and recipes involving in particular chemical etching to remove or reduce oxide

and

contamination,

and

which

are

likely

to

become

useful

also

for

other

applications. [15,16]

3.

THE CONDUCTANCE-LIMITED SYSTEM : A SPECIFIC PROBLEM TO ACCELERATORS
Among

the

various

devices

involving

large scale vacuum systems (space simulation

chambers, fusion machines), accelerators are special in that they are conductance limited.
Vacuum

chambers have a small cross section, typically 5 to 20 cm diameter, and may extend

over tens of kilometers (LEP . 27

kms). With

a

few

rather

recent

exceptions,

accelerators have lumped vacuum systems with pump spacings of typically 3 to 6 meters
pressure distribution has normally a parabolic shape with minima at

the

pump

most
The

locations,

and the average pressure seen by the beam is :
P = P
0

where

P

Q
+ -

Q
+

S

12C

and S are the limit pressure and pumping speed of the pump, C the conductance of

the pipe between pumps and Q the quantity of gas released per period. From this expression
one

sees

immediately that, with pumps necessarily limited in performance and size, there

are two ways to achieve low pressures :
l)

reduce the pump spacing and/or

li)

reduce outgassing.
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Fig. 2

Example of decreasing pump efficiency with increasing
pump spacing in one scenario for LEP [17]
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years

ago, elastomer seals of the "0" ring type were still of commun use in

all vacuum systems

Due to their limited lifetime

joints

high work load on vacuum specialists in order to maintain the required

imposed

a

system's high reliability
selecting

radiation

and leak

tightness,

and sensitivity
despite

to radiation,

the useful

progress

these

made

in

resistant materials (for instance EPR: Ethylene, Propylene, Rubber)

For this reason, accelerators gave a

strong

stimulus

to the development

of

reliable

all-metal demountable joints by industry.

Worth

mentioning

are of course the proprietary VARIAN Confiât and Wheeler types for

which numerous useful improvements have come from accelerator laboratories [24], and the
CEFILAC

proprietary

HELICOFLEX diamond

accelerator applications
specialists

have

and of their

contributed

seal

Because

relatively

significantly

of

large

the

exacting

markets,

demands of

accelerator

to the normalization

of

vacuum

flanges and

demountable joints (ISO and PNEUROP).
Similar

considerations

apply to valves, another type of important hardware, used to

isolate portions of large systems and mechanical pumps from

an evacuated

chamber.

Here

too, technological innovations and useful solutions have been found in industry, following
the initial tight specifications and subsequent feedback with accelerator specialists. In
particular

the

development

of all-metal

valves

is closely

linked

to increasing

requirements for cleanliness and reliability.

5.

VACUUM INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROLS. THE FOOLPROOF. EASY TO OPERATE. SYSTEM
The production of the extremely low pressures for accelerator vacuum pipes also needs

methods to measure pressure in a reliable and economical way. (Here
characteristic
devices)
Penning

for pumps - exceptionally

large

limited

conductance

numbers

of monitoring

As for pumps also, most innovations based on physical principles

(thermocouple,

cold

demands - as

cathodes, ionization hot cathode gauges, magnetrons and quadrupole residual

gas analysers) took place prior to the advent of large accelerator vacuum systems
However,

for the reasons

already covered, accelerator specifications nevertheless

have had a strong influence on the evolution of industrial
and qualitatively

products

both

quantitatively

Worth mentioning are : combined Pirani-Pennmg fully integrated control

units with extended pressure range (SPS - LPI at CERN), modulated Bayard-Alpert ionization
gauges

capable of measuring reliably 10"

with industry), and quadrupole
outgassing

characteristics

residual

(ISR).

mbar (ISR - developed at CERN in collaboration
gas analysers

Similar

arguments

of high
apply

supplies (gauges, pumps), for which the basic

development

laboratories

over

with

industrial

firms

taking

collaboration extends beyond the usual vacuum
electronic subcontractors.

for

sector,

work

sensitivity

and low

also to instrumental power
is still

performed

in

large scale production. Here the

to include

more

general-purpose

- 236 Finally

one important control aspect should not be forgotten

complexity due to
processes

their

compared

to

size,

amount

of

equipment

and

the

With greatly increased
sophisticated

pump-down

small laboratory systems, accelerators have accentuated the trend

towards more automation, fail-safe interlocking and computer control, with industry taking
a large responsibility for these developments [25].
6.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE TRENDS
It

is

not

easy

to define criteria to measure the impact of accelerators on vacuum

technology and industry and vice versa : fundamental
guidelines?

other

breakthroughs?

applications in other field of sciences?

turnover?

evolution

Accelerators are universally

recognized as special partners for industrial firms in the field of

vacuum

technology

:

the high level of competence of their technical staff ensures positive feedback in solving
new problems. More than just a test bench, accelerators can be a special development focus
for

industrial

devices,

as

well

as

a

sizeable market

evolution of accelerators are difficult to foresee, but it
towards

lower

below 10"
soon.

New problems from the natural
is

unlikely

that

the

pressures (there is talk of heavy ion storage rings with average pressures

mbar), and cleaner - while more complex - vacuum systems will come to

This

trend

means

that

technological

and

instrumental

efforts

will

an

continue

end
in

collaboration with industry, and fresh technical innovations will surely follow.

The

spectacular

increase

in compact synchrotron light source projects will trigger

new pumping solutions and better understanding - and thus control - of the photon

induced

surface desorption problem.
While

accelerators

will

therefore

probably continue to play a "tutorial" role for

industry, this will be less marked than in these past 30 years

The

vacuum

industry

is

today powerful and mature, and many other fields of applications have appeared to catalyse
and boost development work

*

*

*
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ERRATA TO PREVIOUS GENERAL ACCELERATOR PHYSICS COURSE
15-26 SEPTEMBER 1986 (CERN 87-10)

Page 11, 5th line from end to read

x

1 1 ,.. .
Further - - - (1 - -)
•

p

p

Page 12, 9th line to read

z" + kz = 0

Page 35, 4th l i n e to read
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